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ABSTRACT 


The methods used in analyzing plant genomes have changed dramatically in the last 

century, from extensive breeding experiments using crosses and backcrosses to 

techniques that identify molecular differences in the DNA sequence of different genomes 

and studying these differences much more intensely. Representational Difference 

Analysis (RDA) is one such molecular technique. Originally developed in cancer 

research, it has recently also been applied to study plant genomes. RDA uses 

subtractive hybridization to isolate genomic regions that differ between two genomes, 

allowing the isolation of unique genetic sequences from one genome. Since RDA has 

only been used on a very limited scale in plant genome analysis, the aim of this project 

was to test the potential of this technique on the level of plant identification and the 

application of the technique on large and small plant genomes. Eleven subtraction 

products were isolated from date palm using the restriction enzyme BamHI for genome 

differentiation and production of genome representations. These subtraction products 

were shown to be dispersed repetitive sequences. It was show that out of these 

subtraction products, Dp41, was much more abundant in the genome of one date palm 

cultivar compared to the other cultivar used in this study. Analysis of this element in a 

number of date palm plants indicates that Dp41 possibly represents a hot-spot for 

stress-induced mutations. In addition three additional subtraction products were isolated 

from date palm using the methylation sensitive restriction enzyme Hpall for the creation 

of genome representations. Two of these showed homology to rRNA genes. In a third 

application subtraction products were isolated from the very large genome of Pinus 

strobus. Due to the size of the pine genome the complexity and number of the obtained 

subtraction products could not be used for analysis. A difference in genome methylation 

between the different lines could however be demonstrated. 

 
 
 



OPSOMMING 


Die analise van plantgenome het drasties gedurende die afgelope eeu verander. 

Uitgebreide telingseksperimente, wat gebruik maak van kruising en terugkruisings word 

aangevul met tegnieke wat molekulere verskilie in die nukleotiedvolgorde van verskeie 

genome identifiseer en in diepte ondersoek. Verteenwoordigende verskilanaliese (RDA) 

is een van hierdie tegnieke. Alhoewel oorspronklik ontwikkel vir kankernavorsing, word 

dit suksesvol in die bestudeering van plantgenome aangewend. RDA isoleer unieke 

geenvolgordes van een genoom deur die verskille tussen twee genome te identifiseer 

deur middel van substraksie-hibidisasie. Die doel van hierdie projek is om die potensiaal 

van RDA in die identifiseering van plante en die toepassing daarvan op groot en klein 

plantgenome te toets, aangesien die gebruik van RDA op die huidige oomblik baie 

beperk is in plantnavorsing. Elf substraksie-produkte is uit datelpalms ge·isoleer deur die 

snydingsensiem BamHI te gebruik vir genoom-differensiasie. Hierdie substraksie

produkte is verspreide herhalende nukleotiedvolgordes waarvan een, Dp41 , baie meer 

algemeen voorgekom het in die genoom van een van die dadel-kultivars wat bestudeer 

is, in vergelyking met die ander kultivar. Verdere analise van hierdie element in 'n aantal 

dadelpalms het getoon dat Dp41 'n moontelike teikengebied vir stress-ge"induseerde 

mutasies mag wees. Die gebruik van die snydingsensiem Hpall, wat sensetief vir DNS

metilering is, het nog drie substraksie-produkte opgelewer, waarvan twee ooreenkomste 

met rRNS gene getoon het. Ten derde is daar ook geslaag om substraksie-produkte uit 

die baie groot genoom van Pinus strobus te isoleer. As gevolg van die grootte van die 

genoom was die hoeveelheid en kompleksiteit van die subtraksie-produkte te groot om 

geanaliseer te word. 'n Verskil in genoom-metileering tussen die versikilinde Iyne kon 

egter gedemonstreer word. 
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Research Objectives 

There are many molecular techniques available that can be used to do genome analysis, 

each with their own advantages and disadvantages. In this MSc study one such 

technique was evaluated for its suitability in plant genome analysis. Representational 

difference analysis (RDA), which was developed in human cancer research to isolate 

differences between cancerous and non-cancerous celis, have recently been applied to 

study plant genomes, but very little is still known about the potential of RDA in plant 

genome analysis. The research objectives were therefore (1) to evaluate its potential in 

plant identification on the variety level by using methylation insensitive and sensitive 

restriction enzymes for the generation of genome representations, and (2) the evaluation 

of the RDA technique when applied to large genomes such as the pine genome. The 

experiments carried out in this MSc project focused in particular on (1) the isolation and 

characterization of possible genomic variations between closely related date palm 

varieties (2) the evaluation of the usefulness of these isolated subtraction products to be 

used as markers for cultivar identification and differentiation, (3) the isolation and 

characterization of differences due to methylation changes in the date palm genome, 

and (4) the ability of the RDA technique to subtract large genomes with a high 

complexity. 
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Thesis Composition 

The following theses composes of seven chapters and discuss the application of 

representational difference analysis (RDA) to genome analysis in plants. Since (RDA) is 

a technique developed to isolate differences between cancerous and non-cancerous 

cells in humans, the hypothesis was that it could be used to isolate differences between 

closely related cultivars or cell-lines to isolate differences that could be useful in the 

creation of molecular markers. In this study RDA was used to isolate subtraction 

products from the genomes of two date palm cultivars as well as from the genome of 

white pine. It is also used to isolate subtraction products using methylation sensitive and 

non-sensitive restriction enzymes. A breakdown of the various chapters is provided 

below. 

Chapter 1 of this thesis presents an introduction into molecular biology regarding the 

theories and philosophy forming the basis of this field of study and how it developed. It 

also gives an overview as to how plant genomes are organized and the processes 

involved in creating genome variation and evolution. It also deals with some of the most 

popular techniques used today in plant genome analysis, random amplified polymorphic 

DNAs (RAPD), and discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each technique 

focusing to a larger extent on representational difference analysis. Chapter 2 presents 

the results obtained using RAPD to differentiate between two date palm cultivars, 

'Medjool' and 'Barhee'. This includes two different methods for genomic DNA isolation , 

RAPD analysis, the cloning of a polymorphic DNA fragment, its sequence and the 

design of Sequence characterized amplified region (SCAR) primers for this fragment. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the application of RDA on date palm. This chapter outlines the 

results obtained from application of this subtractive technique executed on genomic DNA 

digested with restriction enzymes including the isolation and cloning of subtraction 

products. Chapter 4 focusus on the characterization of the RDA subtraction products 

using bioinformatic tools to conduct sequence homology searches and to do sequence 

alignments. The results obtained from the detailed characterization of one subtraction 

product DP41 is also presented in this chapter. Chapter 5 deals with genome 

methylation . It consists of two parts, firstly detecting genome methylation in date palm 

using RDA, and secondly using RDA to detect genome methylation in the much larger 

and complex genome of Pinus strobus. It also includes a comparison of genome 
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methylation in P. strobus embryogenic cultures grown on tissue culture medium 

containing either a low or high concentration of 2,4-D, a synthetic plant growth regulator 

known to influence genome methylation during tissue culture. In Chapter 6 the results of 

the various experiments are discussed and Chapter 7 the Achievements and 

conclusion outlines the scientific achievements made by this thesis and also the 

failures are mentioned and discussed, and an overview about possible future research 

activities is provided. References lists all the literature used and sited in this thesis and 

finally, in the Annex the methods, composition of the tissue culture media as well as 

plasmid maps, and general buffers and solutions used in the various protocols, and 

lastly an article that was published from this results . 
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Definition 

purine base that pairs with thymine (T) in DNA. 

the neutral gelling fraction of agar commonly used in gel 

electrophoresis. 

a step by step process for solving a problem. 

the juxtaposition of amino acids or nucleotides in homologous 

molecules that are assumed to contain residues that are all 

derived from a single common ancestral residue. 

a subsample of a reagent; to divide into several subsamples. 

one of a series of possible alternative forms of a given gene 

differing in DNA sequence and affecting the structure and/or 

function of a single product (RNA and/or protein). 

a short (300 bp), interspersed DNA sequence repeated about 

500,000 times in the human genome, and characterized by 

containing a distinctive A/ul restriction site. 
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Bacterial colony 

Base pair 

Base sequence 

C-value 

Cathode 

cDNA 

cDNA clone 

Chromatid 

Chromosome 

Clone 

Cloning vector 

Coding strand 

Colony 

hybridizatrion 

Complementary 

sequence 

a clone of bacterial cells. 

a pair of hydrogen-bonded nucleotides that join the two strands of 

a DNA double helix. In a double-stranded DNA molecule, adenine 

(A) forms a base pair with thymine (T), and guanine (G) pairs with 


cytosine (C). 


order of bases in a DNA molecule. 


a measure of haploid DNA content per cell. 


the negative electrode in an electrolytic cell (such as an 


electrophoresis chamber) toward which cations migrate. 


complementary DNA, often refering to a cDNA library made with 


mRNA and the enzyme reverse transcriptase. 


double-stranded DNA sequence that is complementary to a 


specific RNA and inserted in a cloning vector such as a plasmid . 


the eukaryotic chromosome prior to replication , or one of the two 


longitudinal subunits of a chromosome after replication , joined by 


a centromere. 


structure containing DNA and proteins in the cell nucleus. 

1. verb. to insert a piece of DNA into a vector for subsequent 

amplification and isolation of that specific piece; 2.noun. a piece 

of DNA composed of a vector and its insert. 

biological carriers such as plasmids, bacteriophage, or cosmids 


used to amplify an inserted DNA sequence. 


DNA strand that is transcribed into mRNA. 


method for detecting bacteria that carry a vector with a desired 


inserted sequence. 


a sequence of nucleotides related by the base-pairing rules . For 

example, in DNA a sequence A-G-T in one strand is 

complementary to T-C-A in the other strand. A given sequence 

defines the complementary sequence. 
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DNA reannealing 

DNase 

Dot (slot)·blot 

Double·stranded 

helix 

Electrophoresis 

Epigenetic 

Fingerprinting 

Gene 

Gene family 

Genome 

Genotype 

Guanine (G) 

double-stranded DNA separates into single strands when heated 


which reanneal back into double strands when temperature is 


lowered. 


deoxyribonuclease; enzyme that cleaves phosphodiester bonds in 


DNA, to break the molecule into pieces. 


a DNA analysis system where sample DNA is directly pipetted 


onto a membrane, as opposed to the Southern blot procedure of 


enzymatic digestion, electrophoresis, and Southern transfer. 


three-dimensional shape exhibited by two complementary base 


-paired DNA strands. 


the separation of macromolecules in the presence of an electric 


current. Electrophoresis is routinely used to separate both 


proteins and DNA fragments ; allozymes are separated based on 


differences in net charge, whereas DNA fragments are separated 


based on differences in size. 


all processes relating to the expression and interaction of genes. 


separation of the DNA of an individual into defined fragments the 


lengths of which are determined by the spacing of given restriction 


of enzyme sites. Numbers and lengths of fragments form a 


unique 'DNA fingerprint' for an individual. 


a sequence of DNA that functions as a unit (e.g., coding for a 


specific protein) . 


set of very similar genes derived by duplication of an ancestral 


gene and subsequent minor alteration in each gene in the family. 


the sum total of all the DI\JA on a haploid set of chromosomes in 


the nucleus of an individual, including both coding and non-coding 


sequences. 


genetic consititution of an individual organism. 


purine base that pairs with cytosine in DNA. . 
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Haploid 

Heterochromatin 

Homology 

Hotspot 

Hybridization 

Hybridization 

stringencies 

Hybridize 

Hypervariabi I ity 

Hyper variable 

region 

In vitro 

Insert 

Insertion 

Intergenic 

chromosome number in the gametes of a species, symbolized by 


"nil. 


chromosomal segments or whole chromosomes that generally 


exhibit a condensed state throughout interphase and late 


replication . 


common ancestry of two or more genes or gene products (or 


portions thereof). 


region in DNA where mutations occur at exceptionally high 


frequency. 


formation of a double-stranded nucleic acid molecule from 


complementary single-stranded molecules. 


the fidelity with which single strands of DNA reanneal depends on 


the stringency of hybridization determined by temperature and 


ionic conditions. 


to induce the pairing of complementary DNA strands, often from 


different individuals or species, to form a DNA-DNA hybrid 


molecule. 


extreme genetic variations between individuals in certain genomic 


sequences. 


a segment of a chromosome characterized by considerable 


variation in the number of tandem repeats at one or more loci. 


means "in glass" and refers to a biological process carried out in 


the laboratory separate from an organism. 


the DNA of interest that has been cloned, or inserted, into a 


vector. 


placemment of additional nucleotide pairs in a specific site in 


DNA. 


nucleotide sequences located between genes. 
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Interspersed short segments of DNA that have been found in hundreds of 

repetitive DNA 

Inversion 

Inverted repeats 

Isochizomer 

Label 

Ligase 

Ligation 

Locus 

Long-terminal 

repeats (L TR) 

Melt 

Melting 

temperature (Tm) 

messenger RNA 

(mRNA) 

Methylation 

thousands of copies interspersed throughout the genome, rather 


than being serially repeated like satellite DNAs. 


a reversed chromosome segment. 


symmetrical nucleotide sequence of DNA that is repeated in 


opposite orientations on same molecule. 


restriction endonuclease with the same recogniton sequence as 


another restriction endonuclease. 


to chemically "tag" a piece of DNA so that it can be visualized in 


some manner. Most commonly, DNA is labeled with a radioactive 


element, enabling detection of its presence using x-ray film . 


Labeling may also be achieved by colorimetric methods or by 


chemiluminesence. Visualization of larger amounts of DNA 


requires less sensitivity and is often possible using stains such as 


ethidium bromide. 


an enzyme that covalently joins two single stranded DNA 


molecules when annealed end to end on a DNA template. 


enzymatically catalyzed formation of a phosphodiester bond that 


links two DNA molecules . 


a specific position on a chromosome. 


nucleotide sequence that is repeated at the end of a DNA 


molecule. 


the process of disrupting the hydrogen bonds linking 


complementary DNA strands. 


midpoint of the heat denaturation curve for double-stranded DNA. 


single-stranded template RNA that contains information for amino 


acid sequence of the protein. 


the chemical process of adding a methyl group to a molecule. 
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Methylation 

(me) 

Microsatellite 

Minisatellite 

Mismatch 

Mobile elements 

Multigene family 

Mutagen 

Mutant 

Mutation 

Nuclear genome 

Nuclease 

one form of methylation, the most common in mammals, invloves 

the conversion of cytosine to 5-methyl cytosine. Methylation can 

prevent cleavage of DNA at a restriction enzyme recognition site, 

for example, Hpa II cleaves at C'\CG G 

a class of repetitive DNA. Microsatellites are simple sequence 

repeats two to eight nucleotides in length. For example the repeat 

unit can be simply "CAn, and might exist in a tandem array 

(CACACACACA ... ) be highly polymorphic. 

tandem array of from 10 to 50 copies of a non-coding length 

(typically 10 to 100 nucleotides) of DNA. Arrays on different 

chromosomes are usually with different numbers of repeated 

copies giving rise to unique individual DNA fingerprints. 

bases that do not match in "complementary" DNA strands . 

Depending in the blot wash stringency conditions, some mismatch 

can be tolerated between hybridized sample and probe DNA 

com plementary 

lengths of DNA that can move from one position to another in the 

genome. 

a collection of identical or near identical genes in the genome. 

The numbers of gene copies and their distribution amongst 

chromosomes varies widely between species depending on the 

gene family in question. 

an agent that causes changes in the nucleotide sequence of DNA. 

organism that carries a modified inherited gene. 

change in the nucleotide sequence of DNA that is inherited. 

the portion of the genome contained in the nucleus of eukaryotes, 

i.e., the chromosomes. 

enzyme that cleaves phophordiester bonds in nucleic acids. 
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Nucleolar 

organizer region 

Nucleotide 

ORF 

Pellet 

Phenotype · 

Plasmid 

point mutation 

Polymerase 

a region on a chromosome that contains the ribosomal RNA 

genes and associated spacers. 

one of the monomeric units from which DNA molecules are 

constructed, consisting of a purine or pyrimidine base, a pentose 

sugar, and a phosphoric acid group. The nucleotides of DNA are 

deoxyadenylic acid, thymidylic acid, deoxygualinic acid, and 

deoxycytidylic acid. The nucleotides are often referred to 

interchangeably with their corresponding nitrogenous base, i.e. , 

the nucleotide deoxyadenylic acid is often referred to as adenine 

(represented in a sequence by "A"). 

open reading frame; start and .stop codons are present around a 

DNA sequence. 

the button of particulate material formed after a suspension has 

been centrifuged . 

the physical make-up of an individual as define by genetic and 

non-genetic factors . 

a self-replicating extrachromosomal genetic element found in a 

variety of bacterial species that generally confers some advantage 

to the host cell (i.e ., resistance to antibiotics, etc.). Plasmids are 

double-stranded, circular DNA molecules ranging in size from 1 to 

200 thousand base pairs commonly used as vectors for cloning. 

a mutation involving a single nucleotide substitution. 

an enzyme that assembles the subunits of macromolecules. DNA 

polymerases have the ability to synthesize the complementary 

strand of a single stranded DNA template. Synthesis only extends 

from existing double-stranded sequence across single-stranded 

template; thus synthesis can be controlled in reactions such as 

peR or sequencing using oligonucleotide primers that will anneal 

to form short double stranded sections contiguous to specific 

regions of interest. 
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Polymerase Chain 

Reaction (PCR) 

Polymorphism 

Primers 

Probe 

Purine 

Pyrimidine 

a series of thermal cycles of denaturation, annealing of primers, 

and primer extension catalyzed by a thermostable DNA 

polymerase, in which a target DNA fragment is amplified 

exponentially; primers that have nucleotide sequences 

complementary to the DNA that flanks the target region are added 

to sample DNA along with a heat-stable DNA polymerase. The 

DNA is heated to separate the complementary strands and then 

cooled to let the primers bind to the flanking sequences. The 

polymerase initiates synthesis of complementary DNA. The 

reaction is allowed to proceed for a series of replication cycles. 

Twenty cycles will yield a millionfold amplification; thirty cycles will 

yield an amplification factor of one billion. 

intraspecific variation. On the DNA level, this refers to differences 

in base pair sequence between two individuals. 

short pieces of single stranded DNA (10-30 bp) annealed to the 5' 

end of a DNA template used to initiate synthesis of the 

complementary strand of the template piece of DNA. Primers can 

be designed so that they will bind only to a very specific region of 

the DNA, and will thus initiate synthesis of a targeted sequence 

(as in PCR or DNA sequencing). 

in molecular biology, any biochemical molecule that can be used 

to distinguish a specific molecule of interest apart from others of 

its kind. A DNA probe is a segment of DNA with a sequence 

homologous to the DNA of interest. If the probe is labeled, the 

sequence can be visualized independently from the rest of the 

DNA in the sample. 

a heterocyclic ring molecule with various side chains. (Adenine 

and guanine are purines found in DNA and RNA.) 

a heterocyclic ring molecule with six carbons and various side 

chains. (Cytosine and uracil are pyrimidines found in RNA, while 

cytosine and thymine are found in DNA.) 
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RAPD (random amplified polymorphic DNA) An analysis of peR 

products produced by short non-specific primers . High levels of 

polymorphism are often observed using this technique. 

RONA ribosomal DNA; the genes for several classes of ribosomal RNA 

molecules that go into the construction of ribosomes , usually in 

long tandem arrays in the chromosomes. 

Repetitive DNA nucleotide sequences occurring repeatedly in chromosomal DNA. 

Repetitive DNA can belong to the highly repetitive or middle 

repetitive categories. The highly repetitive fraction contains 

sequences of several nucleotides repeated millions of times. 

Middle repetitive DNA consists of segments 1 to 500 base pairs in 

length repeated 100 to 10,000 times each . 

Restriction enzyme an enzyme that cleaves double-stranded DNA. Type I restriction 

(endonuclease) endonucleases are not sequence-specific; type II restriction 

endonucleases cleave DNA at particular recognition sequences 

(typically 4-6 bp palindromes).The enzymes are named by an 

acronym that indicates the bacterial species from which they were 

isolated, followed by a Roman numeral that gives the 

chronological order of discovery when more than one enzyme 

came from the same source. DNA fragments produced by certain 

enzymes, such as EcoRI , can anneal with any other fragment 

produced by that enzyme. This property allows splicing of foreign 

genes into E. coli plasm ids or bacteriophage vectors. 

Restriction fragment a polymorphism in an individual , population , or species defined by 

length polymorphism restriction fragments of a distinctive length. Usually caused by 

(RFLP) 	 gain or loss of a restriction site, but may result from an insertion or 

deletion of a fragment of DNA between two conserved restriction 

sites . 

restriction sites 	 short motifs of DNA capable of being recognized by a restriction 

enzyme leading to the cutting of the DNA molecule into separate 

fragments . Each restriction enzyme has a unique cutting site. 
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RNA 

(ribonucleic acid) 

RNAse 

RRNA 

Single copy DNA 

Single-copy gene 

Size marker 

Slippage 

Southern blot 

Stringency 

Tandem array 

Taq polymerase 

polynucleotide that contains ribose sugar. 

an enzyme capable of degrading RNA. 

ribosomal RNA, the nucleic acid component of ribosomes, which 

functions in translation of proteins from mRNA. 

usually refers to sequences that appear only once in the entire 

genome. Specific genes or sequences that are single copy are 

much more difficult to isolate because they represent such a small 

percentage of the total DNA of an organism. 

genes for which only two alleles exist (one from each parent) in a 

diploid cell. 

DNA fragments of known molecular weight and base pair length, 

such as I-phage digested with the restriction enzyme Hindlll, run 

on electrophoresis gels for the determination of DNA sample 

fragment sizes. 

a mechanism of DNA turnover by which gains-and losses occur of 

short motifs (usually less than 10 nucleotides) in DNA helix 

leading to pure and cryptic DNA simplicity. 

a membrane onto which DNA has been transferred directly from 

an electrophoretic gel. 

in DNA-DNA hybridization or DNA-RNA hybridization, the 

conditions of the hybridization (such as temperature and 

concentration of chemical additives) that determine the degree of 

similarity that will result in formation of hybrid molecules . 

multiple copies of a sequence of DNA that are arranged one after 

another in series. Repeat units can be short nucleotide 

sequences or entire sets of genes. 

a thermostable DNA polymerase from Thermus aquaticus, 

thermophilic bacterium. Used for amplification via the polymerase 

chain reaction . 
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Thymine 

thymine dimer 

Transform 

Translocation 

Transposable 

element 

Transpositi on 

Transposon 

Uracil 

Vector 

pyrimide base found in DNA. 

adjacent thymine residues in DNA that have been chemically 

linked, usually by the action of ultraviolet irradiation. 

to cause bacterial cells to take up a plasmid host. 

change in the position of a chromosome segment within a 

genome. 

a genomic element that can move from site to site in the genome 

of an organism, either through direct DNA copying (at least in 

prokaryotes) or reverse transcription from an RNA intermediate 

(probably the usual mechanism in eukaryotes) . 

see mobile elements. Duplicative transposition occurs when a 

given DNA region replicates and the extra copy moves to another 

position in the genome. Non-duplicative transposition occurs 

when the DNA region moves from one position to another: no 

extra copies are involved. 

a segment of DNA flanked by transposable elements that is 

capable of moving its location in the genome. 

pyrimidine base in RNA that appears in place of the thymine found 

in DNA. 

a self-replicating DNA molecule that exists with, but is separate 

from the genome of the host cell . Many different vectors have 

been identified and genetically engineered for use in molecular 

biology. DNA inserted into a vector will be replicated along with 

the vector. In this manner, DNA of interest can be obtained in 

large quantities i.e., cloned. For example, the human insulin gene 

can be cloned into the plasmid vector pBR 322 which in turn will 

replicate in E. coli cultures. 
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1.1 Abstract 

The past century has witnessed a breathtaking array of discoveries in the biological 

sciences. This is in particular in the general area of molecular biology, the scientific 

discipline that seeks to fully understand the molecular basis of heredity, genetic 

variation, and the expression patterns of individual units of heredity called genes. To 

fully appreciate the current status of molecular biology and where it is heading it is 

important to understand the early principals and the theories that gave rise to it. In 

this chapter a brief history of the development of the field of molecular biology and 

the basic philosophy on which our understanding of biological systems is based is 

presented. Furthermore an overview of the plant genome and its composition is 

given. The mechanisms that is responsible for creating variation in genomes and the 

most popular techniques molecular biologists use to find, study and utilize these 

changes are presented. 

1.2 Biology: then and now 

Building on observations about natural plant variation in time and space, early 

geneticists, such as Darwin , Mendel, and Vavilov, posed fundamental questions 

regarding the origin, structure, and evolution of genetic diversity. They postulated that 

an underlying reservoir of innate and heritable genetic possibilities delineated the 

options for growth, development, and reproduction of organisms at both the individual 

and population level. The field of plant genetics today continues to address many of 

the same questions while integrating new developments in molecular biology and 

bioinformatics. Over the last 15 to 20 years, new, highly automated tools have 

created unprecedented opportunities for generating and analysing large biological 

data sets. The systematic processing of nucleic acid and protein sequence 

information from many different organisms has further fundamentally changed the 

way that biologists approach the study of living things (McCouch, 2001). 

In retrospect, the 6th decade of the 19th century was truly remarkable with respect to 

the development of the science of biology. By the end of those years all of the pieces 

were in place for the maturation of what had been a purely observational discipline 

into one with a theoretical basis. The result, the field of molecular biology and its 

attendant sub-disciplines, is grounded philosophically in a mechanistic, deterministic 

and reductionistic view that derives from the logical empiristic setting in which it was 
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born (Judson, 1996). In November 1859, Charles Darwin first published his "On the 

Origin of Species" and in 1866 Fr. Gregor Mendel his "First and Second Laws of 

Heredity' as well as his conceptualisation of the gene as the unit of inheritance. By 

1869, the chemist JF Miescher isolated from human pus the substance he named 

nuclein, which was later called nucleic acid. At the time of these events, biology could 

hardly be compared to the so-called 'hard' sciences such as physics and chemistry, 

which rested upon strong theoretical platforms. Biology had essentially been an 

exercise in observation and classification. But with Darwin 's theory and Mendel 's 

laws, biology had for the first time a potential theoretical basis of it's own. 

Modern biology has had great success in representing the reality of living systems in 

a form that yields a great deal of both theoretical and practical information. Our 

current understanding of all of the mechanisms by which these macromolecules act 

and interact as a part of the life functions of an organism derive from the reductionist 

paradigm and the techniques it has produced. And yet, there are clearly aspects of 

living systems that have not yielded to this analysis. Among these features are 

included the organization of the human brain and , more importantly, the origin of the 

mind and consciousness. It has become increasingly difficult to model these kinds of 

natural phenomenon in terms of the reductionist paradigm extent in much of 

biological thinking . 

A major part of the difficulty appears to be the framework within which the natural 

world is viewed in modern biology. As an inheritor of the logical 'empiricists' position, 

the biologist believes that the only aspects of the world that are observable and open 

to rational investigation. In fact, relevant are those that could be, in Aristotelian terms, 

material cause (the set of objective possibilities) and formal cause (the shape or form 

of the substance). However, modern biology mostly does not recognise nor does it 

incorporate into theoretical considerations either the final cause (action of will) or the 

efficient cause (projection into reality of this act of will) (Ayala, 1970). The problem is 

a science that embraces Hume's assertion that the efficient and final causes of a 

thing can never be known. But consider for a moment the nature of chance or 

random events and the mistake becomes evident in this chain of reasoning. The neo

Darwinist assumes that the random nature of mutational changes in DNA eliminates 

the causality from the consideration. In fact, the mechanisms of mutation are well 

understood and proceed by quite specific steps. In a world where no system is 

entirely closed , that is, isolated from its surroundings, blind chance cannot exist: 

there are interconnections that provide a complex, if sometimes subtle, input into all 
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events (Laszlo, 1996). The overall result can be seen as having both an efficient 

cause (the agent of mutation) and a final cause (the consequence of the mutated 

gene on the function of the organism). Although the biologist cannot predict which 

gene will be mutated in a particular organism, the dependence of the functioning of 

that organism on that change can be observed (Ayala, 1970). 

Explanation by design, or teleology, is "the use of design, purpose, or utility as an 

explanation of any natural phenomenon" (Webster's Third New International 

Dictionary, 1966). An object or behaviour is said to be teleological when it gives 

evidence of design or appears to be directed towards certain ends. Teleological 

explanations account for the existence of a certain feature in a system by 

demonstrating the feature's contribution to a specific property or state in the system. 

The idea of teleological thinking is viewed as a slur when applied to any kind of 

biological model or conclusion. Nonetheless, purpose and plan are obvious in living 

systems. Some time ago Francisco Ayala pointed out three types of teleological 

explanations that are appropriate to biological systems: (1) conscious anticipation of 

an end-state or goal , (2) self-regulating systems and (3) structures designed to 

perform a specific function . As Barbara McClintock (1984) expressed it: There are 

'shocks' that a genome must face repeatedly; and for which it is prepared to respond 

in a programmed manner. An example is the 'heat shock' response in eukaryotic 

organisms. Each of these initiates a highly programmed sequence of events within 

the cell that serves to cushion the effects of the shock. Some sensing mechanisms 

must be present in these instances to alert the cell to imminent danger, and to set in 

motion the orderly sequence of events that will mitigate the danger. But there are 

also responses to the genome to unanticipated challenges that are not so precisely 

programmed. The genome is unprepared for these shocks. Nevertheless, they are 

sensed, and the genome responds in a discernible but initially unforeseen manner. 

And as the co-holder of the 1945 Nobel prize for physiology and medicine, Sir Ernest 

Chain put it: "To postulate that the development and survival of the fittest is entirely a 

consequence of chance mutation seems to me a hypothesis based on no evidence 

and irreconcilable with the facts. These classical evolutionary theories are a gross 

over-simplification of an immensely complex and intricate mass of facts, and it 

amazes me that they are swallowed so uncritically and readily and for such a long 

time, by so many scientists without a murmur of protest." Teleology asserts that a 

casual non-physical agent as postulated by vitalism is purposeful and that there is 

purpose and design in nature. 
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1.3 The plant genome: size and organisation 

DNA re-association kinetics studies showed that non-transcribing repeat (NTR)-DNA 

is an integral part of most plant genomes and its amount is proportional to the 

genome size (Flavell et a/. , 1974). Most plant genomes are large and complex and 

NTR-DNA is primarily composed of retro-transposons (Bennetzen et al., 1998). The 

composition of plant NTR-DNA seems to be a result of multiple invasions by different 

retro-transposons. Replication of retro-transposons then occurred followed by their 

inactivation by transposition and/or hetero-chromatization (Sandhu and Gill, 2002). 

The NTR-DNA is unevenly distributed in the plant genomes. Paucity of genes 

observed from physical maps (Sandhu et al., 2001) and an abundance of 

hetrochromatin visualized as C-bands (Curtis and Lukaszewski , 1991; Gill et al., 

1991 ; Jiang et al., 1996) allegorise that repetitive DNA is especially abundant around 

the centromeric regions (Copenhaver and Preuss, .1999). Regions present between 

two gene-rich regions are also composed of NTR-DNA as well as regions present 

near the tip of chromosome arms deficient in genes (Sandhu and Gill, 2002). In 

addition to retro-transposons, psuedo-genes also seem to be an important part of the 

non-transcribed regions. 

Whether transposons, retro-transposons, and other repetitive elements accumulate 

extensively in a given evolutionary lineage may depend on several factors. Among 

them are the efficiency or repressive mechanisms and the rate at which the 

sequences undergo mutational and deletional decay. For example, methylation of C 

residues enhances the mutability of CG base pairs hence methylation accelerates 

the divergence rate of newly arising duplications. This happens at an extreme form in 

Neurospora, in which many methylated CGs are mutated in the span of a single 

generation, and at more measured rates in plants and mammals (SanMiguel et al., 

1998; Wang et al. , 1998). If multiple copies of a DNA sequence are present in a 

genome we can think of each sequence as a single 'species ' evolving on it's own 

'line of decent' because each repeat will be mutated at random. 

Retro-transposons display a high degree of sequence variability (Casacuberta et al., 

1995; Marillonnet and Wessler, 1998) and in most cases they represent elements 

that have lost the ability to transpose. It is also known that both the Ac and Spm 

transposons of maize frequently give rise to internally deleted elements, and Ac ends 
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are much more abundant in the maize genome than are full-length elements, 

suggesting deletional decay of transposon sequences (Fredoroff et a/., 1983,1984; 

Masson et a/., 1987). 
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Figure 1.1. Mechanism of DNA methylation. 5-Methylcytosine is produced by the 

action of the DNA methyltransferases (DNMT), which catalyse the transfer of a 

methyl group (CH3) from S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) to the carbon-5 position of 

cytosine (Strathdee and Brown, 2002). 

1.3.1 Functional and non-functional sequences 

Sequences within the genome can be classified according to a number of criteria. 

The most important of these is functionality and the largest class of functional DNA 

elements (also known as euchromatin) consists of coding sequences within 

transcription units. For the most part, transcription units correspond one-to-one with 

Mendelian genes. They usually function on behalf of the organism within which they 

are contained. The functional class of DNA elements also includes a number of 

specialized sequences that play roles in chromosome structure and transmission. 

The best-characterized structural elements are associated with the centromeres and 

telomers (Figure 1.2) (Fitzgerald-Hayes et a/., 1982; Bloom and Carbon, 1982; Sun 

et a/., 1997; Wright et a/., 1996; Pardue et a/., 1996; Zakian 1996). 

Most of the genome appears to consist of DNA sequences that have no apparent 

function. This non-functional class includes psuedo-genes that derive from specific 
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distinct retro-element families exist in maize (Voytas, 1996). But how can a genome 

function with such a large burden of retro-elements? It is of course, in the element's 

best interest to minimize genetic damage caused by integration, because the host's 

survival is necessary for persistence of the element. In the yeast Saccharomyces 

cerivisiae, in which retro-transposons have been studied extensively, it appears that 

the five families of retro-transposons found within the S. cerevisiae genome, have a 

strong bias for sites in the genome where they integrate. Retro-elements are found 

particularly upstream from tRNA genes or at the telomeres. Regions targeted by 

yeast retro-transposons are typically devoid of open reading frames (Voytas, 1996). 

The organisation of retro-elements in the interspacer regions of maize is reminiscent 

of the findings in yeast. Targeted integration, as opposed to amplification by 

recombination, is suggested by the overall structural integrity of the retro-elements 

and the presence of intact target-site duplications flanking most insertions. The 

under-representation of the most highly abundant retro-element families in the maize 

DNA sequence databases further suggests that these elements specifically avoid 

coding regions or that their presence near genes has been strongly selected against. 

Intergenic regions are hyper-methylated relative to gene sequences (Bennetzen et 

a/., -1994). By extrapolating from the yeast model, one might predict that some such 

unique chromatin feature serves as a homing device for maize retro-elements during 

integration. Hyper-methylated arrays of retro-transposons within retro-transposons 

have also been observed in the slime mold Physarum po/ycepha/um (Rothnie et ai. , 

1991). This suggests that targeted integration may be a widespread strategy adopted 

by retro-elements to proliferate within host genomes (Voytas, 1996). According to this 

model, the increased number of retro-transposons in large-genome lineages may be 

due part to an increase in the number of possible non-deleterious insertion sites in 

the genome. 

The fundamental issue is the likelihood of changes in genome size over evolutionary 

time and, in particular, the likelihood of decreases in genome size versus increases. 

Although increases - via amplification of retro-transposons - are clearly possible and 

apparently easy, decreases may be more difficult and/or may occur less frequently . 

The striking variation in genome size observed between closely related species has 

been termed the C-value paradox (Thomas, 1971), meaning that it is paradoxical that 

genomic complexity (i.e., size) does not correlate with biological complexity of the 

organism . Some genome-size variation is due to the polyploidy commonly found in 

the angiosperms or to tandemly repeated satellite sequences , but most is associated 
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with ill-defined classes of interspersed highly repetitive and middle repetitive DNAs 

(Flavell et a/., 1974). Recent studies have indicated that the majority of this reiterated 

OI\JA is composed of retro-elements (Moor et a/., 1991; SanMiguel et a/., 1996; 

Smyth et a/., 1989) 

The question still stands as to whether all plant genomes are destined for genome 

obesity 0 if an active process for removing these interspersed repetitive DNAs from 

plant genomes exists? Studies on spontaneous mutations have shown that deletions 

are more frequent and longer than insertions. For example, in mammals, deletions 

are three to seven-times more frequent than are insertions and are, on average, 

somewhat longer (Graur et a/., 1989). In Orosophi/a , the difference is even more 

profound - deletions are almost ten-times more frequent and almost seven-times 

longer than are insertions (Petrov et a/., 1996). This biases in mutation frequency and 

size will lead to the progressive elimination of nonessential sequences. Admittedly, 

this process is very slow. 

It is also known that both the Ac and Spm transposons of maize frequently give rise 

to internally deleted elements, and Ac ends are more abundant in the maize genome 

than are full-length elements, suggesting deletional decay"of transposon sequences 

(Fedoroff et a/., 1983,1984; Masson et a/., 1987; Schwarz-Sommer et a/., 1985). It 

would not be surprising to find mechanisms that preferentially el iminate sequences, 

as has been found in wheat for the preferential loss of non-redundant sequences 

early after polyploidization (Feldman et a/., 1997). Whether transposons, retro

transposons, and other repetitive elements accumulate in a given evolutionary 

lineage may depend on several factors, among them the efficiency of repressive 

mechanisms and the rate at which the sequence undergo mutational and deletional 

decay (Fedoroff, 2000). 

1.4.2 Stress and genome variation 

Growth conditions are seldom optimal and when the environment changes an 

organism must be able to adapt in order to survive or die. Any environmental change 

that results in a response of an organism that is less than optimal might be 

considered as stressful (Levitt, 1972). Stress factors can be either biotic, imposed by 

other organisms, abiotic, arising from an excess or deficit in the physical or chemical 
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environment or of a genetic nature for example the introduction of foreign genetic 

material and viral infections. When plants are grown in artificial conditions additional 

stress might be introduced by the synthetic growth medium or additional growth 

regulators and antibiotics added to the plants' environment (Buchanan et al., 2000). 

Many of the plant retro-transposons studied to date are transcriptionally activated by 

various biotic and abiotic stress factors (Grandbastien, 1998). The expression of 

tobacco Tnt1 and Tto1 retrotransposons is greatly increased by several abiotic 

stresses such as cell culture, wounding, methyl jasmonate, CuCI2 and salicylic acid 

(Hirochika, 1993; Mhiri et al., 1997; Moreau-Mhiri et al., 1996; Pouteau et al., 1994; 

Takeda et al. , 1998, 1999). Similarly, various biotic stress factors, such as infection 

with various viral, bacterial or fungal pathogens (Mhiri et al. , 1999; Pouteau et al., 

1994), have been shown to activate transcription of these retrotransposons. In 

contrast to Tnt1 and Tto1, transcription of Tos17 is induced only by tissue culture. 

Many factors determine how plants react to these stresses, The genetic make-up of 

the plant, its developmental state, the duration and severity of the stress, the number 

of times the plant is subjected to stress and any synergistic effects of multiple 

stresses influence the plants' response. In response to stress some genes ' are

expressed more strongly, whereas the expression of others are repressed . Several 

mechanisms, such as quantitative modification of repetitive DNA, DNA methylation, 

excision and insertion of transposable elements, gene amplification or deletion and 

histone acetylation have been suggested as points of control for these changes 

(Capy, 1998; Cullis 1990; Johnson et al. , 1996). 

1.4.3 Somaclonal variation 

Somaclonal variation is a widespread phenomenon in tissue culture plants. The term, 

somaclonal variation, was first defined by Larkin and Scowcroft (1981) as the genetic 

variation in plants regenerated from the tissue culture process. In all organisms, 

spontaneous mutations occur from generation to generation, but somaclonal 

variation describes the additional mutations in plants produced via tissue culture 

(Bouman and De Klerk, 1997). This unexpected source of variability was once hailed 

as a "novel source of variation for crop improvement", but due largely to its 

unpredictability as a breeding tool, enthusiasm for this application has diminished 

and somaclonal variation has lost much popularity in recent years (Karp, 1993). 
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Somaclonal variation and its causes are not well understood and have not been 

elucidated. Plants are generated by a series of cell divisions in meristematic tissues. 

During the early stages of embryogenesis the apical meristem is formed from the 

zygote. The axillary meristem in turn originates from the apical meristem. However, 

new apical meristems may also originate from non-zygotic cells, in particular from 

somatic cells from callus or cell suspension cultures. Plants generated from these 

adventitious meristems are often genetically different from the mother plant (Bouman 

and De Klerk, 1997). Somaclonal variations are therefore often associated with callus 

formation (Skirvin and Janick, 1976) and the use of growth regulators, such as 2,4

dichloropenxyacetic acid (2,4-D) and benzyladenine (BA) (Figure 1.5) have been 

reported to play an important role in the induction of variability (Evans, 1988). 

linacero et a/. (2000) found hot spots of DNA instability in rye plants generated from 

immature embryos. At least 40% of the studied rye plants showed at least one 

variation, and the number of mutations per plant was quite high, ranging from 2 to 12. 

In 2001, Leroy et a/. found in a study done on cauliflower calli using microsatellite 

primers, only six calli out of a total of 224 with stable original DNA patterns. Many 

more examples of somaclonal variation have been found in plants grown in vitro 

including beet plants (Sabir et a/., 1992), red clover (Nelke' et 'at, 1993), and oilseed 

rape (Poulsen et a/., 1993). 

A 

B 

Figure 1.5. (A) The molecular structure of 2,4-dichloropenxyacetic acid (2,4-D) and 

(B) the structure of benzyladenine (BA). 
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1.4.4 Genomic re-arrangements and somaclonal variation 

Many of the mechanisms by which the genome is re-organized due to stress have 

been observed in cells in tissue culture or in plants regenerated from such cultures. 

Reviews discuss a number of reasons why the tissue culture environment can be 

stressful to plant cells. They focus especially on the physical nature of the medium, 

such as high salt, water stress, mineral deficiency, an excess of metal ions and 

overexposure to auxins (Phillips et al., 1994; Skirvin et a/., 1994; CuI/is 1999; Arnault 

and Dufournel, 1994). Genomic changes in tissue culture can result in changes in 

ploidy level, such as aneuploidy, chromosomal rearrangements (Figure 1.6), 

activation of transposable elements and other genes (Figure 1.7), point mutations, 

genome re-arrangements, methylation changes and even altered copy number of 

sequences (Cullis , 1990; Peschke et al., 1987; Hirochika, 1993; Phillips et al. , 1994). 

Blundy et a/. (1987) found an almost three-fold reduction in the ribosomal RNA genes 

in callus cultures of flax. Lee and Phillips (1986) detected chromosomal instabilities in 

in vitro grown maize plants. The extent of these chromosome abnormalities was 

found to be dependent on the time the cells had been in culture (Chandler et al. , 

1986). Translocations are a commonly observed chromosome abnormality with 

inversions, insertions and deletions occurring in the DNA sequence. Repetitive DNA .. 

sequences are especially sensitive to stress-related DNA changes and account for a 

large portion of variation in sequence copy numbers. When cultured Cymbidium 

protocorms were exposed to auxin , the amplification of AT-rich satellite DNA was 

observed , while exposure to gibberellic acid increased GT-rich regions (Nagl and 

Rucker, 1976). Zheng et al. (1987) found that in rice suspension cultures , highly 

repeated sequences were amplified up to 75-fold. Another representative of highly 

repetitive sequences, the ribosomal RNA DNA sequences (rONA) are also part of the 

variable component and a decrease in ribosomal RNA genes has been reported in 

flax callus cultures (Blundy et al. , 1987). 
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1.4.5 Ribosomal RNA and their genes 

Two sizes of ribosomes, 70S and 80S, are known in higher plants, with the 80S 

ribosomes located in the cytoplasm and the 70S located in the chloroplast and 

mitochondria. Each of the small subunits of the ribosomes are themselves composed 

of two or more smaller rRNAs and are repeated and arranged in one or more tandem 

arrays, termed nucleolar organizer regions (NOR) (Nierras et al., 1997). With the 

exception of some legumes, almost all plant chloroplast genomes contain two copies 

of a large inverted repeat which contains the 16S, 23S and 5S rRNA, genes as well 

as some tRNA and ribosomal protein genes, situated in the opposite orientation and 

separated by a large single-copy (LSC) and small single-copy (SSC) region (Lu et aI. , 

1996). In contrast, the rRNA unit in the cytosol consist out of the 18S, 5.8S and 25S 

rRNA coding regions with their non-coding spacers (Haberer and Fischer, 1996), 

while the mitochondrion rRNA are made up by the 18S, 5S and 26S coding units and 

non-coding spacers (Heldt, 1997). Copy numbers of rRNA genes are high in most 

plants with about 570 repeats per haploid genome (Pruitt and Meyerowitz, 1986). 

18S 25S 
IGS 

ITS1 ITS2 

Figure 1.8. Ribosomal RNA genes in the cytosol: arrangement of the 18S-5,8S-25S 

RNA gene complex. IGS = intergenic spacer; ITS = internal transcribed spacer 

(Henry, 1997). 

1.4.6 Control of retro-transposons 

Because retro-transposons have the potential to dramatically alter gene function and 

host genome structure, it is not surprising that their transposional activities are 

regulated both by retro-transposon- and host-encoded factors, possibly to avoid 

deleterious effects on host and retro-transposon survival. The intimate relationship 

between retro-transposons and their plant hosts has existed for many millions of 

years. We are just beginning to understand how retro-transposons and their hosts' 
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genomes have co-evolved mechanisms to regulate transposition, insertion 

specificities, and mutational outcomes in order to optimise each other's survival. 

Because retro-transposons cannot transpose without the presence of an RNA 

template available for reverse transcription, the simplest way to control their activity 

would be via the regulation of transcriptional initiation. Many retro-transposons show 

unique patterns of developmental and/or environmental regulation. A correlation 

between transcription and transposition of retro-transposons has been demonstrated 

for the tobacco Tt01 and rice Tos17 retro-transposons (Hirochika, 1993; Hirochika et 

al., 1996). For example, transposition of Tt01 and Tos17 was associated with an 

increase in the levels of their RNAs, suggesting that transposition of these retro

transposons is regulated mainly at the transcriptional level. However, this is not the 

situation for several other retro-transposons. The BARE-1 of barley is highly 

transcribed in leaves, but its transposition has not been observed (Suoniemi et al., 

1996). 

1.4.7 Repetitive DNA and DNA methylation 

In plants and filamentous fungi , genomic methylation is restricted mostly to 

transposons and other repeats (Rabinowicz et al., 1999; Colot and Rossignol, 1999). 

Most of our current knowledge concerning possible roles for methylation in 

eukaryotes derives from the study of organisms amenable to genome manipulation. 

Among these, two filamentous fungi, Neurospora crassa and Ascobolus immerses, 

came up with a surprise. Both fungi were found to be endowed with the ability to 

methylate de novo (and concurrently in Neurospora, to mutate) all gene-size 

duplications, and to maintain this methylation vegetatively and sexually (Colot and 

Rossignol, 1999). 

Cytosine methylation is associated with two effects that can serve as defence 

mechanisms against mobile repetitive elements. First, cytosine methylation , cause a 

loss of RNA-polymerase-I I-dependent transcription in the methylated region, either 

by preventing transcription initiation or by impending transcript elongation. Therefore, 

methylation of transposable element sequences can silence the expression of 

transposon-encoded genes and prevent their amplification and transposon-mediated 

DNA rearrangements . Secondly, cytosine methylation correlates with reduced 

homologous recombination between methylated regions (Eggleston et al. , 1995). 

Therefore, methylation of repetitive sequences might suppress recombination 
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between repeats in different genomic positions - which otherwise would lead to 

translocations and other chromosomal rearrangements (Bender, 1998). Striking 

examples of differences in methylation that correlate with differences in repeat 

content can be found in plants such as Arabidiopsis thaliana and maize (Leutwiler et 

al., 1984; Bennetzen et al., 1994). 

How are repeat sequences distinguished from the rest of the genome and targeted 

for methylation? Evidence suggests that at least some repeated sequences are 

detected by a DNA-DNA pairing mechanism; unique features of the paired region 

mark it for methylation along the lengths of the interacting repeats (Selker et al., 

1987; Selker and Garrett, 1988; Vongs et al. , 1993). But are targeted methylation of 

repetitive DNA and transposons only a mechanism of silencing or is it also a 

mechanism to induce targeted mutations and thereby inactivate these transposons? 

It is known that spontaneous de-amination ' of 5-methylcyosine (5meC) in dividing 

cells causes hot spots of CG - TA mutations in Escherichia coli, as well as human 

cells (Ueb and Rehmat, 1997), hence methylation accelerates the divergence rate of 

newly arising duplications. 

1.4.8 Retro-transposon regulation as a form of host defence 

Some retro-transposons might have beneficial effects on a plant, through mutations 

that provide new regulatory properties to a gene or centromere function (Miller et al. , 

1998). However, many of the expression , mutation, and insertion properties of these 

elements suggest that their effects are being minimized. With any highly adapted 

host/parasite interaction, the parasite will contribute as little as possible to the 

decreased host fitness. The host should also evolve such minimization/defence 

processes, and several seem to be acting on plant retro-transposons . 

Most of the known retro-transposons appear to be defective in their ability to encode 

all necessary transcription functions , owing to insertions, deletions, and other 

mutations (Flavell et al., 1992a; Flavell et al. , 1992b; Hu et al., 1995; Jin and 

Bennetzen, 1989; Pearce et al., 1996; Voytas et al. , 1992; White et al., 1994). The 

epigenetic regulation of plant retro-transposons associated with DNA methylation and 

presumed hetrochromatization may also be involved in keeping retro-transposon 

transcription at a low level (Yoder et al. 1997). This DNA methylation is associated 

with a two- to threefold higher transition mutation rate in these elements, thus 

causing them to decay to a non-functioning form mare rapidly than other sequences 
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1.5 Detecting genome variation 

Molecular markers and marker mapping are part of the intrusive 'new genetics' that is 

finding its way into all areas of modern biology, from genomics to breeding, from 

systematics to ecology and also into plant physiology. What are molecular markers? 

Molecular markers reveal neutral sites of variation at the DNA sequence level. By 

'neutral' is meant that these variations do not show themselves in the phenotype, and 

might be nothing more than a single nucleotide difference in a gene or piece of 

repetitive DNA (Jones et al., 1997). 

1.5.1 Molecular biology and molecular markers 

In April 1983, Kary Mullis chanced the course of molecular biology when he 

conceived the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), The introduction of PCR to 

molecular biology has enabled the development of powerful genetic markers for the 

measurement of genotypic variation. By measuring genotype, rather than phenotype, 

genetic markers avoid complicating environmental effects and provide ideal tools for 

assessing genetic variation, identification and defining genetic relationships 

(O'Hanlon et al. , 2000). 

PCR is an in vitro method whereby defined sequences of DNA are enzymatically 

synthesized. The reaction uses two oligonucleotide primers that hybridise to the 

opposite DNA strands and flank the target DI\JA sequence that is to be amplified . The 

elongation of the primers is catalysed by a heat-stable DI\JA polymerase. A repetitive 

series of cycles, involving template denaturation, primer annealing, and extension of 

the annealed primers by the polymerase result in exponential accumulation of a 

specific DNA fragment. 

The PCR technique is so pervasive in molecular biology that it is difficult to think of 

life without it. Because of PCR, 'insufficient nucleic acid ' is no longer a limitation in 

molecular biology. More importantly innovative research is continuously updating the 

definition of 'PCR applications' thereby increasing the usefulness and scope of the 

technique. 
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There are disadvantages with RFLP analysis, as often a number of probes and 

enzyme combinations have to be tested in order to generate significant numbers of 

RFLPs. This method generally uses radioactive probes, and requires a large amount 

of target DNA. In fact, RFLPs detect about 1 in 10000 polymorphic nucleotides in the 

human genome (So"er and Beckmann, 1986). The problem with searching for direct 

associations between RFLP and traits of economic value is the low likelihood of 

finding one; at best 1 : 200, but probably 1 : 20000 (Soller and Beckmann, 1986). 

RFLP markers are also difficult to transfer between different linkage maps, as what is 

polymorphic in one population may well not be in another. This, however, is true for 

any randomly selected type of marker, but RFLPs do generate a reasonable number 

of markers, which can be easily placed onto a map. 

1.5.3 PCR-based fingerprinting techniques 

The genQmes of closely related plants or varieties might be identical except for 

differences in a few coding genes or in minor genome re-organizations. A range of 

different approaches is used to try and detect these genetic differences. Molecular 

techniques based on the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) have been used very 

successfully as a tool in genetic mapping, molecular taxonomy, and evolutionary 

studies. Among the techniques that are being used in the differentiation of plants are 

the analyses of r-DNA intergenic regions (Scribner and Pearce 2000), simple 

sequence repeats (SSRs), which are also known as microsatellites, restriction 

fragment length polymorphic DI\JA (RFLP), random amplified polymorphic DNA 

(RAPD) and amplified fragment length polymorphic DNA (AFLP). The two most 

widely used molecular techniques to detect plant variation are Random Amplified 

Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) analysis, which detects DNA polymorphisms amplified by 

arbitrary primers (Williams et al., 1990) and Amplified Fragment Length 

Polymorphisms (AFLPs) (O'Hanlon et al., 2000). 

1.5.3.1 Random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPO) 

This technique was developed by Williams et al. (1990) and Welsh and McClelland 

(1990) to utilize the decreased specificity in binding at low annealing temperatures for 

short oligo-nucleotides (usually 10 nucleotides). Large numbers of fragments are 

amplified by this method, some of which are polymorphic. RAPD analysis can be a 
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very useful tool for characterizing genetic variability among different cultivars and 

varieties as also shown in this study. It is very simple and sensitive and provides a 

PCR fingerprint for related organisms based on the genome rather than individual 

genes (Foster et a/., 1993). This technique scans the DNA for short inverted repeat 

sequences and amplify inverting DNA segments (Hadrys et a/., 1992). A PCR is 

carried out by the use of a single primer or primer set, usually 9-10 nucleotides in 

length (Foster et a/., 1993). These primers find homology on the template DNA and 

generate random amplified polymorphic DNA by initiation and extension. The 

different band sizes can be analysed by electrophoresis to generate specific banding 

patterns. 

The RAPD technique offers several advantages. It can produce more polymorph isms 

than the RFLP technique. It is simple to use as well as relatively fast, and does not 

require radioisotopes. A large number of bands can be produced for a single primer 

and a range of primers are commercially available. The major disadvantage of this 

technique is the inconsistency of reproducibility. Furthermore it only detects dominant 

markers (Williams et a/., 1990). 

RAPD markers have been used in many species for a variety of investigations: gene 

cloning, medical diagnostics and trait intro-gression in breeding programs (Williams 

et a/., 1990). Levin et a/. (1993) used RAPD markers to generate new markers on the 

Z chromosome of the chicken in order to identify sex-linked traits. RAPD markers 

have also been useful in determining phylogenetic relationships between species as 

demonstrated by Barral et a/. (1993) with the Shistosoma genome. Recently, the 

RAPD technique has been applied to identify date palm varieties (Corniquel and 

Mercier 1994; Sedra et a/., 1998) which has also been a subject of this study. 

Because of the unreliable nature of RAPDs certain modifications and improvements 

on the technique can be made to produce a more reliable differentiation system . 

Paran and Michelmore (1993) developed sequence-characterized amplified regions 

(SCARs), also done in this study. SCARS are derived from RAPD markers by 

developing longer primers . After the RAPD fragment is cloned and sequenced, a pair 

of primers are designed and synthesized. These SCAR primers are then used to 

amplify the specific regions of DNA. SCAR markers are advantageous over RAPD 

markers because they usually detect only a single locus, their PCR amplification is 

less sensitive to reaction conditions, and they are more likely to be co-dominant 

markers. SCARs have been used for mapping genes of interest, map-based cloning, 
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digestion of the genomic DNA with two specific enzymes, one a rare cutter (Msel) 

and the other a frequent cutter (EcoRI). Adaptors are then added to the ends of the 

fragments to provide a known sequence for peR amplification. Adaptors are very 

important in this technique, because the restriction site sequence at the end of the 

fragments is insufficient for primer design (Karp et al., 1997). 

If these restriction fragments should be amplified, not all the fragments would be 

resolvable on a single gel (Karp et al., 1997). Primers are thus designed to 

incorporate the known adaptor sequence with one to three additional base pairs. The 

additional base pairs are referred to as selective nucleotides. Because of the added 

base pair/s, peR amplification can only occur where the primers are able to anneal 

to fragments that have the adaptor sequence plus the complimentary base pairs to 

the selective nucleotides (Karp et al., 1997). This kind of amplification results in 50 

100 fragments, which can easily be ::;eparated using poly-acrylamide gel 

electrophoresis. More than three additional nucleotides will result in the non-specific 

amplification of fragments (Vos et al., 1995). Several polymorphisms are detected in 

a single assay. 

Radio-labelled primers can be used to visualize the amplified products with exposure 

to X-ray film, but the cost and danger involved make non-radiolabelled and silver 

staining techniques preferable (Karp et al., 1997). Some advantages of AFLPs are 

that only small amounts of DNA are needed. Unlike RAPDs that use multiple, 

arbitrary primers and lead to unreliable, non-reproducible results , the AFLP technique 

uses only two primers and gives reproducible results. Many restriction fragment 

subsets can be amplified by changing the nucleotide extensions on the adaptor 

sequences and hundreds of markers can be generated reliably. High resolution is 

obtained because of the stringent peR conditions. No prior knowledge of the 

genomic sequence is required. The AFLP technique also works on a variety of 

genomic DNA samples making it very flexible (Karp et al., 1997). 
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time-consuming process of sorting through large numbers of DNA sequences to find 

the one of interest. A new technique has recently been described that eliminates the 

classical problems of subtractive hybridisation and will allow direct isolation of small 

differences between two complex genomes without having to sort through excess 

products. Lisitsyn et al. (1993) have developed a technique called Representational 

Difference Analysis (RDA). RDA couples subtractive hybridisation with polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) to amplify exponentially only the target DNA sequences after 

repeated rounds of subtractive hybridisation. 

RDA is a two-step technique. In the first step a representation of the genome is 


created by digesting the genome with an appropriate restriction enzyme and ligating 


adaptors to the restriction fragments, which is then amplified by a PCR step to form 


. amplicons. (Figure 1.13). In the second step new adapters are ligated to the 


amplicons of the representation of the tester genome and the amplicons of the tester 


and driver are subtracted from each other. This results in the amplification of unique 


DNA sequences found in the tester (Figure 1.14) 

RDA allows one to target regions of the genome that differs in more than single 

nucleotide differences between twogenomes. These differences may represent 

unique sequences, genome rearrangements differences in copy number or 

sequences with a high mutation rate. This allows one to find regions of genetic 

variation in organisms were genome variation might otherwise be low or hard to find . 
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genomic DNA without the viral DI\JA as driver. These two populations, therefore, were 

identical except for a few additional phage or viral sequences in the tester. They 

found that the small restriction fragments of the adenovirus and the lambda phage 

were the only difference products after 3 rounds of subtractive hybridization and PCR 

amplification. The large restriction fragments present in the added viral DNA were not 

isolated by RDA, consistent with the hypothesis that only small restriction fragments 

would amplify during PCR. 

RDA was next shown to identify RFLPs between two closely related individuals. DNA 

from two sisters of an Amish family with an established pedigree was analyzed using 

RDA. A complex, yet clear, pattern of difference products was seen on an agarose 

electrophoresis gel after 3 rounds of subtractive-hybridization and amplification. Five 

distinct difference products were isolated and all were used in Southern blot analysiS 

to identify unique RFLPs between the sisters. The inheritance of these RFLPs was 

analyzed in other relatives and each identified a distinct genetic locus with two 

different alleles that were inherited according to Mendelian genetics. This application 

of RDA could be useful in identifying loci linked to inherited disorders by analyzing 

individuals in families segregating the disorder. 

Lisrtsyn et al. (1993) proposed several future applications of RDA (1) to detect 

genetic abnormalities that result in cancer, (2) to generate RFLP markers that exist 

between related species or individuals to be used in genetic mapping, and (3) to 

identify loci linked to genetic diseases that result from spontaneous mutations or 

rearrangements in the fertilized egg. In addition, RDA was proposed as a method of 

detecting RFLPs linked to a mutant gene of unknown location in any organisms that 

can be bred. This last possibility could greatly benefit the field of molecular biology by 

speeding up the process of mapping and cloning genes. 

Recently, RDA was used to isolate sequences that are unique to the tum orogenic 

tissue of patients with AIDS-associated Kaposi's sarcoma (Chang et al., 1994). RDA 

has also been used to isolate families of repetitive sequences present in only one of 

compared genomes (Navin, 1996). Further, Nekrutenko et al. (2000) used RDA to 

create a species-specific marker for voles and Toder et al. (2001) have applied RDA 

in evolutionary genomics to search for overall genome differences between humans 

and the great apes. RDA has also been used to determine differences between two 

distantly related oak species where similarities of isolated RDA fragments with known 

retro-transposons were found (Zoldos et al. , 2001). In addition, Donnison et at. 

(1996) applied RDA to identify male-specific restriction fragments in the dioecious 
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plant Silene latifolia. RDA has also been used to identify polymorph isms in banana 

lines that are a result of genomic rearrangements during in vitro propagation resulting 

in markers useful for the detection of early variation in the initiation of tissue culture 

plants (Cui lis and Kunert, 2000). One of the specific advantages of RDA is that 

subtractions between pooled DNA samples can be performed in order to identify 

specific polymorphisms only present in a particular individual rather than relying on 

identification based on a particular pattern of polymorphic bands. 

In the following chapters results are presented regarding the outcome of experiments 

using the RDA technique to subtract genomes from date palm varieties as well as the 

outcome of methylation sensitive RDA subtractions done on date palm and pine 

clones. 
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2.1 Abstract 

Identification of plant cultivars where no early morphological differences are visible is 

crucial for many plant producers. Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA or RAPD is 

among the commonly used techniques for plant differentiation. To test the 

applicability of this technique for date palm, genomic DNA from tissue culture-derived 

date palm plants of the cultivars 'Sarhee' and 'Medjool' were amplified for RAPD 

analysis using the commercially available DNA primers OPE-01 and OPE-06. Soth 

primers could differentiate the two cultivars. In an attempt to produce a more robust 

amplification, sequence information of a 700 bp fragment amplified from 'Medjool' 

was used to create a SCAR primer pair. However, this SCAR primer pair amplified an . 

dentical DNA fragment from both tested genomes. 

2.2 Objective 

The first objective of this part of the study was to confirm a reported differentiation 

system for date palm using the RAPD technique. The second objective was to 

develop a SCAR primer pair from one of the amplification products to 'obtain a more 

robust test system. In particular (1) two reported RAPD primers, OPE-01 and OPE

06, were applied in this RAPD study (Corniquel and Mercier 1994) to differentiate the 

two date palm cultivars 'Medjool' and 'Sarhee' and (2) an attempt was made to 

develop a SCAR primer pair from one of the sequenced amplification products. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 DNA extraction 

Two methods were used for genomic DNA extraction from date palm. The CTAS 

(cetyltrimethylammonium bromide) method resulted in an amount of about 320 ).1g 

genomic DNA isolated per gram fresh plant leaf material . In comparison, 5 ).1g 

genomic DNA per gram of fresh material were obtained using the Nucleon Phytopure 

Plant DNA extraction kit (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). DNA isolated according to the CTAS 

method was, however, of a much lower quality when compared to the Nucleon 
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no significant homology to any known plant sequences when a Blast search was 

performed. 

1 AAGACCCC TCCATGC TGGATTTTATTCTGATTCTACNTCAGTCCCC TCCA 
5 1 CTTGAATACAACTCGTCCTCGAGT TCTCATCT GGATATAAATGTT CCTCA 

101 GGCTATGG TATTCATAGATATCAGCGACATTAAAAGTCTTTGAAATT CTC 
15 1 ATATCATCTTTGTAATAACCCCAAAATATTTTTTTTATATAAAAAGGGAT 
201 AGAATAG TCCTTTTCAATT AATATAAGGAGTAAAATAGGAAAGAATCAAA 
25 1 AGATAATGGCATAG TTGTAGATGCATTGAAGTGGTAAGGGTAAAATTGGA 
3 01 AGGAATCAAAAGTT AATGGCATAACGG TAGATATGTTGAAGTGTTAGGGG 
351 CAAAATGGAAATTTAATAATATTAAACAAAGGGTGAATAGTGTTTTGATG 
40 1 TGATTTAATTAGGGGG TTT GCTGTGGCTTTTGGATGGAAACCCGAGAGGG 
45 1 AGTCTCAGACGGACAAAGAGGAAGAAAAAGAAGGAGAGGAAAGGAAAGGA 
5 0 1 AGAAAGGAAGAGGAAAGGAAAGGAAGAAAGGAAGAGGAAGGAGATCCCGG 
55 1 TTGCATTTCTAGCTGGAGGGAAAAACGTAGATCTCC TTCTCC TCTACACA 
60 1 AGAACC TCGATTTC CAAAAAGAAAAAGGTAAATATCCATCCCTATCTAGT 
65 1 CTTTT GATGACATTANGCTATAC NAANGGTGGATATAGTCTANAAGGGTC 

Figure 2.4. Sequence of the 700 bp fragment amplified with primer OPE-06 from 

'Medjool ' genomic DNA. OPE-06 primer site (underlined) and sites used to design 

the SCAR primers DpSL and DpSR are underlined. 

2.3.4 SCAR primer design and testing 

The SCAR primers DpSL and DpSR were constructed from the sequence obtained 

from the polymorphic band amplified from 'Medjool ' with OPE-06 (Figure 2.4). The 

two 20-mer primers (Table 2.1) were designed using a standard design program 

(Expasy, Switzerland). The primer pair amplifying a 128 bp DNA fragment was used 

in a PCR reaction with '8arhee' and 'Medjool' DNA as template at various annealing 

temperatures to optimize the PCR reaction. Fragments of the same size (about 128 

bp) were, however, amplified from both types of genomic DNA (Figure 2.5) and 

therefore SCAR primers failed to differentiate between the two date palm cultivars . A 

further 400bp fragment was also amplified from genomic DNA of one of the 'Medjool' 

plants , but could not be amplified in other genomic 'Medjool' DNAs tested. 
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In a second method for genomic DNA extraction, the protocol of Ait-Chitt et al. (1993) 

was used. This method is based on CTAB precipitation of the DNA. For DNA 

isolation leave tissue (1 g) from tissue culture plants was used. Leaf tissue was 

ground to a fine powder with a mortar and pestle in liquid nitrogen. Grinding was 

assisted with acid-washed sand. The powder was then homogenized in 7ml of DNA 

extraction buffer (1.4 M NaCI, 20 mM EDTA, 100 mM Tris-HCI pH 8.0, 3% w/v CTAB, 

1 % v/v 2-mercaptoetanol) and incubated at 65°C for 30 min. This mixture was then 

extracted with an equal volume of chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (24 : 1), and the DNA 

in the aqueous phase precipitated with an equal volume of isopropanol. The DNA 

was collected by centrifugation, washed with 70% (v/v) ethanol and dissolved in TE 

buffer. The DNA was then treated with RNase. 

2.4.2 RAPD analysis 

For RAPD analysis, oligo-nucleotide primers OPE-01 and OPE-06 from Operon 

Technologies Inc. (Alameda, CA) were used. For detailed PCR reaction conditions 

see Annex. 

2.4.3 DNA isolation from agarose gels and cloning 

Amplified band (700 bp) from genomic 'Medjool' DNA was cut out of the gel with a 

scalpel and purified with a Sephaglas ™ BrandPrep kit (Pharmacia Biotech Inc, USA) 

using the recommended protocol of the supplier for DNA purification from agarose 

gels. The isolated fragments were cloned into the vector pMosBlue. For detailed 

cloning procedure see Annex. 

2.4.4 Sequence analysis 

Sequencing reactions were carried out as described under Annex. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Several research groups have applied RDA (Representational Difference Analysis) 

especially in medical sciences and the technique has been predominantly used on 

the cDNA level to study differences in gene expression. Application of RDA on the 

genomic level and in plant research is still very limited, which is very likely due to its 

complexity in execution on large plant genomes. RDA was used in this part of the 

study to demonstrate its applicability in genome differentiation and to isolate 

differences in the genome sequence of two closely related date palm cultivars . 

Several RDA subtraction products with an approximately same size were isolated 

from 'Barhee' genomic DI\JA after BamHI digestion of genomic date palm DNA. RDA 

subtraction products were cloned into an appropriate cloning vector allowing 

sequence analysis. Subtraction products could not be detected after digestion of 

genomic date palm DNA with Hindlll followed by the subtraction of genomes from the 

two investigated date palm genomes. 

3.2 Objective 

. The objective of this chapter of the study was to evaluate the applicability of the RDA 

for date palm genome analysis to isolate possible genomic sequence differences 

between two closely related date palm cultivars. In particular, the genomes of the two 

date palm cultivars 'Barhee' and 'Medjool ' were subtracted from each other after 

digestion of genomic DNA of both cultivars with either the restriction enzyme BamHI 

or Hindili. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Isolation and digestion of genomic DNA 

Genomic DNA of the two date palm cultivars 'Barhee' and 'Medjool ' digested with 

either the the restriction enzyme BamHI or Hindlll revealed no obvious differences in 

the DNA patterns of the two cultivars after agarose gel electrophoresis and staining 

of DNA with ethidium bromide (Figure 3.1). 
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3.4.2.2 Removal of the adaptors from amplicons 

Of the amplicons that was to be used as driver 150 ).1g and 10 ).1g of the tester 

amplicons were digested with the appropriate enzyme. The driver and tester DNAs 

were both redissolved at approximately 400 ).1g/ml. Both the digested driver and 

tester amplicons were run on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel alongside an equal aliquot of 

undigested amplicons to check the completeness of the digestion. On the same gel, 

standard lambda phage DNA was run so that the final concentrations of driver and 

tester DNAs could be estimated and adjusted if necessary. 

3.4.2.3 Change of adaptors on tester amplicons 

Tester DNA was prepared by adding a second adaptor pair JBam 12 and 24 

(sequences in annex) for 8amHI digested DNA or JHind 12 and 24 (see annex for 

sequences) for Hind"l digested DNA to 1 ).1g of the first round amplicons. An aliquot 

of the ligate was amplified for 20 cycles in a reaction volume of 20 ).11 to check that 

the newly ligated adaptors would support amplification with the new primer. 

3.4.2.4 Subtractive hybridisation and kinetic enrichment 

The hybridisation reaction was set up by mixing the driver and tester amplicons at a 

ratio of driver: tester of 100 : 1. The hybridisation mixture was then precipitated and 

the pellet redissolved in 4 ).11 3X EE (30mM EPPS, 3 mM EDTA; pH 8) buffer. The 

solution was collected at the bottom of the tube and overlaid with light mineral oil so 

that the spherical droplet could be seen to be completely covered by oil. The DNA 

was then denatured at 98°C for five minutes and one ).11 of 5 M sodium chloride 

solution was added. Hybridization was done overnight at 67°C. Following 

hybridisation the reaction mixture was amplified by PCR for 10 cycles after which the 

amplicons were digested with mung bean nuclease (Amersham life Science, UK) 

remove all single stranded DNA. Following the mung bean nuclease treatment the 

hybridization mixture was once again submitted to PCR amplification. 
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3.4.3 Cloning of the difference products 

Two fl9 of these subtraction products were digested with the 50 units of the 

appropriate restriction enzyme and cloned into the pBluescriptl1 vector (Strategene, 

USA) that was used to transform competent XL 1 Blue cells. Fifty plasmid-containing 

colonies carrying an insert were selected and probed with either the 'Barhee' or 

'Medjool' labeled driver amplicons using the Gene Images random prime-labelling 

module (Amersham Life Sciences UK). Ten colonies that showed a much stronger 

signal after hybridisation with the 'Barhee' amplicons than with the 'Medjool' 

amplicons were selected for plasmid isolation and determination of the insert 

sequence and size . 
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4.1 Abstract 

Bioinformatics has advanced genetic research through the analysis of DNA 

sequences, the computerized processing of sequence data and comparison of 

unknown sequences with known DNA sequences through database searches. In this 

chapter subtraction products obtained by subtracting the two date palm genomes 

derived from the varieties 'Barhee' and 'Medjool' using the RDA technique were 

characterized with various bioinformatic tools. Results obtained showed that isolated 

subtraction products belong to the group of plant repetitive elements with a variety of 

sequence differences between the different copies of the Dp41 repetitive element, 

which was analysed in greater detail. 

4.2 Objectives 

The objective of this chapter was to characterize isolated subtraction products from 

the two date palm varieties 'Barhee' and 'Medjool' using bioinformatic tools to obtain 

detailed information about the DNA sequence of products and possible homologies 

to known DNA sequences available in DNA databases. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 DNA sequence analysis 

Sequence analysis of the cloned subtraction products was carried out by using a 

commercial sequencing kit (Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Mannheim. Germany) 

using T7 and SP6 primers (see annex for sequence). DNA sequence analysis of 11 

cloned subtraction products, revealed that these products consisted of at least three 

types of sequences with lengths of 141 bp (Dp41), 147 bp (Dp36), and 156 bp (Op2) 

(Figure 4.1). When these three DNA sequences were aligned with all the DNA 

sequences determined, most of the sequenced subtraction products were 

homologous to Dp2, with only slight base differences occurring (Figure 4.2). 
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4.3.2 Bioinformatic sequence analysis 

Sequences were first analysed using the Basic local Alignment Search Tool 

(BLAST) (Altschul et al., 1990). The standard nucleotide-nucleotide BLAST (blastn) 

option was used. This allows for the unknown sequence to be compared to all 

nucleotide sequences in the database. Using this approach no significant homology 

was found between any of the isolated difference products with any known plant DNA 

sequences in available databases. Secondly the sequence data was subjected to the 

FASTA algorithm. Using FASTA version 3.4t (Pearson and Lipman, 1988), alignment 

algorithm provided by the European Bioinformatics Institute 

(http://www.ebi.ac.ukffasta33). the Dp41 sequence showed homology against many 

known Oryza sativa (rice) genomic DNA sequences. And lastly homology searches 

were preformed using the Smith-Waterman Algorithm. When the Smith-Waterman 

algorithm (Smith and Waterman. 1981) was used to produce local alignments 

between the Dp41 sequence and database sequences the best homology (75%) 

found, was between genomic DNA from chromosome 1 of Oryza sativa (accession 

number AP002902) and Dp41 (Figure 4.3). No homology with known DNA 

sequences was found for Dp2 or Dp36. 

4.3.3 Primer design 

From the sequence information obtained by sequencing the different cloned 

subtraction products, three primer pairs were designed to represent the three 

different groups of sequences obtained. Primer pairs DP36l and DP36R; DP41 land 

DP41 R; DP50l and DP50R (Table 4.1) were designed from the sequence 

information of Dp41, Dp36 and Dp50. When these primer pairs were tested on tissue 

culture-derived date palm plants fragments with the expected sizes were amplified 

from all plants regardless if 'Medjool' or 'Barhee' template was used (Figure 4.4). 

When genomic DNA from non-tissue culture derived plants were used as template 

DNA, amplification with different primer pairs varied and genomic DNA from two 

'Barhee' plants did not produce any amplification product regardless which primer 

pair was used for amplification (Figure 4.5). 
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Dp41 6 TCCCCGTAGTAACCGGCCTCCC . . CGCAAATCTT .. GCAAGTA .. 44 

AP002902 89189 tccccgacgccacctccctcccggcgc .. . tcttcagcgagtagc 
89230 

Dp41 45 ..... TCACTGAGGGGGA ... AGAAGGAGGAGGGGCCTCCGCACG 81 
.... ..... . .... .. . .. ..... . .... . 

AP002902 892 31 t cacctcgcagatcgggatggagtgggagtagggg .ttgcgcacg 
89274 

Dp41 82 TGCCT CACGTC .. .. .. . . GTGGGGACACCG ... . . ...... . .. 104 
... . . . . . 

AP002902 89275 t.ccacgcgccccgcgagggtggcgccgccgcggcccacgctctg 
893 18 

Dp41 105 .. TAGATGGCTCGG.TAGGTTGCCTTTCCTCCG 1 34 

AP 002902 89319 gaacgacagctcggccagct . . cc . . gcctccg 
89347 

Local: Dp41 vs AP002902 %simi larit y 75.8 3 
Score: 201. 00 

Figure 4.3 Local alignment between Dp41 and Oryza sativa chromosome 1 DNA, 

accession number AP002902, using the Smith-Waterman algorithm. 
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Primers PLM1, PLM4 and PLB11 (Table 4.2) were therefore designed from 

sequence M 1, M4 and B11, to cover the variable portion of these sequences (Figure 

4.6) when used in conjunction with DP41 R. All 6 tissue culture-derived 'Medjool' 

plants and also all tissue-culture-derived 'Barhee' plants, which originated from a 

single mother plant, amplified a PCR product with the expected size with all three 

primers used. However, primer PLB11 at an optimal annealing temperature of 65°C 

only amplified a PCR product with the expected size of about 110 bp from 2 of 7 non

tissue culture-derived 'Barhee' and 6 of 7 'Medjool' plants. An identical result was 

observed with primer PLM1 at an optimal annealing temperature of 60°C. Primer 

PLM4 (at 65°C annealing temperature), which covered a unique 6 base pairs 

deletion, amplified a PCR product from DNA of all 7 non-tissue culture-derived 

'Medjool' plants (Figure 4.2) but only from one 'Barhee' plant. 

4.4 Materials and methods 

4.4.1 Sequence analysis 

Sequence analysis was done as outlined in the Annex. 

4.4.2 Bioinformatic sequence analysis 

For the BLAST (Altschul et a/., 1990) analysis the standard nucleotide-nucleotide 

BLAST or BlastN option was used. The 'nr' database option was used allowing the 

algorithm to search all GenBank, EMBL, DDBJ, PDB sequences. A low complexity 

filter was chosen and the 'expect' or the statistical significance threshold were set at 

10 and the word size at 11. FASTA version 4.3t was used (Pearson and Lipman, 

1988). From the FASTA search submission form the following options were picked. 

The program chosen was Fasta3. The data base option the following to parameters 

were chosen: (1) Nucleic acid and (2) EMLB. Gap penalties: Open -16 and Residue 

4. Scores and Alignment were both set at 50. The KTUP value was set at 2 and both 

DNA strands were scored. The E-value threshold was set at 10. For the Smith

Waterman analysis (Smith and Waterman, 1981) the following parameters were 

used. Matrix: NUC4X4HB; Gap open penalty: -10 and Gap extention penalty: -5. 
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4.4.3 Primer design and testing 

Pairs of primers were designed using a standard design program (Expasy, 

Switzerland) and the sequence information obtained for 4 of the different subtraction 

products. The primer pairs were used in a PCR reaction using 'Barhee' and 'Medjool ' 

DNA as template at various annealing temperatures to optimize the PCR reaction . 

The amplification products were separated on a 1.5 % agarose gel, stained with 

ethidium bromide and visualized under UV light. See Annex for details on primer 

sequences . 

Table 4.1 . Primers designed for amplification of subtraction products. 

Primer Sequence 

DP36l 5' -CTATCGACGACAGGCTGACA -3' 

OP36R 5'-GACCCGGACTTGTTGGAGTA-3' 
..  - . 

OP41l 5' -CCnCTCCCCGTAGTAACCG-3' 

OP41R 5' -AGGAAAGGCAACCTACCGAG-3' 

OP50l 5' -T ACACGA TGTCCCTCAACCA-3' 

OP50R 5'-GGAACATTICCTCGGTATCC-3' 

Table 4.2 Primers designed to include changes identified within the different 

amplified Op41 products. 

Primer Sequence 

PlM 1 5'-TT ACAGAGGGGAAAGGAGGA-3' 

PlM 4 5'-GGAAGGAGGTGGCTCCG-3' 

PlB11 5' -CGCAA TCTTGCAAGTATCAGT -3 ' 
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5.1 Abstract 

In an extention of the project the ROA technique was applied to see whether changes 

in genomic methylation between two date palm cultivars and also two types of 

embryogenic tissues from Pinus strobus could be isolated. From date palm a 

repetitive sequence was isolated as a subtraction product and further products with 

homology to rRNA genes. These genes also represent repetitive sequences in the 

plant genome, and as such are a target for methylation. Embryogenic tissue of Pinus 

strobes was used to provide information whether the ROA protocol could also be 

applied to study large genomes and to isolate subtraction products that could be 

correlated to differences observed during somatic embryogenesis of tissue grown on 

different 2,4-0 concentrations. Although a difference in the methylation levels of 

genomic DNA of these cells receiving the different 2,4-0 treatments was found, no 

subtraction products could successfully be isolated, which was very likely due to the 

size and complexity of the pine genome. 

5.2 Objectives 

The objectives of this study were to determine whether the ROA protocol could be 

applied to isolate DNA sequences that are differently methylated between two 

genomes (MS-ROA). In particular, tissue culture plants from two date palm cultivars 

were compared ('Barhee' and 'Medjool') as a first objective. They were chosen 

because of the differences in the occurrence of soma clonal variation that is observed 

between the two cultivars when regenerated by tissue culture. Further, in a second 

objective, embryogenic material from Pinus strobus (P. strobus) that have been 

grown in vitro and exposed to different concentrations of 2,4-0 were compared. This 

experiment was aimed at determining the capability of the standard ROA protocol to 

compare large genomes and complex genomes such as that of P. strobus. Phoenix 

dactylifera (date palm) has a 1C content of 931 N/bp (Olszewska & Osiecka, 1982) 

whereas P. strobus has a IC content of 25137 Mbp (O'Brien et al., 1996) 
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5.3.1.2 First MS-RDA subtraction on date palm 

Two MS-RDA subtractions were performed with either 'Mediool' as tester and 

'Barhee' as driver or vice versa. The subtraction using 'Barhee' DNA as tester yielded 

no subtraction products. Using 'Mediool' as tester yielded a number of fragments 

ranging from 200 bp to 500 bp (Figure 5.2 A). Cross hybridisation of the subtraction 

products revealed a shared homology between all the different cloned fragments 

representing a common element. This homology was confirmed by subsequent 

sequence analysis . 

Southern blot analysis probing the subtraction products against the first amplicons of 

both 'Barhee' and 'Medjool' showed that the element was present in both genomes, 

but a stronger hybridisation signal was observed with the 'Medjool ' amplicons. This 

indicates that a possible higher abundance of this sequence in the 'Mediool' genome. 

Southern blot analysis probing the subtraction product against genomic DNA gave a 

smear providing evidence for a dispersed repetitive element. Southern blot 

hybridisation using a labelled subtraction product hybridised against the other 

subtraction products revealed homology between all the isolated subtraction products 

(Figure 5.2 B) 

Sequence analysis of the fragments showed a 27 bp repeat within each fragment. 

The first 24 bp of the repeat was homologous to the 24 bp of the RHpa24 adapter 

that was used to create the first round amplicons (Figure 5.3). A BlastN homology 

search revealed some homology of the total sequence with microsattelites from 

Hippoglossus hippoglossus (accession number: AF133244) (E-value: 0.002) and 

Phytophthora cinnamomi (accession number: AF312885) (E-value: 0.12), but no 

plant-related sequences. 
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embryonal masses were carefully separated from the mega-gametophytes and 

transferred to new medium, (Figure 5.58). Analysis of the tissue under a light 

microscope confirmed their embryonal nature (Figure 5.5C). 

Maintenance of the cultures on the medium used for the initiation of the specific line 

ensured rapid growth once the line was established after approximately 2 months. 

However, with a few genotypes an occasional gradual decline in growth was 

observed . From approximately 300 mg of fresh weight at day 0 the tissue fresh 

weight increased 6 to 8-fold after a 2-week culture period . This material was used for 

DNA extraction for MS-ROA, as well as for the maturation experiment to show the 

differences in the amount of mature embryos produced by the two different 2.4-0 

treatments. 

Embryogenic tissue of P. strobus maintained on UL medium produced on average 

more mature somatic embryos (Figure 5.6) than the ones maintained on Std medium. 

medium . Figure 5.7 shows differences in the amount of mature embryos produced 

per plate for two lines (1053 and 1055) when embryogenic tissue maintained on 

either MLV UL or Std were used for the maturation of embryos. Table 5.1 shows the 

average number of mature embryos produced per gram of fresh weight for the four 

lines used . 

Table 5.1. Average number of embryos produced per gram of fresh weight used. 

Line 

Number of embryos per 

gram of fresh weight 

MLVUL 

Number of embryos per 

gram of fresh weight 

MLV Std 

1053 319 42 

1054 307 13 

1055 263 55 

1073 282 80 
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5.5.2 Tissue culture and somatic embryogenesis 

5.5.2.1 Plant material 

For culture initiation, seeds were extracted from developing cones and placed in petri 

dishes containing moistened filter paper. Within 1 hour of extraction, seeds were 

surface sterilized in preparation for dissection. Seeds were surface-sterilised by 

placing them in metal baskets and stirring vigorously for 6 minutes in 200 ml of 3% 

(v/v) hydrogen peroxide with one drop of Tween 20. Seeds were then rinsed three

times for 2 minutes each with sterile water and transferred to a petri dish containing a 

moist, sterile filter paper. The seed coat, nucellus, and membrane surrounding the 

mega-gametophyte were removed under a stereomicroscope, and the mega

gametophyte was placed on initiation medium. 

Five to eight mega-gametophytes were cultured in each petri dish containing 

approximately 25 ml of either MLV UL or Std . medium (see Annex), and dishes were 

sealed with parafilm. Explants were cultured in darkness at 24°C for 16 weeks and 

examined every 4 weeks for embryogenic tissue initiation. 

5.5.2.2 Embryogenic tissue proliferation and culture maintenance 

Explants displaying proliferation from the zygotic embryo cells were microscopically 

selected, then embryogenic tissue was removed , dispersed by vigorous shaking in 

liquid MLV medium, poured onto a sterile filter paper disc (Whatman No.2, 5.5 cm) in 

a Buchner funnel and a short low-pressure pulse (55 kPa) was applied to drain the 

medium prior to transferring the disc to fresh medium. This approach was also used 

for maintenance of embryogenic tissue. Maintenance and proliferation cultures were 

incubated in darkness at 24°C. 

5.5 .2.3 Maturation of somatic embryos 

The somatic embryo experiments were performed by combining embryogenic tissue 

of one line (from several plates), one week after subculture, in a 50 ml test tube, 

adding liquid MLV media without growth regulators and vigorously shaking the tube 

to break up the clumps of tissue into a fine suspension . Subsequently 3 ml containing 
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approximately 0.2 g of suspended embryonal masses were withdrawn with a wide

mouth pipette and placed on a moist filter paper disc (Whatman No. 2 55 mm in 

diameter) in a Buchner funnel attached to a vacuum pump. A short low-pressure 

pulse (5 s, 55 kPa) was applied to drain all liquid medium and anchor the embryonal 

masses to the filter paper as a thin layer. Each disc of filter paper with the embryonal 

masses were subsequently placed on maturation medium (see Annex) in a 10 X 20 

mm petri dish and cultured for up to 10 weeks. The cultures were kept under dim light 
2condition at 1.6 ).!mol m· s·1 from cool white florescence lamps (Philips F72T12/CW, 

65 W) under a 16 hour photoperiod at 24°C. 

5.5.3 Comparison of relative methylation 

Methylation of total genomic DNA was compared between date palm material derived 

from tissue culture and non-tissue culture-derived plants (Figure 5.1). For P. strobus, 

DNA methylation was compared between cells grown on high (9.5 I-1M) and low (1.1 

).!M) 2,4-0 medium (Figure 5.2). The DNA was digested with the restriction enzymes 

Hpall and Mspl both recognizing the same site (C/CGG) . The digested DNA was 

separated by electrophoresis and stained with ethidium bromide and the obtained 

restriction profiles were compared. 

5.5.4 MS-RDA subtraction 

5.5.4.1 Date palm 

RDA was performed following the general outline described by Lisitsyn et al. (1993) 

and as described in the Annex. Total genomic DNA was digested with the 

methylation sensitive restriction enzyme Hpall. Amplicons were prepared by ligating 

the adaptor pair RHpa12 and RHpa24 (see Annex) to the digested DNA. After 

ligation, the DNA was amplified to produce the tester and driver amplicons in eight 

individual 100 ).!I volumes using a Perkin-Elmer GeneAmp 9600 thermocycler as 

described in the Annex. 

Driver (150 I-1g) and tester (10 ).!g) amplicons were digested with Hpall. Driver and 

tester DNAs were both re-dissolved at approximately 400 ,ug/ml. Both the digested 
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driver and tester amplicons were run on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel alongside an equal 

aliquot of undigested amplicons to check the completeness of the digestion. On the 

same gel, standard lambda phage DNA was run so that the final concentrations of 

driver and tester DNAs could be estimated and adjusted to 400 ).1g/ml if necessary. 

Tester DNA was prepared by adding a second adaptor pair JHpa 12 and 24 to 1 ).1g 

of the first round amplicons. An aliquot of tester DNA with ligated adaptors was 

amplified for 20 cycles in a reaction volume of 20 ).11 to test that ligated adaptor pair 

will amplify tester amplicon DNA. A hybridisation reaction was set up by mixing the 

driver and tester amplicons at a ratio of driver to tester DNA of 100: 1. The 

hybridisation mixture was precipitated and the pellet re-dissolved in 4 ).11 3X EE buffer 

(see Annex). The solution was overlaid with light mineral oil. The DNA was then 

denatured and sodium chloride solution was added. Hybridisation of DNAs was done 

overnight at 67°C. Following hybridisation the reaction mixture was amplified by 

PCR. 

The adapters on the amplicons that were obtained after amplification of the first 

hybri,disation reaction, was removed and replaced with a third set of adapters, 

namely NHpa 12 and 24. A second round of hybridisation was then performed in the 

same way as the first except that a ratio of driver to tester of 1000: 1 was used this 

time. A second MS-RDA subtraction was also done on the date palm genome that 

differed from the first in that a different adaptor pair, SHpa 11 and 24 (see Annex), 

was used instead of the RHpa adapter pair. 

5.5.4.2 P. strobus 

RDA amplicons were prepared as those for date palm using the restriction enzyme 

Hpall for genomic DNA digestion and the RHpa adaptor pair. The first subtraction 

was done at a driver to tester ratio of 100:1 followed by a second subtraction of 

1000:1 and a third of 10 000:1 using the adaptor pairs (see Annex) 
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5.4.5 Cloning and sequencing of the difference products 

The RDA subtraction products obtained were cloned blunt-ended into the EcoRV 

cloning site of the cloning vector pMosBtue (Amersham life Science, UK). Blue/white 

selection of E. coli colonies and screening for ampicillin-resistant colonies were used 

to identify recombinant colonies. 

Cloned subtraction products were sequenced using an automated sequencer as 

described in the Annex. Obtained sequences were compared and submitted to the 

Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) (Altschul et at., 1990) to search for 

homology with known sequences. 
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6.1 Date palm RAPD analysis 

In this study the two date cultivars 'Barhee' and 'Medjool' could be differentiated with 

polymorphic DNA bands by the RAPD technique as outlined by Corniquel and 

Mercier (1994) using the RAPD primers OPE-01 and OPE-06. For optimal 

amplification , it was however vital in this study to optimize the reaction conditions for 

PCR amplification. This included optimizing the DNA isolation and purification 

method, the DNA template concentration and the selection of both enzyme and the 

DNA annealing temperature. The optimal DI\lA concentration was found to be 

approximately 25 ng. More or less DNA in the reaction mixture usually resulted in a 

failure to amplify a DNA fragment. The enzyme used for amplification was also 

important and best and consistent amplification results were always obtained with 

Taq polymerase from TaKaRa (Japan). Amplification profiles obtained by other 

enzymes, such as Taq polymerase from Amersham or Roche, varied and were not 

useful due to lack of consistency in amplification when test were repeated 3-times. It 

was also found that profiles were more consistent when the annealing temperature 

was lowered from the original 36°C to 33°C. 

As a new aspect of this study, the potential of designed SCAR primers was 

investigated. RAPD reactions are very sensitive and the slightest variation in either 

temperature, quality of DNA or in any of the reagents used can easily result in failure 

of amplification. This is due to the use of a short 10 mer DNA primer in the RAPD 

technique. Since the ability of such primer to bind correctly can be influenced by very 

small changes in the reaction conditions, SCAR primers (20 mers) were constructed 

from an amplified polymorphic 'Medjool' DNA fragment (700 bp fragment) . Designed 

SCAR primers amplified a DNA fragment with the expected size of 128 bp 

irrespectively which genomic DI\lA of date palm was used in the PCR reaction and 

therefore did not differentiate between the two types of genomic DNA. This possibly 

indicates that the original polymorphic fragment used for SCAR primer design had a 

base pair change in the OPE-06 primer site preventing efficient binding of the primer 

in the PCR reaction. 

Overall , in this part of the study the results reported by Corniquel and Mercier (1994) 

for date palm differentiation using the RAPD technique could be confirmed. But, 

SCAR primers designed to obtain a more robust PCR amplification system than 

RAPD failed . 
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6.2 Isolation of RDA subtraction products from date palm 

Application of RDA successfully allowed a direct one-step cloning of putative genome 

differences of two date palm cultivars despite carrying out a more complex technical 

procedure than the RAPD technique applied in chapter 2 of this study. With RDA, two 

types of subtraction products from 'Barhee' genomic DNA with a different size were 

isolated after subtracting the two genomes. However, subtraction products were only 

identified after BamHI digestion of genomic DNA and not after Hindlll digestion. Also 

cross-hybridization with 'Medjool ' amplicon DNA of the 'Barhee' subtraction product 

revealed that these products are present in both genomes and not unique to the 

'Barhee' genome. Date palm has a relatively small genome (5X108 bp), which is 

roughly 4.2-times greater than the genome of Arabidiopsis thaliana (1.17X 108 bp) but 

very similar to that of rice (4.3X108 bp). Generally, such small genomes tend to be 

more stable than larger genomes, which are present in many cereals or trees. The 

relatively small date palm genome might therefore not have sufficient detectable 

variation specifically when digested with the restriction enzyme Hindlll, which is 

required to easily detect significant sequence differences between cultivars . 

It is also unclear why subtraction products were formed and could be isolated from 

'Barhee' when these products are present in both genomes. One possibility is that 

these subtraction products are in excess of more than 100-times in the 'Barhee' 

genome than in the 'Medjool' genome. This might result in elimination of the 

subtractive potential of the driver DNA when the driver DNA is only applied in a 100

times higher concentration than the tester DNA. A greatly uneven copy number of 

subtraction products in both genomes might also explain why no difference product 

was obtained when 'Medjool' instead of 'Barhee' amplicon DNA was used as a tester. 

Also, methylation differences might exist between the genomic DNAs of the two 

cultivars, with 'Medjool' DNA being more methylated. The restriction enzyme BamHI 

is methylation sensitive and any methylation of a restriction site for this enzyme in the 

driver DNA might have prevented sufficient peR amplification of the sequence region 

detected as a subtraction product when the driver amplicon DNA was produced. 
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6.3 Bioinformatic analysis of isolated subtraction products 

In this part of the study several bioinformatic tools, such as the Smith-Waterman 

algorithm, FASTA algorithm and BLAST, were applied to characterize one 

subtraction product sequence (Dp41) in more detail. The Smith-Waterman algorithm 

is the de facto standard for searching databases. It employs the Dynamic 

Programming (DP) algorithm to each and every database sequence, so it is the most 

sensitive method for finding related proteins in a database. But, because the DP 

algorithm effectively makes every possible pair-wise comparison between the query 

(or reference) sequence and the library (or database) sequences, it is also the 

slowest method for similarity searches of sequence databases. The Smith-Waterman 

Algorithm produces local alignment(s) between two sequences. Instead of 

investigating each sequence in it's entirety it compares segments of all possible 

lengths, and chooses whichever maximize the similarity measure (Smith and 

Waterman, 1981). This is useful if some parts of the sequences have undergone any 

processes of evolution that similarity is undetectable; or if one is only a fragment or 

only partially overlaps the other. These are all common situations . 

. The FASTA algorithm is a heuristic approximation to the Smith-Waterman algorithm. 

In Computer science the term 'heuristic' is by definition: Relating to or using a 

problem solving technique in which the most appropriate of several found by 

alternative methods is selected at successive stages of a program for use in the next 

step in the program. The heuristics used by FASTA allows it to run much faster than 

the Smith-Waterman algorithm, but at the cost of sensitivity (Pearson and Lipman, 

1988). Finally BLAST is a much faster heuristic approximation of the Smith

Waterman algorithm. However BLAST cannot guarantee missing a score as 

sequences not found by BLAST could still have a significant Smith-Waterman score. 

In this study the subtraction product sequence (Dp41) was specifically characterized, 

using molecular tools, with respect to its variability and presence in individual date 

palm plants of the two different date palm varieties. A 75% homology was found with 

rice DNA from chromosome 1 using the Smith-Waterman algorithm but without a 

known gene function. Sequence analysis of the amplified subtraction products from 

both date palm varieties, 'Barhee' and 'Medjool', identified a variable region and the 

existence of several variant members of the repeated sequence. This provides strong 

evidence that this Dp41 family of DNA sequences represents a variable "genetic 

hotspot" in the date palm genome as found for rye by Linacero et al. (2000). Variation 
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detected included changes from C~ T and G~A and deletion of single or several 

base pairs. In general, deletions occurred at a higher frequency in 'Barhee' than . in 

'Medjool' . Base pair changes represent the most commonly observed point 

mutations in plants, and can also be a consequence of a plant tissue culture process 

where plant growth regulators are used (Phillips et al. 1994). The extent of variation 

observed between the different plants further indicates that Dp41 might be a rapidly 

evolving/changing sequence. It might be hypothesized that 'Barhee' plants are 

generally more susceptible to these variations and that these variations have resulted 

in a heterogenous 'Barhee' population among non-tissue culture-derived plants 

including variation in the copy number of this sequence in the different date palm 

cultivars. However, since all tissue culture-derived 'Barhee' plants originating from a 

single 'Barhee' mother plant, no conclusions about the behaviour of this family of 

sequences through tissue culture can be drawn at this stage and might be subject of 

a further detailed investigation. 

Furthermore, PCR amplification patterns were more variable between individual 

plants collected from a genome bank than from tissue-derived plants, as would be 

expected because of the clonal nature of the tissue culture plants. Higher variability 

might also be due to the age of tested plants. Whereas all tissue culture-derived 

plants were young with a uniform genetic composition, plants collected from the 

genome bank were mature and fruit bearing. The complexity to which this fragment 

evolved indicate a genetic hot-spot for genome mutation. 

6.4 Detection of methylation changes in the genome using RDA 

6.4.1 DNA methylation 

In this study, comparison of methylation levels in different types of plants showed 

higher methylation of genomic DNA in tissue culture plants compared to that of non-· 

tissue culture plants. Further, genomic DNA of non-tissue culture plants digested with 

the restriction enzymes Hpall and Mspl gave similar profiles on an agarose gel. The 

methylation process of genomic DNA in plants and the effect a tissue culture process 

has on genomic methylation are both well documented (Arnold-Schmitt et al. 1995; 

Phillips et al., 1994 Fredorff, 2000; Martienssen and Coleot, 2001). However in date 

palm, the profiles of enzyme-digested 'Medjool' and 'Barhee' DNA differed, with 

'Barhee' DNA showing a higher degree of methylation compared to that of 'Medjool '. 
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In plants and filamentous fungi, genomic methylation is restricted mostly to repetitive 

DNA elements (Rabinowicz et a!., 1999; Colot and Rossignol, 1999). Higher level of 

methylation might therefore be due to a higher copy number of the highly repetitive 

subtraction product DP41. 

In P. strobus increased 2,4-0 concentrations in the medium caused higher genomic 

DNA methylation and higher methylation gave different digestion profiles of DNA with 

the restriction enzymes Hpall vs. Mspl. Both enzymes recognise the same DNA 

sequence but only methylation at the restriction site produces differences in the 

digestibility of the DNA, with methylation of DNA rendering the DNA indigestible for 

Hpall. Furthermore, amplification of different, mostly larger, size fragments for 

amplicons derived from Hpall digested DNA of cells grown on a high 2,4-0 

containing medium might be explained by the inability of Hpall to digest methylated 

DNA to smaller amplifiable fragments . 

6.4.2 Date palm 

The isolation of repetitive DNA sequences with RDA has been previously reported 

(Ushijima et a/., 1997; Chen et a/., 1998). In this study, repeated RHpa 24 adapter 

sequences were identified in one isolated and characterized subtraction product. 

Very likely this product does not represent an PCR artefact because identified 

repeats are interrupted by an extra three base pairs unlikely to be present in an PCR 

artefact. Also, a similar repeated DNA has been found in other organisms, such as 

Hippoglossus and banana (Cullis , unpublished results). Although an artefact cannot 

be completely excluded. 

Methylation of repeated DNA is a common phenomenon in plant genomes and the 

amplification or deletion of sequences resulting in alteration of copy number is a 

known phenomenon occurring during tissue culture (Brown PTH, 1989). Differences 

in the copy number of subtraction product between the two genomes might also be 

associated with differences in the levels of methylation in the different genomes, 

allowing the isolation of subtraction product. The variation found in the fragment 

length might be due to the RHpa primer binding at different positions during the first 

round amplification reaction due to the sequence homology found between the 

primer and the fragment, resulting in amplified fragments with different sizes. 
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In this study, when RDA was repeated, the elimination of the R series adaptor 

resulted in the isolation of a new set of difference products. Such isolation of a 

different set of difference products has also been reported by Ushijima et al. (1997) 

using RDA-WEEC (RDA - With Elimination of Excessive Clones) to amplify nine 

novel fragments after obtaining two repetitive sequences in the first RDA. Two of the 

three fragments obtained in this study as subtraction products - a 444 bp fragment 

and a 330 bp fragment - showed a high level of homology with rRI\JA genes. These 

genes, in themselves, represent repetitive DNA sequences and a high copy number 

of rRNA genes with about 570 repeats per haploid genome have been found in 

plants (Pruitt and Meyerowitz, 1986). These fragments were obtained only from 

'Medjool'. Seemingly same size fragments, which can be efficiently amplified by 

PCR, were not amplified for '8arhee' amplicons due to methylation at the Hpall 

restriction site in genomic '8arhee' DNA. 

6.4.3 P. strobus 

The cleavage polyembryony to the early (precotyledonary) dominance stage 

represents the most responsive embryo developmental stage for somatic 

embryogenesis initiation (Percy et al. , 2000). Finger et al. (1989) showed that high 

induction rates could be obtained when precoteledonary embryos, enclosed in the 

megagametophytes, were used as explants. In this study, 40% of explants produced 

embryonal masses and different levels of 2,4-0 applied for cell growth did not 

resulted in any noticeable differences in growth of the cell cultures. However, in this 

study noticeable differences were obtained in the number of somatic embryos 

produced where tissue grown on MLV UL produced more mature embryos. Higher 

levels of methylation to be present in the genome of tissue grown on high 2,4-0 

medium might be correlated with loss of gene expression and subsequent loss of 

embryogenic potential. 

The subtractions experiments that were done using genomic DNA of P. strobus 

digested with Hpa II failed to reduce the sample size and complexity sufficiently in 

order to isolate difference products. Even after subtractions with a ratio of 1: 100 000, 

amplification of the samples resulted in a smear with fragment sizes varying between 

200 bp and 2000 bp when visualized on an ethidium bromide stained agarose gel. 

Whereas the standard RDA protocol is sufficient in reducing the complexity of small 
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and medium size genomes, large genomes such as that of conifers and specifically 

P. strobus presents an obstacle. 
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Chapter 7 


Achievements and conclusions 
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There are always advantages and disadvantages associated with every molecular 

technique and careful consideration should be given before choosing a specific 

technique. In this study, the applicability of Representational Difference Analysis 

(RDA) towards plant genome analysis was investigated as one strategy to identify 

genome differences in two types of plants. Since RDA was originally developed to 

isolate genetic differences between cancerous and non-cancerous cell lines, one of 

challenges in this study was to demonstrate if the RDA technique is at all a useful 

technique to isolate genetic differences on the genome level between closely related 

plant cultivars or plant cell lines with different phenotypes, and if any isolated 

difference might ultimately be useful in establishing a genetic marker that can be 

used either for cultivar identification or for marker assisted selection of superior cell 

lines and quality control purposes. 

In this study, the well-established technique of Random Amplified PolYrnorphic DNA 

(RAPD) was first used to demonstrate if two date palm cultivars 'Barhee' and 

'Medjool' could be differentiated at all. RAPD results obtained in this study clearly 

confirmed the findings of Corniquel and Mercier (1994), and RAPD verified the 

identity of plant material that was used for RDA. Unfortunately, the more robust 

technique of Sequence Characterised Amplified Region (SCAR) for plant material 

verification failed in this study indicating that any change in the date palm genome 

detected by RAPD is possibly due to only a single nucleotide polymorphism in the 

original RAPD primer-binding site. 

For execution of RDA on date palm material three restriction enzymes were used for 

amplicon production (BamHI, Hpall and Hindlll) as outlined in the original paper by 

Lisitsyn et al. (1993) and this study achieved as a first outcome to obtain subtraction 

products from BamHI and Hpall-derived amplicons. BamHI-derived subtraction 

products were characterized in this study in much more detail and products 

represented mainly three related sequences. One of these, Dp41, showed more 

variability and represented a highly repetitive sequence that was up to a hundred

times more abundant in 'Barhee' compared to 'Medjool' . Amplification of this region 

from a number of individual plants of both cultivars showed further variation in the 

sequence between cultivars, as well as between individual plants and between 

different copies amplified from one plant. Several primers were designed from this 

sequence data and one showed indeed potential for cultivar identification purposes 

amplifying the expected fragment consistently only from 'Medjool' plants. Further, the 

sequence variation that was found showed also certain tendencies such as C-+ T 
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and G~ A changes. The sequence variation occurred, however, to such an extent 

that it could not be explained by applying the rate of natural random mutation to this 

sequence. This study therefore achieved as a second outcome to identify a possible 

genetic mutational hot spot in date palm. It might be speculated, that such hot spots 

act as a genetic buffer to collect mutations, preventing them from occurring in 

essential genes or other important regions of the genome. 

This study also showed as a third outcome, differences in the genomic DNA 

methylation status between tissue culture and non-tissue culture plants as well as 

between plants grown on different 2,4-D concentrations. Degree of DNA methylation 

was clearly higher in tissue culture-derived date palm plants when compared to non

tissue culture plants. Further, DNA methylation of P.strobus cells grown on a high 

2,4-D containing media were also higher than of cells grown on a lower 2,4-D 

containing media, which fits to the theory that 2,4-D leads to hyper-methylation. 

This study also focused on application of the RDA technology on large plant genome 

using cell lines of Pinus strobus as a model and testing if possible DNA methylation 

differences in a genome due to 2,4-D treatment could be detected by the RDA 

technology: Unfortunately, RDAwas inefficient to identify any subtraction products 

after three rounds of subtractions of Hpall-derived amplicons and subtraction product 

profile was still too complex representing a mixture of a great number of fragments 

too difficult to analyze. 

In conclusion, the RDA technique could be extended in this study to two further plant 

species and has shown potential to isolate variable DNA regions, which differ in plant 

genomes. Using date palm several repetitive elements were isolated. This would be 

by far more difficult with, for example, RAPD only based on mutations in short DNA 

primer sites. However, RDA results in plants have still to be interpreted with caution 

because a subtractive cloning approach is always subject to several sources of bias. 

First, the representation of the genome in RDA is based on digestion of the genomic 

DNA with a single restriction enzyme and therefore depends on the sequence of the 

restriction site . Secondly, the tester to driver ratios used for subtractive hybridization 

are critical for the selection of specific sequences, so that a bias introduced by a 

badly chosen ratio could be further amplified during the peR step (Zoldos et al., 

2001 ). 
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Although it was demonstrated in this study that ROA could be successfully applied to 

analyse small plant genomes, more work remains to be done in the future. To fully 

understand the significance of these products analysis of the flanking sequences 

need to be done and the position of the sequences in the genome needs to be 

determined. Using, ROA-WEEC as previously described by Ushijima et al. (1997) 

can be useful to eliminate the repetitive sequences found commonly in plant 

genomes and isolate other low-copy regions. In terms of larger genomes such as 

that of P. stobus the size and complexity of the genome seems to be an obstacle for 

the successful isolation of subtraction products, therefore a greater reduction in the 

genome complexity by the introduction of a second restriction enzyme such as Mspl 

that cuts the sequence AJATT commonly found within repetitive sequences might be 

useful. Otherwise cONA-ROA that is currently been used to determine differences in 

gene expression between cell lines grown on high and low 2,4-0 containing media 

might be a better approach when dealing with large plant genomes. 

The results obtained from this study resulted in two publications Kunert et al. , 2000 

and Vorster et al. , 2002. 
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I) Molecular Methods 

1.1 Plant material and DNA extraction 

'Medjool' and 'Barhee' plant material originated from 14 plants grown in California 

that have been propagated solely via off-shoots from mother plant material imported 

in the beginning of the last century from Northern Africa (Nixon 1950). The in vitro 

plants used were 'Medjool' derived from explant material collected in California, and 

'Barhee' derived from explant material collected in the United Arabic Emirates . 

Total cellular DNA was isolated from leaves (1 g) using the Nucleon Phytopure Plant 

DNA extraction kit (Amersham Life Science, UK) according to the manufacturer's 

instructions. To test the quality and amount of isolated DNA, samples of isolated 

DNA (1 1-11) were run on a 1% agarose gel in TAE buffer (0.04 M Tris-acetate; 1 mM 

EDTA, pH 8) as outlined by Sam brook et al. (1989). After staining of the gel with 

ethidium bromide for 15 min, DNA quality was determined on a white/UV

transilluminator, photographed using a Grab-IT system (Vacutec, USA) and the DNA 

concentration of the samples was visually determined using 4 different A-phage DNA 

amounts as standards (25 ng, 50 ng, 100 ng and 250 ng) for comparison. 

1.11 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

Standard DNA amplifications by PCR were carried out in 25 1-11 reaction volumes 

containing 500 mM KCI , 25 mM MgCI2 , 100 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.3), 25 mM of each 

dNTP and 5 units TaKaRa DNA polymerase (TaKaRa, Japan) in a GeneAmp PCR 

9600 system (Perking Elmer, USA). Primers for PCR were obtained either from . 

Operon Technologies (Operon Technologies, USA) or were designed using the 

online primer design tool of Molecular Biology Shortcuts (MBS), program 'Oligos and 

Primers' (www.mbshortcuts.com/biotools/index.htlm). The designed primers were 

then manufactured and purchased from MWG-Biotech AG (Germany). The standard 

PCR program consisted of 94°C (5 min) to denature double stranded DNA This was 

followed by 35 cycles of amplification consisting of denaturing DNA at 94°C (1 min), 

primer annealing at 55°C or higher depending on primer pair (1 min), and extension 

of the DNA chain at 72°C (2 min). This was followed by another extension cycle at 

72°C for 5 min. 
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1.111 Representational difference analysis (RDA) 

1.111.1 Preparation of RDA amp/icons 

RDA was performed following the general outline described by Lisitsyn et al. (1993). 

Two micrograms of each of the DNAs CBarhee' and 'Medjool') were digested with 80 

units of the enzyme BamH I or Hindi II (Amersham Life Science, UK) 100 /-Lg of yeast 

tRNA (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was added to the digest to limit non-specific binding of 

DNA against the sides of eppendorf tubes and pipet tips. The digests were then 

extracted with an equal volume of phenol/chloroform . The DNA containing upper 

phase was removed and the DNA precipitated using 1/10 volume 3 M sodium 

acetate and 2.5 volumes 100% ethanol. The precipitate was washed in 70% ethanol 

and dried. The digested DNA was dissolved in 18 /-LI of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-CI, 1 

mM EDTA), pH 8, at a concentration of 100 /-Lg/ml. 

I." 1.11 Ligation of adaptor sequences 

One /-Lg of the BamHI and Hind" I digested DNA were ligated to the adaptor pair 

RBam 12 and RBam 24 or RHind 12 and RHind 24, respectively. The DNA, primer 

set (0.6 /-LM), 10X ligase buffer and water to a final volume of 30 /-LI were mixed in a 

microcentrifuge tube. The tubes were placed in a heating block at 55°C and the block 

was the placed at 4°C until the temperature had fallen to 12°C (60 to 75 min). The 

tubes were then placed on ice for 3 min, after which 1 fll of T4 DNA ligase (1 unit) 

(Amersham Life Science, UK) was added and the reaction incubated at 16°C 

overnight. The ligation reaction was then diluted with 970 /-LI TE buffer, pH 8, and the 

amplification reaction was set up as follows: 

80 /-L110X Taq Buffer (100 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.3,500 mM KCI, 15 mM MgCb) 

64 /-LI dNTP mix (160 mM of each dNTP) 

16 fll (1.0 /-LM) of one primer of the appropriate pair (J Bam 24 or R Hind 42) 

80 /-LI of the diluted ligation mixture 

560 /-LI water 
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The tube was placed in a heating block at 72°C for 5 min to melt of the 12-mer 

oligonucleotide. Six ).11 (30 units) of Taq polymerase (TaKaRa, Japan) was added and 

mixed by pipetting. The mixture was then aliquoted into eighth PCR tubes in a 

Perkin-Elmer GeneAmp 9600 thermocycler, the block of which was being held at 

72°C. After 5 minutes, the thermocycler program run was: 20 cycles: 95°C for 30 sec; 

72°C for 2 min , followed by 10 min at 72°C, followed by holding at 4°C. 

The 8 tubes were combined an a 10 ).11 aliquot was run on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel at 

100 V for 30 minutes to check the amplification and estimate the concentration by 

comparison to lambda phage DNA standards. The remainder was extracted with 600 

).11 phenol/chloroform. The upper phase was removed and the DNA precipitated with 

3 M sodium acetate and an equal volume propanol. The precipitate was collected by 

centrifugation, washed twice with 70% ethanol and dried. The amplicons was 

redissolved in 80).11 TE buffer, pH 8. 

1.111.111 Removal of the adaptors from amplicons 

Of the amplicons that was to be used as driver 150 ).1g and 10 ).1g of the tester 

amplicons were digested with the appropriate enzyme in 800 ).11 and 200 ).11, 

respectively, at an enzyme concentration of 20 units/).1g DNA, at 37°C for one hour. 

Ten ).1g Yeast tRNA was added and each digest extracted with phenol/chloroform. 

The DNA was precipitated with an equal volume of isopropanol and 1/10 volume 3 M 

sodium acetate, as described above. Isopropanol is used instead of ethanol in order 

to eliminate very small fragments (e.g. adaptors) from the precipitate. The driver and 

tester DNAs were both redissolved at approximately 400 ).1g/m l. Both the digested 

driver and tester amplicons were run on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel alongside an equal 

aliquot of undigested amplicons to check the completeness of the digestion. On the 

same gel, standard lambda phage DNA was run so that the final concentrations of 

driver and tester DNAs could be estimated and adjusted if necessary. 

I.III.IV Change of adaptors on tester amplicons 

Tester DNA was prepared by adding a second adaptor pair JBam 12 and 24 for 

BamHI digested DNA or JHind 12 and 24 for Hindlll digested DNA to 1 ).1g of the first 
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round amplicons in the same way as described for the ligation of the first set. The 

ligation reaction was then diluted to a final volume of 100 ).11 with water. An aliquot of 

the ligate was amplified for 20 cycles in a reaction volume of 20 ).11 to check that the 

newly ligated adaptors would support amplification with the new primer. 

I.III.V Subtractive hybridisation and kinetic enrichment 

The hybridisation reaction was set up by mixing 80 ).11 of the driver (- 40 ).1g) with 40 

).11 tester (- 0.4 ).1g) amplicons (a ratio of driver: tester of 100 : 1). To this was added 

30 ).11 of 10 M ammonium acetate and 380 ).11 100% ethanol. After incubation on ice 

for 10 min the DNA precipitate was collected by centrefugation for 10 min at full 

speed in a microcentrifuge. The pellet was washed twice with 70% ethanol and dried 

after which it was redissolved in 4 ).11 3X EE buffer [30 mM N-(2-hydroxyethyl 

piperizine)-N'-(3-propene sulfonic acid) (EPPS), pH 8, 3 mM EDTA] followed by 

repeated vortexing interspersed with centrifugation. The solution was collected at the 

bottom of the tube and overlaid with light mineral oil so that the spherical droplet 

could be seen to be completely covered by oil. The DNA was denatured by placing it 

in a heating block at 98°e for 5 minutes. One ).11 of 5 M sodium chloride solution was 

added and the tube briefly centrifuged to mix the aqueous phases. The DNA was 

then incubated at 6re overnight. Ten ).11 TE buffer, pH 8, was added and mixed with 

the aqueous phase , which was then carefully removed from under the oil by pipetting 

and added to clean microcentrifuge tube containing 380 ).11 TE buffer and 40 ).1g 

tRNA. The appropriately annealed fragments were amplified in the following reaction: 

80 ).11 10X Taq buffer 

64).11 dNTP mix (160 mM of each dNTP) 

80 ).11 of the diluted hybridisation mixture 

560 ).11 ds H20 

6 ).11 Taq polymerase (30 units) 

The tube was placed in a heating block at 72°e for 5 min to fill in the ends. Sixteen ).11 

of the appropriate primer (the 24mer used in the adapter ligated to the tester 

amplicons) was added , mixed by pipetting, and the mixture aliquoted into eighth peR 

tubes. The tubes were placed in a Perkin-Elmer thermocycler, the block of which , 

were being held at 72°e. 
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The following thermocycler program was then run: 10 cycles of 95°C for 30 sec; 72°C 

for 2 min followed by 10 min at 72°C, followed by holding at 4°C. The tubes were 

combined and 20 ).11 of the solution subjected to a further 20 cycles of amplification 

under the same conditions. 

Ten ).1g of tRI\lA was added to the remainder of the amplified reaction and then 

extracted with 600 ).11 phenol/chloroform. An aliqoute (750 ).11) was removed and 75 ).11 

(1/10 volume) of 3 M sodium acetate and 825 ).11 (one volume) propanol added. The 

precipitate was collected by centrifugation, after incubation on ice for 10 minutes. The 

pellet was washed twice with 70% ethanol, dried and dissolved in 40 ).11 TE buffer, pH 

8. At this stage the aliquot subjected to the additional amplification cycles was run on 

a 1.5% T AE agarose gel to check that amplification occurred. This first round 

difference product (20 ).11) was digested with 20 units of mung bean nuclease 

(Amersham Life Science, UK) at 30 0 e for 30 minutes to remove all single- stranded 

DNA. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 160 ).11 of TE buffer, pH 8. The 

digested product was amplified in a reaction mixture consisting of: 

80 ).11 10X Taq buffer 

64).11 dNTP mix (160 mM of each dNTP) 

16 ).11 of the same primer used for the 10-cycle amplification 

80 ).11 of the diluted nuclease treated mixture 

560 ).11 ds H20 

6 ).11 Taq polymerase (30 units) 

The mixture was aliquoted into eighth peR tubes in a Perkin-Elmer thermocycler, the 

block of which was being held at 72°e. The thermocycler program run was 20 

cycles: 95°e for 30 seconds; 72°e for 2 minutes followed by 10 minutes at 72°e , 

followed by holding at 4°C. 

The 8 tubes were combined and a 10 ).11 aliquot was run on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel 

at 100 V for 30 min to check the amplification . The remainder was extracted with 

phenol/chloroform. The upper phase was pipetted into a clean tube and a 1/10 

volume of 3 M sodium acetate and 1 volume of propanol added. The tubes were 
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mixed by inversion and placed on ice for 15 min. The precipitate was collected by 

centrifugation for 15 min at full speed in a microsentrifuge, washed twice with 70% 

ethanol and dried. The amplicons were redissolved in 80 )11 of TE buffer, pH 8. The 

concentration was estimated by electrophoresis on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel with 

lambda phage DNA standards and adjusted to 100 )1g/ml. 

I.IV Cloning of the subtraction products 

Subtraction products (2 )1g) were digested with the 50 units of the appropriate 

restriction enzyme for 30 minutes at 37°C. One hundred ng of this digest was mixed 

with 10 ng of pBluescriptll vector (Strategene, USA) digested with the same enzyme 

. (a ratio of insert to vector of 10 : 1). These were extracted with phenol/chloroform and 

precipitated with sodium acetate and ethanol. The precipitate was collected by 

microcentrifugation and the pellet washed twice with 70% ethanol before being dried. 

The dried pellet was redissolved in 8 )11 water. To this was added 1 )11 10X ligase 

buffer and 1 )11 T4 ligase, and the mixture incubated overnight at 16°C. Two )11 of the 

ligate was used to transform competent XL 1 Blue cells and 50 plasmid-containing 

colonies carrying an insert were selected and probed with either the 'Barhee' or 

'Medjool' labeled driver amplicons using the Gene Images random prime-labeling 

module (Amersham Life Sciences UK). Ten colonies that showed a much stronger 

signal after hybridization with the 'Barhee' amplicons than with the 'Medjool ' 

amplicons were selected for plasmid isolation and determination of the insert 

sequence and size. 

I.V Southern-blot hybridization 

Total genomic DNA of 'Barhee' and 'Medjool' (1 )1g) were digested with two units of 

each of the restriction enzymes BamHI and EcoRI at 3rC for two hours. The 

restricted DNA was then separated on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel using 

electrophoresis, and transferred to a positively charged nylon membrane (Roche, 

Switzerland), as described by Sam brook et al. (1989). Cloned fragments of Dp41 and 

Dp36 were used as probes, which were labeled using the Gene Images random 

prime, labeling module. Membranes were pre-hybridized and hybridized at 65°C in a 

hybridization buffer containing 5% SSC, 0.1 % SDS and 20-fold dilution of the liquid 
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block provided . Hybridization was carried out overnight and the membranes washed 

at 60°C using a 1 % SSC and 0.1 % SDS solution. Detection was preformed using the 

Gene Images COP-Star detection module (Amersham life Sciences UK), according 

to the manufacturer's instructions. Membranes were exposed to Hyperfilm ECl 

(Amersham Life Sciences UK) and the films developed. 

l.vl Sequence analysis 

DNA sequence analysis was carried out with the dideoxy chain terminator method 

developed by Sanger et al. (1997). Recombinant plasm ids were sequenced using 

fluorescent dye terminators and AmliTaq from the ABI PRISMTM Big DYE Terminator 

Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit (Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems, Inc. , 

Foster City, CaliF.), ill C:I t;ycle sequence protocol tlccording to the recommendations 

of the manufacturer. Sequence reactions were run on PAGE (polyacrylimide gel 

electrophoresis) using an ABI PRISMTM 377 Autosequencer (Perkin-Elmer Applied 

Biosystems). Sequence electropherograms were analysed using Sequence 

Navigator version 1.0.1 (Perkin-Elmer). 
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II) Tissue culture and somatic embryogenesis 

11.1 Tissue culture initiation 

The most responsive embryo developmental stages for somatic embryogenesis 

initiation range from the cleavage polyembryony, to the early (precotyledonary) 

dominance stage (Percy et al. , 2000). For culture initiation, seeds were extracted 

from developing cones and placed in Petri dishes containing moistened filter paper. 

Within 1 hour of extraction, seeds were surface sterilized in preparation for 

dissection. Seeds were surface sterilised by placing them in metal baskets and 

stirring vigorously for 6 min in 200 ml of 3% (v/v) hydrogen peroxide with one drop of 

Tween 20. Seeds were then rinsed tree times for 2 min each with sterile water and 

transferred to a petridish containing a moist, sterile filter paper. The seed coat, 

nucellus, and membrane surrounding the metagametophyte were removed under a 

stereomicroscope, and the megagametophyte was placed on initiation medium. Five 

to eight megagametophytes were cultured in each Petri dish containing 

approximately 25 ml of medium, and dishes were sealed with parafilm. Explants 

were cultured in darkness at 24°C for 16 weeks and examined every 4 weeks for 

embryogenic tissue initiation. 

11.11 Embryogenic tissue proliferation and culture maintenance 

Explants displaying proliferation from the zygotic embryo cells were microscopically 

selected, then embryogenic tissue was removed , dispersed by vigorous shaking in 

liquid MLV maintenance medium, poured onto a sterile filter paper disk (Whatman 

No.2, 5.5 cm) in a Buchner funnel and a short low-pressure pulse (55 kPa) was 

applied to drain the medium prior to transferring the disc to fresh medium . This 

approach was also used for maintenance of embryogenic tissue. Maintenance and 

proliferation cultures were incubated in darkness at 24°C. 

11.111 Maturation of somatic embryos 

The somatic embryo experiments were performed by combining embryogenic tissue 

of one line (from several plates), one week after subculture, in a 50 ml test tube, 
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adding liquid media without growth regulators and vigorously shaking the tube to 

break up the clumps of tissue into a fine suspention . Subsequently 3 ml containing 

approximately 0.2 g of suspended embryonal masses were withdrawn with a wide

mouth pipette and placed on a moist filter paper disk (Whatman No.2, 5.5 cm in 

diameter) in a Buchner funnel attached to a vacuum pump. A short low-pressure 

pulse (5 sec, 55 kPa) was applied to drain all liquid medium and anchor the 

embryonal masses to the filter paper as a thin layer. Each disk of filter paper with the 

embryonal masses was subsequently placed on maturation medium in a 10 X 20 mm 

Petri dish and cultured for up to 10 weeks. The cultures were kept under dim light 
2condition at 1.6 ).!mol m- s-1 from cool white florescence lamps (Philips F72T12/CW, 

65 W) under a 16 h photoperiod at 24°C. 

II.IV Tissue culture media 

II.IV.I MLM 10X stock 

-.. .. 

2 Liters 
," 

Final concentration 
. - - ' . . 

in medium [giL] 

NH4 N03 16.5 9 0.825 

KN03 19.0 g 0.95 

MgS04 .7H2O 18.5 9 0.925 

KH 2P04 (monobasic) 3.4 9 0.17 

CaCI2 .2H2O 0.22 9 0.011 

LM Minor stock (100X) 200 ml 

LM Vitamin stock (1 OOX) 200 ml 

Myo-Inisitol 2.0 9 0.1 

Iron Solution 100 ml 

dH20 to 2L 

Stored at -20°C or 2 weeks at +4°C 
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I!.IV.II MLM Minor Stock 100X 

1 Liter 

Final concentration 

in medium [giL] 

Na2Mo04.2H20 0.125 9 0.00125 

KI 0.415 9 0.00415 

H3B03 3.1 9 0.031 

MnS04.H20 

(or MnS04.4H2O) 

2.1 9 

(2.7 g) 

0.021 

(0.027) 

ZnS04.7H20 4.3 9 0.043 

CuS04.5H20 0.05 9 0.0005 

CoCI2·6H2O 0.013 0.00013 

DH20 to 1 L 

Stored at -20°C 

I !.IV. III MLM Vitamin stock 100X 

1 Liter 

Final concentration 

in mediUm [giL] 

Nicotinic acid 0.05 9 0.0005 

Pyridoxine.HCL 0.01 9 0.0001 

Thiamine.HCL 0.01 9 0.0001 

dH20 to 1 L 

Stored at -20°C 

I!.IV.IV MLM Iron solution 

100 ml 

Final concentration 

in medium [giL] 

Na2EDTA 0.746 9 0.0373 

FeS04.7H20 0.556 9 0.0287 

dH20 to 100 ml 

Made fresh 
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II.V.I 

II.V Growth regulators 

2,4-0ichlorophenoxyacetic Acid (2,4-0) stock (1 mg/ml) 

2,4-0 100 mg 

95% Ethanol 50 ml 

OH20 to 100 ml 

Stored at +4°C 

II.V.II 6-Benzyl-Aminopurine (BA) stock (2.5 mg/ml) 

BA 50 . mg 

Warmed 0.5 N HCL (or NaOH) 5 ml to dissolve 

Warmed d H20 to 100 ml 

Stored at +4°C 

II.V.1I1 (±) cis-trans Abscic (ABA) stock (10mM) 

IABA 0.02643 9 

1 N NaOH drops to dissolve 

dH20 to 10 ml 

Filter sterilized and wrapped in foil . Made fresh . 

1 ml stock! L =10 )..lM 

II.V.IV Glutamine stock (25 mg/ml) (Amino acids) 

Glutamine 25.0 9 

dH2 0 to 1 L 

pH 5.8. Filter sterilized . Stored frozen 
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II.VI MLV Media 

ILVI.I MLV Ultra low medium (MLV UL) 

1 Liter 

MLM 10X stock 100 ml 

Casein Hydrolosate (Casamino Acids) 1 giL 1.0 9 

Sucrose 2% 20.0 9 

2,4-0 (1 mg/ml stock) 1.1 ~M 0.25 ml 

BA (0.5 mg/ml stock) 1.1 ~M 0.5 ml 

dH20 to 1 L 

Phytagel 0.4 % 4g 

Set pH to 5.7. Autoclaved 

Glutamine (25 mg/ml sterile stock) 0.5 giL 20 ml 

ILVLII MLV Standard medium (MLV Std) 

1 Liter 

MLM 10X stock 100 ml 

Casein Hydrolosate (Casamino Acids) 1 giL 1.0 9 

Sucrose 2% 20.0 9 

2,4-0 (1 mg/ml stock) 9.5 ~M 2ml 

BA (0.5 mg/ml stock) 4.4 ~M 2ml 

dH20 to 1 L 

Phytagel 0.4 % 4g 

Set pH to 5.7. Autoclaved 

Glutamine (25 mg/ml sterile stock) 0.5 giL 20 ml 
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II.V1.1 II Maturation medium (MM) 

1 liter 

MLM 10X stock 100 ml 

Casein Hydrolosate (Casamino Acids) 1 giL 1.0 9 

Sucrose 6% 60.0 9 

dH20 to 1 L 

Phytagel 1% 10 9 

Set pH to 5.7. Autoclaved 

Glutamine (25 mg/ml sterile stock) 0.5 giL 20 ml 

ABA (10 mM sterile stock) 120 ).!M 12 ml 
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III General solutions and buffers 

111.1 Antibiotics 

111.1.1 Ampicillin stock solution (50 mq/ml) 

Dissolve 2 g Ampicillin (D(-)-a-Aminobenzylpenicillin sodium salt) (Sigma-Aldrich, 

Germany) powder in 40 ml of sterile distilled water. Aliquote in 1.5 ml tubes and 

store at -20°C. 

111.1.11 Tetracycline stock solution ( 10 mg/ml} 

Dissolve 0.1 q of tetracycline powder (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) in 5 ml 100% 

ethanol, adjust volume to 10 ml with sterile distilled water. Cover tube with foil and 

store at -20°C. 

!II. II Southern blotting solutions 

IILlI.I Neutralization buffer 

Combine 121.1 9 of Tris base (Sigma-Aldrich , Germany) and 87.7 9 NaCI. Add 900 

ml distilled water. Adjust pH to 8.0 with concentrated HCI. Adjust volume with distilled 

water to 1 L and autoclave. 

111.11.11 Denaturing buffer 

Combine 87.7 9 NaCI and 20 g NaOH. Add distilled water to 1 L. Stir to dissolve and 

autoclave. 
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IILlI.III 20X Standard Saline-Citrate (SSC) 

Combine 174.4 g l'JaCI, 88.3 g C6H5Na30 7.2H20 (Sodium-citrate) in 800 ml distilled 

water. Stir to dissolve and adjust volume to 1 L. Autoclave. 

IILlII Buffers and salt solutions 

111.111.1 Agarose gel buffer (TAE) (50X stock) 

Combine 968 g Tris base, 228.4 ml glacial acetic acid and 400 ml 0.5 M EDTA. pH 

8.0. Add 3 L distilled water and stir until solids dissolve. Adjust volume to 4 L with 

distilled water. Dilute to 1X before use. 

IILlII.II Agarose gel loading buffer (6X) 

Combine 0.063 g bromophenol blue (BPB), 0.063 9 xylene cyanol FF (XC) and 2.5 

ml glycerol. Add distilled water to 25 ml. Aliquot into 1.5 ml tubes and store at -20°C. 

Add 1 ).ll to sample before loading onto agarose gel. 

111.111.111 Ethidium Bromide solution 

Dissolve 0.2 9 ethidium bromide powder in 20 ml distilled water. Vortex to dissolve 

and cover container with foil. 

III.III.IV 5 M Ammonium acetate (NH40Ac) 

Dissolve 385.4 9 ammonium acetate in 500 ml distilled water by slowly adding the 

ammonium acetate powder into the stirring water. Adjust volume to 1 L. Autoclave 

and store at RT. 
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III.III.VI 3 M Sodium acetate (NaOAc) pH 4.8 

Dissolve 40.82 9 NaOAc.3H20 in 80 ml distilled water and stir on a hot plate until 

dissolved. Adjust pH to 4.8 with glacial acetic acid . Adjust volume to 100 ml with 

distilled water. Autoclave and store at RT. 

III. II I. VII 5 M Sodium chloride 

Dissolve 29.22 9 NaCI in 80 ml distilled water. Adjust volume to 100 ml , autoclave 

and store at RT. 

III. II I.VII I 1 M Tris-HCI pH 8.0 

Dissolve 12.11 9 Tris base in 80 ml of distilled water. Adjust pH to 8.0 using 

concentrated HC/. Adjust volume to 100 ml with distilled water. Autoclave and store 

at RT. 

III .III.IX 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0 

Dissolve 8 9 NaOH pelles in 400 ml distilled water. Add 93.05 9 Na2EDTA.2H20 and 

allow to dissolve. Adjust pH to 8.0 using more NaOH pellets. Adjust volume to 500 ml 

with distilled water. Autoclave and store at RT. 

III.IIIX TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA) 

Combine 1 ml 1 M Tris-HCI pH 8.0 and 0.2 ml 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0. Adjust volume to 

100 ml with distilled water. Autoclave and store at RT. 

III.IIIXI low TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM EDTA) 

Combine 1 ml 1 M Tris-HCI pH 8.0 and 20 ).11 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0. Adjust volume to 

100 ml with distilled water. Autoclave and store at RT. 
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III.III.XII 10 N Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 

Dissolve 40 9 NaOH pellets in 70 ml distilled water. Adjust volume to 100 ml. Store at 

RT. 
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IV.II pMosBlue (Amersham UK) 

T7 :v II.. ·• 

$dp f 

'. ; 

pMOSBlue 
(2887bPt 
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V. Primer sequences 

RAPD and SCAR grimers 

OPE-01 5'-CCCAAGGTCC-3' 

OPE-06 5'-AAGACCCCTC-3' 

OpSl 5'- GTGTTAGGGGCAAAATGGAA-3' 

OpSR 5'- TTGTCCGTCTGAGACTCCCT-3' 

Date galm subtraction groduct sgecific grimers 

OP36l 5'-CTATCGACGACAGGCTGACA -3' 

OP36R 5'-GACCCGGACTIGTIGGAGTA-3' 

OP41l 5'-CCTTCTCCCCGTAGTAACCG-3' 

OP41R 5'-AGGAAAGGCAACCTACCGAG-3' 

OP50l 5'-TACACGATGTCCCTCAACCA-3' 

DP50R 5'-GGAACATTTCCTCGGTATCC-3' 

PlM 1 5'-TTACAGAGGGGAAAGGAGGA-3' 

PlM 4 5'-GGAAGGAGGTGGCTCCG-3' 

PlB11 5'-CGCAATCTIGCAAGTATCAGT-3' 

RDA adagters 

R Bam 24 5'-AGCACTCTCCAGCCTCTCACCGAG-3' 

R Bam 12 5'-GATCCTCGGTGA-3' 

J Bam 24 5'-ACCGACGTCGACTATCCATGAACG-3' 

J Bam 12 5'-GATCCGTTCATG-3' 

N Bam 24 5' -AGGCAACTGTGCTATCCGAGGGAG-3' 

N Bam 12 5'-GATCCTCCCTCG-3' 

R Hind 24 5'-AGCACTCTCCAGCCTCTCACCGCA-3' 

R Hind 12 5' -AGCTTGCGGTGA-3' 

J Hind 24 5'-ACCGACGTCGACTATCCATGAACA-3' 

J Hind 12 5'-AGC TTGTTCATG-3' 

N Hind 24 5'-AGGCAGCTGTGGTATCGAGGGAGA-3' 

N Hind 24 5' -AGCTICTCCCTC-3' 
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R Hpa 24 5'-AGCACTCTCCAGCCTCTCACCGAC-3' 

R Hpa 11 5'-CGGTCGGTGAG-3' 

J Hpa 24 5' -ACCGACGTCGACTATCCA TGAAAC-3' 

J Hpa 11 5' -CGGTTTCA TGG-3' 

N Hpa 24 5' -AGGCAACTGTGCTATCCGAGGGAC-3' 

N Hpa 11 5'-CGGTCCCTCGG-3' 

S Hpa 24 5'-ACTTCTACGGCTGAA TTCCGACAC-3' 

S Hpa 12 5'-CGGTGTCGGAAT-3' 

Seguencing ~rimers 

T7 5'-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG-3' 

Sp6 5' -CATACGATTTAGGTGACACTA TAG-3' 
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Abstract Representational difference analysis was ap
plied to subtract the genomes of the two date palm vari
eties, Barhee and Medjool , for identification and charac
terization of unique genome differences suitable for dis
criminating between individual plants and the two vari
eties. Three ditferent DNA difference products were iso
lated from Barhee representing families of dispersed, re
peated variable sequences present in the genome of both 
varieties. Several variant members of repeated DNA 
were detected by sequence analysis, containing base 
changes from C to T and G to A and short deletions. Mu
tated DNA sequences could be amplificd in a polymer
ase chain reaction-based test from a much smaller num
ber of Barhee plants than from Medjool plants allowing 
thc differentiation between individual plants and part.ial 
discrimination between varieties. 

Keywords Date palm' Representational difference 
analysis· Genome analysis' Hyper-variable DNA· Plant 
variety identification 

Introduction 

Genomes of closely related plants or varieties can differ 
by only a few coding genes or in minor genome re-orga
nizations and a range of different approaches is available 
for detection of such genetic differences . Among these 
are the analyses of r-DNA intergenic regions (Scribner 
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and Pearce 2000) and of simple sequence repeats 
(SSRs), which are also known as microsatellites. SSRs 
have been used for example for identification of varieties 
of Chrysanthemum and Citrus (Wolff et a!. 1995; Fang 
and Roose 1997) as well as individual plants of oilseed 
rape culti vars (Charters et al. 1996). However, the two 
most widely used genetic techniques to detect plant vari
ation are random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) 
analysis, which detects DNA polymorphisms amplified 
by arbitrary primers (Williams et al. 1990; Welsh and 
McClelland 1990) and amplified fragment length poly
morphisms (AFLPs) (Vos et aJ. 1995; O'Hanlon et al. 
2000). Recently, the RAPD technique has also been ap
plied to identify date palm on the variety level (Corniquel 
and Mercier 1994; Scdra et al. 1998). All these tech
niques are useful for the differentiation of plants by iden
tifying random polymorphisms. However, the compari
sons are usually made on the basis of the presence or ab
sence of a band rather than directly on any DNA se
quence variation. 

In contrast, representational difference analysis 
(RDA) allows the cloning and sequencing of fine ge
nome differences between two highly similar genomes 
and further provides exaet sequence information about 
these differences . RDA detects any kind of labile DNA 
region in two genomes to be compared and can be used 
to derive probes for genomic losses, rearrangements, am
plifications, point mutations and pathogenic organisms 
found within any of the genomes compared (Lisitsyn et 
al. 1993, 1994; Michiels et al. 1998). RDA has been ap
plied in a variety of contexts including the isolation of 
repetitive sequences present in only one of the compared 
genomes (Navin 1996). Nekrutenko et al. (2000) used 
RDA to create a species-specific marker for voles and 
Toder et al. (200 I) have applied RDA in evolutionary 
genomics to search for overall genome di ffercnces be
tween humans and the great apes. RDA has also been 
used to determine differences between two distantly re
lated oak species where similarities of isolated RDA 
fragments with known retrotranspnsons were found 
(Zoldos et al. 2001). In addition, Donnison et al. (1996) 
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2n 
applied RDA to identify male-specific restnctlOn frag
ments in the dioecious plant Silene tatifolia. RDA has 
also been used to identify polymorphisms in banana lines 
that are a result of genomic rearrangements during in vi
tro propagation resulting in markers useful for the detec
tion of early variation in the initiation of tissue culture 
plants (Cullis and Kunert 2000). One of the specific ad
vantages of RDA is that subtractions between pooled 
DNA samples can be performed in order to identify spe
cific polymorphisms that are only present in either a par
ticular individual or a particular variety rather than rely
ing on identification based on a pattern of polymorphic 
bands. 

The aim of this study was to apply the RDA technolo
gy to date palm and to investigate if it is a useful tech
nique for generation of markers suitable for identifica
tion and characterization of variable regions in the date 
palm genome. Such variable regions might ultimately be 
applicable for either individual date palm plant or variety 
identification/discrimination. In general, there is a need 
for DNA-based markers in date palm that will facilitate 
variety identification as well as confirmation of the ge
netic fidelity of individual propagated plants. The cur
rent identification based on morphological characteris
tics is often difficult. For example , in the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia alone almost 400 date palm cultivars have 
been classified (Hussain and El-Zeid 1978), based main
lyon their fmit characteristics that are expressed in the 
mature stage of the plant. In this study, plants of the two 
date palm varieties Barhee and Medjool, which are com
monly used in commercial tissue culture for the asexual 
production of date palm via somatic embryogenesis, 
have been investigated. A repetitive labile DNA region 
has been identified allowing the differentiation between 
indi vidual plants and partial discrimination between va
rieties. 

Materials and methods 

Plant material and DNA extraction 

The date palm varieties Medjool and Barhee were used as the 
source of DNA. The in vitro plants used were Medjool derived 
from explant material collected in California, and Barhee derived 
from explant material collected in the United Arabic Emirates. 
Non-tissue culture-derived Medjool and Barhee plant material 
originated from 14 plants grown in California that have been prop
agated solely via off-shoots from mother plant material imported 
in the beginning of the last century from Northern Africa (Nixon 
1950). Total cellular DNA was isolated from leaves (1 g) using ei
ther the technique outlined by Aitchitt et al. ( 1993) or the Nucleon 
Phytopure plant DNA extraction kit (Amersham Life Sciences, 
UK) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Both techniques 
gave similar results . 

Preparation of RDA amplicons 

RDA was performed following the genera! outline described by 
Lisitsyn et al. ( 1993). Two micrograms of each of the DNAs 
rBarhee and Medjool) were digested with 80 units of the enzyme 
BamHI or HindTll . Th~ digests were then extracted with phe

nol/chloroform, precipitated and re suspended at a concentration of 
100 jlglml. The BamHI and HindIIT digests were ligated to the 
adaptor pair JBam 12 (5'-GATCCGTICATG-3') and JBam 24 (5'
ACCGACGTCGACTATCCATGAACG-3') or RHind 12 (5'
AGCTTGCGGTGA-3') and RHind 24 (5'-AGCACTCTCCA
GCCTCTCACCGCA-3'), respectively. The ligation products were 
amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) by using the primer 
JBam 24 or RHind 24 to generate the first-round amplicons, fol
lowed by digestion with BamHT or HindUI to remove the adaptors. 
Tester DNA was prepared by adding a second adaptor pair 
NBam 12 and 24 (5'-GATCCTCCCTCG-3' and 5'-AGGCA
ACTGTGCTATCCGAGGGAG-3') for BamHI-di~estcd DNA or 
JHind 12 and 24 (5'-AGCTTGTICATG-3' and 5'-ACCGAC
GTCGACTATCCATGAACA-3') for HindUT-digested DNA to the 
ends of the first-round amplicons. 

Subtractive RDA hybridization, kinetic enrichment and Cloning 
of the difference products 

The hybridization reaction was set up using 40 flg driver DNA 
(Medjool) and 0.4 ).1g tester DNA (Barhee) (100: I driverltester ra
tio) in a tinal volume of 4 jll hybridization buffer consisting of 
30 mM EPPS [C2-hydroxyethyl piperizineJ-N'-(3-propene sulfonic 
acid)], pH 8, and 3 mM EDTA. The DNA was denatured at 100°C 
for 10 min, 1 ).11 of sodium chloride (5 My was added to a final 
concentration of I M and the reaction incubated at 67°C for 16 h. 
The hybridization mix was then diluted and an aliquot amplified 
using NBam 24 or JHind 24. The first round of amplification was 
for ten cycles. followed by digestion of the products by mung 
bean nuclease. The nuclease-treated product was then amplified 
for an additional 20 cycles. The resulting amplicons, which are 
called the first difference product, were used in this study. These 
subtraction products were digested with the appropriate restriction 
enzyme and ligated into the appropriately digested pBluescript II 
(Strategene, USA). The ligation products were transformed into 
XLI Blue-competent cells and 50 plasmid-containing colonies car
rying an inselt were selected and probed with either the Barhee- or 
Medjool-Iabeled driver amplicons using the Gene Images random 
prime-labeling module (Amersham Life Sciences). Colonies that 
showed a much stronger signal after hybridization with the Barhee 
amplicons than with the Medjool amplicons were selected for 
plasmid isolation and determination of the insert sequence and 
size. 

Primer design and testing 

Pairs of primers were designed using a standard design program 
(Expa~y, Switzerland). The primer pairs were used in a PCR reac
tion using Barhec and Mcdjool DNA as template at various an
nealing temperatures to optimize the peR reaction. The PCR reac
tions were carried Ollt in 25-fll volumes containing 25 ng total ge
nomic DNA, J5 ng primer, lOO rru\1 of each dNTP, 10 ruM TRlS
HC/, pH 8.3, 2 ITLW MgCI2 and 0.5 units Taq polymerase (Takara, 
Japan). Amplification was performed using a Perkin Elmer Gene
Amp PCR system 9600 with the following program: (1) 94°C for 
5 minx I cycle; (2) 94°C for I min, 65°C or 60°C for I min de
pending on the primer pair, noc for 1 minx35 cycles; (3) noc 
for 5 minx1 cycle. and optional soak period at 4°e. The products 
were separated on a 1.5% agarose gel, stained with ethidium bro
mide and visualized under UV light. 

Southern blot hybridization 

Genomic DNA was digested with different restriction enzymes, 
separated on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel using electrophoresis, and 
tran sferred to ~ positively charged nylon membrane (Roche, Swit
zerland), as described by Sambrook et al. ( 1989). Cloned bands 
were used as probes and were labeled using the Gene Images ran 
dom prime, labeling module (Amersham Life Sciences). Mem
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Fig. 1 Sequence analysis of 
isolated RDA clones DP2, 
DP36 and DP41 and position of 
the most variable DNA region 
of the DP41 clone 

DP-2 

DP-36 

DP-41 

CCTATCGAAC 

CC TATGGCGA 

CCTTCTCCCC 

CCATTCATAC AGAGCCAGTT 

CC GGCTGACC TGGCACTGGT 

GTAGTAACCG GCCTCCCCGC 

TTC,<>J\TGTCC CTCAACCATC GCGCG GATCT 

GTCCGCACCA ACTCTGCTCG GA TGGAAAGA 

AAATCTTGCA AGTATCACTG AGGGGGAAGA 

AGTAGGGTCT CCCATCCTCC 

AGTCGACCTC GACGAAAGCG 

AGGAGGAGGG GCCTCCGCAC 

80 

80 

80 

CGATAGATAC T TAGGTATAC TAGAAGAGGA TACCGAGAAA ATGTTCCTAG TGGGAG ATAG AGATCACATAC AGGAT 156 

GCTCGGTAAA GCC CCGGTAG TACTCCAACA AGTCCGGGTC AATCCGACGG TATCTCCTCG CGCTGGAT 14 7 

GTGCCTCACG TCGTGGGGAC ACCGTAGATG GCTCGGTAGG TTGCCTTTCC TCCGTTGGAT 141 

branes were pre-hybridized and hybridized at 65°C in a buffer 
containing 5x SSe. 0,1% SDS and a 20-fold dilution of the liquid 
block provided overnight and washed at 6()OC using a Ix SSC and 
0, I% SDS solution. Detection was pelformed using the Gene Im
ages CDP-Star detection module. according to the manufacturer's 
instructions, Membranes were exposed to Hypelfilm ECL (Amer-s
ham Life Sciences) and the films developed , 

Sequence analysis 

For plasmid sequencing, PCR products were cloned into the plas
mid pMOS Blue (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, UK) and plasm
ids were recovered from transformed MOSB/ue cells selected on 
an appropriate antibiDtic. Sequencing was perfomled using Seque
lIase (Perkin Elmer, USA) according to the manufacturer 's instruc
tions on an automated DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems, 
USA), 

Results 

The subtractions between Barhee and Medjool were per
formed with either Barhee as tester and Medjool as dri v
er or with Mcdjool as lester and Barhee as driver for 
amplicons derived from BamHI- or HindIII-digested 
DNAs, Following a single round of subtraction using a 
tester to driver ratio of 1: 100 only one of the four sub
tractions, that with Barhee BamHI-digested DNA as 
tester and Medjool as driver, produced a DNA difference 
product, which is approximately 150 bp in length, The 
difference product was cloned and 50 Escherichia coli 
colonies containing the cloned difference product (data 
not shown) hybridized separately with labeled Barhee 
tester and Medjool driver amplicons, Both sets of ampli
cons hybridized to the colonies indicating that the isolat
ed difference product or a closely related sequence was 
present in both varieties . 

Ten E. coli colonies with the greatest differential sig
nal between tester and driver hybridization were select
ed, plasmid DNA isolated and the insert sequence deter
mined. This analysis revealed that the cloned difference 
product consisted of at least three sequences with lengths 
of 141 bp (DP41), 147 bp (DP36), and 156 bp (DP2) 
(Fig. 1) indicating a complex mixture of fragments in the 
difference product. Seven of the sequenced inserts were 
identical to DP2 and two identical to DP36. The DP41 
sequence contained an AGG motif repeated in tandem 
3 times, A search of these three sequences using differ
ent databases and DNA sequence analysis tools, such as 
Blast, FastA and the Smith-Waterman algorithm, result-

Table 1 Sequences of primers used to amplify different parts of 
clone DP41 with DP41R S'-GCAACCTACCGAGCCATCT
ACGGT-3' as the right-hand primer and the difference product 
DP36 with DP36R 5'-GGAACATTITCTCGGTATCCTC-3' as the 
right-hand primer, and a total number of seven non-tissue culture
derived plants amplifying a DNA fragment with the predicted 
size, Numbers in parentheses indicate the total number of plants 
tested 

Primer Sequence (5'-3') 	 Amplification 
product 

Barhee Medjool 

DP41L CCTTCTCCCCGTAGTAACCG 5 (7) 7 (7) 
PLMl TTACAGAGGGGAAAGGAGGA 5 (7) 7 (7) 
PLM4 GGAAGGAGGTGGCTCCG I (7) 7 (7) 
PLBll CGCAATCTTGCAAGTATCAGT 2 (7) 6 (7) 
DP36L TCGAACCCATTCATACAGAGC 4 (7) 7 (7) 

ed in a 75 % homology to Oryza sativa genomic DNA, 
chromosome 1 (accession no, AP002902) when a local 
alignment was done with DP41 but no homology was 
found for DP2 or DP36, 

Since most of the sequenced clones were identical to 
DP2, we selected only the clones DP36 and DP41, the 
latter of which was unique, for further characterization. 
Hybridization of labeled DP41 to EcoRI- or BamHI
digested DNAs from tissue culture-derived Medjool and 
Barhee gave a smear pattern, which is characteristic of a 
dispersed, repetitive sequence (data not shown), Similar 
hybridization profiles were obtained when either DP36 
or DP2 were used as probes. 

Four primers, DP41L and DP41R and DP36L and 
DP36 R (Table 1), were designed from the DP41 and 
DP36 sequences. These primer pairs amplified the pre
dicted 120-bp or II O-bp peR product, respectively, from 
genomic DNA of six different tissue culture-derived 
Medjool and Barhee plants but failed to amplify a frag
ment in two non-tissue culture-derived Medjool and 
three non-tissue culture-derived Barhee plants (Fig, 2: 
Table I). The DP41 amplification product was then char
acterized in more detail. From each of the six tissue-cul
ture-derived Barhee and Medjool plants, ttu-ee indepen
dent clones of the DP41 amplification product were se
quenced (Fig. 3). These 36 clones from different Med
jool and Barhee plants revealed a high degree of homol
ogy with DP41, the differences being minor base pair 
changes or single base deletions occurring mainly in a 
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Barhee Medjool 

DP36 - -- .. ----.. 
J 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 'J 10 11 12 

DP41 


2 J 4 5 6 7 8 '} }O 11 12 

OP411M4 
_1Iii- .... 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1Il 1] 12 

Fig. 2 peR products of genomic DNA from six out of seven 
Barhee (B) and Medjool (M) plants amplified with primers for 
DP36, DP41 and DP41/M4 with the following template DNAs: 
lanes 1-6 non-tissue culture-derived B plants; lanes 7-12 non-tis
sue culture-derived M plants 

variable 4S-bp region of the fragment (Fig. I). However, 
in general more changes were observed in the Barhee se
quences (specitlcally single base deletions) than in the 
Medjool sequences. Only those sequences showing dif
ferences in comparison to DP41 are shown in Fig. 3. 
From the 18 sequences analyzed for each variety. six of 
the Medjool sequences and eight of the Barhee sequenc
es were identical to DP41. This indicates that the region 
of the DP41 sequence used to design the primers is com
mon to both genomes. Among the variants found within 
the different genomes, two, M6 and B9, were identical. 
Two variants, M 1 and M4, the latter with a six base dele
tion in its sequence, were unique to Medjool and one 
variant (B 11) was unique to Barhee. 

Primers PLM I , PLM4 and PLB II (Table 1) were de
signed from Ml, M4 and B II, to cover the variable por
tion of these ~~quellce~ (Pig. 3) wllell useu in conJunc
tion with DP4IR. All six tissue culture-derived Medjool 
plants and also all tissue culture-derived Barhee plants, 
which originated from a single mother plant, amplified a 
PCR product with the expected size with all three prim
ers (data not shown). However, primer PLB 11 only am
plified a PCR product with the expected size of about 
110 bp from two of seven non-tissue culture-derived 
Barhee and six of seven Medjool plants at an optimal an
nealing temperature of 65 °C (Table I). An identical re
sult was observed with primer PLM 1 at an optimal an
nealing temperature of 60°C (Table I) , Primer PLM4 (at 
65°C annealing tempcrature), which covered a unique 
6-bp deletion, amplified a PCR product from DNA of all 
seven non-tissue culture-derived Medjool plants (Fig. 3) 
but only from one Barhee plant (Table I). 

DP41 TCTTGCAAGTATCACTGAGGGGGAAGAAGGAGGAGGGGCCTCCGC 
MI ---------- - -T--A----- -A---G- ----------------T 
M2 - -------------------------G----------c-- --- -
M3 ------------T--A----------G-----------------
M4 -T ----------A-------------G--- T-G-----
M5 -G-------- - --T--------T---------------------
M6 ---A-----A----------------------------------
M7 -------------------------------------c------
MIO --------------------------------------G-----
Mil -----------------------------------------AA-
MI2 -------------------------- - ---------------T-
MI3 ------------------------------------------T-
MI6 -------------TT-----------------------------

DP41 TCTTGCAAGTATCACTGAGGGGGAAGAAGGAGGAGGGGCCTCCGC 
BI ---- -------A-------------------------G-----
B2 - - ----- - ----A------- -- ---- ----------T-G-----
B5 -- - ---------A-----------------------T-G-----
B6 - --------A--A- ----A-------------------------
B9 ---A-----A- ------ ---------------------------
BIO ----------------T----------------------------
Bll ------CGCA---TTGC-A-TATC--T-----------------
BI2 --------------------- ----- - ----------------
BI4 
B15 -- -C-------- --------- --------------- ------

Fig. 3 Sequence alignment of DP41 with amplified DNA prod
ucts from genome of M and B plants showing differences to 
DP41. Empty space indicates a base pair deletion. For abbrevia
tions, see Fig. 2 

Discussion 

RDA has been sllccessfully applied in this study for date 
palm and has resulted in the isolation of three repetitive 
DNA sequences from the Barhee genome. A subset of 
each of these families of sequences appears either to be re
stricted to Barhee, or present at different multiplicity in 
Barhee, since the reverse subtraction with Medjool as 
tester yielded no products . The presence of these sequenc
es in the DNA from both varieties could also be explained 
by methylation differences between the two varieties, with 
Medjool DNA being more methylated in this region, since 
BumHI, a methylation-sensitive restriction enzyme, was 
used to generate the initial amplicons. However. the lack 
of difference products when BamHI-derived amplicons of 
genomic Barhee DNA were used as a driver, or when the 
~ubtractions were pertormed wilh HindIll-derived ampli
cons, is consistent with a general high degree of genomic 
similarity between plants of the two varieties. 

One sequence, which is highly variable, has been fur
ther characterized with respect to its presence in individu
al date palm plants of two date palm varieties. Sequence 
analysis of the amplified difference products from both 
date palm varicties identified the existence of several vari
ant members of the repeated sequence. consistent with this 
family representing a variable "genetic hotspot" in the ge
nome (Linacero et a1. :2000). Variation included changes 
from C-7T andG-7A. deletion of single base pairs 
(which occurred at a higher frequency in Barhee) and de
letion of several base pairs . Base pair changes represent 
the most commonly observed point mutations in plants, 
and can also be a consequence of plant tissue culture 
(Phillips et al. 1994). The extent of variation observed be
twecn plants indicates that this might be a rapidly evolv
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inglchanging sequence. We currently hypothesize that 
Barhee plants are generally more susceptible to these vari
ations and that these variations have resulted in a hetero
geneous Barhee population among non-tissue culture-de
rived plants including variations in copy number. Since all 
tissue culture-derived Barhee plants originated from a sin
gle Barhee mother plant, conclusions about the behavior 
of this family of sequences tlu'ough tissue culture cannot 
be drawn. However, Pluhar et al. (2001) found an unequal 
copy number of repeated DNA among callus samples of 
alfalfa, and speculated that genomic stress induced by tis
slIe culture may have caused thal unequal copy number. 

In the results reported here, RDA has proved to be 
useful in identifying a particular repetitive class of se
quences that is highly variable in date palms, which is 
consistent with earlier observations that RDA can be used 
to isolate families of repetitive sequences (Cuilis and 
Kunelt 2000; Nekrutenko et al. 2000; Zoldos et al. 2001). 
These types of sequences are more difficult to identify 
with either AFLPs or RAPDs since they either result in 
many related polymorphisms or generate no size poly
morphisms. An additional advantage of RDA is that it 
can also be performed using bulked amplicons, and can 
thus be used to identify polymorphisms that are restricted 
to a particular group of individuals. Therefore, bulking a 
series of Barhee and Medjool samples and then doing the 
subtraction will identify variety-specific polymorphisms, 
rather than individual specific polymorphisms. The types 
of sequences identified in these experiments would likely 
be identified as polymorphisms using other techniques, 
but due to the hyper-variability, each individual would 
have a unique pattern, or there would be a number of dif
ferent patterns, none of which would be variety specific. 
The ideal probes for identifying genomes are those which 
have a unique location in a given genotype that can be 
identified directly. Application of RDA therefore offers 
the opportunity to generate such useful probes. 
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Copy number 	 the number of copies of a given gene in a set of chromosomes, 

see multigene family. 

Cross-hybridization 	the binding of a probe to a DNA sequence other than the intended 

Cultivar 

Cytosine (C) 

Deletion 

Denaturation 

Digested DNA 

Diploid 

Direct repeats 

DNA 

DNA ligase 

DNA polymerase 

target sequence. This occurs because of homology between the 

probe and the sequence and because low stringency hybridization 

wash coinditions are followed . 

a variety of plant developed through selective breeding programs. 

pyrimidine base that pairs with guanosine in DNA. 

removal of gene region or base pair from chromosome. 

for DNA or RNA, describes separation of double-stranded 

molecule to a single-stranded state, usually by heating; for protein, 

describes change in physical shape, which is usually renders it 

inactive. 

DNA cleaved by the action of restriction enzymes. 

the normal number of chromosomes (two copies of each - 2n) in 

virtually all eukaryotes . 

multiple identical (or closely related) nucleotide sequences in the 

same orientation in a DNA molecule. 

(deoxyribonucleic acid) the molecular basis of heredity. DNA 

consists of a polysugar-phosphate backbone from which the 

bases (nucleotides) project. DNA forms a double helix that is held 

together by hydrogen bonds between specific pairs of bases 

(thymine to adenine, guanine to cytosine) . Each strand in the 

double helix is complementary to its partner strand in terms of its 

base sequence. 

enzyme that jOins two double-stranded DNAs together, end to 

end, by catalyzing 3'OH and 5'P termini bond formation . 

an enzyme that catalyzes synthesis of DNA under direction of a 

single-stranded DNA template. 

x 
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I) Molecular Methods 

1.1 Plant material and DNA extraction 

'Medjool' and 'Barhee' plant material originated from 14 plants grown in California 

that have been propagated solely via off-shoots from mother plant material imported 

in the beginning of the last century from Northern Africa (Nixon 1950). The in vitro 

plants used were 'Medjool' derived from explant material collected in California, and 

'Barhee' derived from explant material collected in the United Arabic Emirates . 

Total cellular DNA was isolated from leaves (1 g) using the Nucleon Phytopure Plant 

DNA extraction kit (Amersham Life Science, UK) according to the manufacturer's 

instructions. To test the quality and amount of isolated DNA, samples of isolated 

DNA (1 1-11) were run on a 1% agarose gel in TAE buffer (0.04 M Tris-acetate; 1 mM 

EDTA, pH 8) as outlined by Sam brook et al. (1989). After staining of the gel with 

ethidium bromide for 15 min, DNA quality was determined on a white/UV

transilluminator, photographed using a Grab-IT system (Vacutec, USA) and the DNA 

concentration of the samples was visually determined using 4 different A-phage DNA 

amounts as standards (25 ng, 50 ng, 100 ng and 250 ng) for comparison. 

1.11 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

Standard DNA amplifications by PCR were carried out in 25 1-11 reaction volumes 

containing 500 mM KCI , 25 mM MgCI2 , 100 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.3), 25 mM of each 

dNTP and 5 units TaKaRa DNA polymerase (TaKaRa, Japan) in a GeneAmp PCR 

9600 system (Perking Elmer, USA). Primers for PCR were obtained either from . 

Operon Technologies (Operon Technologies, USA) or were designed using the 

online primer design tool of Molecular Biology Shortcuts (MBS), program 'Oligos and 

Primers' (www.mbshortcuts.com/biotools/index.htlm). The designed primers were 

then manufactured and purchased from MWG-Biotech AG (Germany). The standard 

PCR program consisted of 94°C (5 min) to denature double stranded DNA This was 

followed by 35 cycles of amplification consisting of denaturing DNA at 94°C (1 min), 

primer annealing at 55°C or higher depending on primer pair (1 min), and extension 

of the DNA chain at 72°C (2 min). This was followed by another extension cycle at 

72°C for 5 min. 
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1.111 Representational difference analysis (RDA) 

1.111.1 Preparation of RDA amp/icons 

RDA was performed following the general outline described by Lisitsyn et al. (1993). 

Two micrograms of each of the DNAs CBarhee' and 'Medjool') were digested with 80 

units of the enzyme BamH I or Hindi II (Amersham Life Science, UK) 100 /-Lg of yeast 

tRNA (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was added to the digest to limit non-specific binding of 

DNA against the sides of eppendorf tubes and pipet tips. The digests were then 

extracted with an equal volume of phenol/chloroform . The DNA containing upper 

phase was removed and the DNA precipitated using 1/10 volume 3 M sodium 

acetate and 2.5 volumes 100% ethanol. The precipitate was washed in 70% ethanol 

and dried. The digested DNA was dissolved in 18 /-LI of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-CI, 1 

mM EDTA), pH 8, at a concentration of 100 /-Lg/ml. 

I." 1.11 Ligation of adaptor sequences 

One /-Lg of the BamHI and Hind" I digested DNA were ligated to the adaptor pair 

RBam 12 and RBam 24 or RHind 12 and RHind 24, respectively. The DNA, primer 

set (0.6 /-LM), 10X ligase buffer and water to a final volume of 30 /-LI were mixed in a 

microcentrifuge tube. The tubes were placed in a heating block at 55°C and the block 

was the placed at 4°C until the temperature had fallen to 12°C (60 to 75 min). The 

tubes were then placed on ice for 3 min, after which 1 fll of T4 DNA ligase (1 unit) 

(Amersham Life Science, UK) was added and the reaction incubated at 16°C 

overnight. The ligation reaction was then diluted with 970 /-LI TE buffer, pH 8, and the 

amplification reaction was set up as follows: 

80 /-L110X Taq Buffer (100 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.3,500 mM KCI, 15 mM MgCb) 

64 /-LI dNTP mix (160 mM of each dNTP) 

16 fll (1.0 /-LM) of one primer of the appropriate pair (J Bam 24 or R Hind 42) 

80 /-LI of the diluted ligation mixture 

560 /-LI water 
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The tube was placed in a heating block at 72°C for 5 min to melt of the 12-mer 

oligonucleotide. Six ).11 (30 units) of Taq polymerase (TaKaRa, Japan) was added and 

mixed by pipetting. The mixture was then aliquoted into eighth PCR tubes in a 

Perkin-Elmer GeneAmp 9600 thermocycler, the block of which was being held at 

72°C. After 5 minutes, the thermocycler program run was: 20 cycles: 95°C for 30 sec; 

72°C for 2 min , followed by 10 min at 72°C, followed by holding at 4°C. 

The 8 tubes were combined an a 10 ).11 aliquot was run on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel at 

100 V for 30 minutes to check the amplification and estimate the concentration by 

comparison to lambda phage DNA standards. The remainder was extracted with 600 

).11 phenol/chloroform. The upper phase was removed and the DNA precipitated with 

3 M sodium acetate and an equal volume propanol. The precipitate was collected by 

centrifugation, washed twice with 70% ethanol and dried. The amplicons was 

redissolved in 80).11 TE buffer, pH 8. 

1.111.111 Removal of the adaptors from amplicons 

Of the amplicons that was to be used as driver 150 ).1g and 10 ).1g of the tester 

amplicons were digested with the appropriate enzyme in 800 ).11 and 200 ).11, 

respectively, at an enzyme concentration of 20 units/).1g DNA, at 37°C for one hour. 

Ten ).1g Yeast tRNA was added and each digest extracted with phenol/chloroform. 

The DNA was precipitated with an equal volume of isopropanol and 1/10 volume 3 M 

sodium acetate, as described above. Isopropanol is used instead of ethanol in order 

to eliminate very small fragments (e.g. adaptors) from the precipitate. The driver and 

tester DNAs were both redissolved at approximately 400 ).1g/m l. Both the digested 

driver and tester amplicons were run on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel alongside an equal 

aliquot of undigested amplicons to check the completeness of the digestion. On the 

same gel, standard lambda phage DNA was run so that the final concentrations of 

driver and tester DNAs could be estimated and adjusted if necessary. 

I.III.IV Change of adaptors on tester amplicons 

Tester DNA was prepared by adding a second adaptor pair JBam 12 and 24 for 

BamHI digested DNA or JHind 12 and 24 for Hindlll digested DNA to 1 ).1g of the first 
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round amplicons in the same way as described for the ligation of the first set. The 

ligation reaction was then diluted to a final volume of 100 ).11 with water. An aliquot of 

the ligate was amplified for 20 cycles in a reaction volume of 20 ).11 to check that the 

newly ligated adaptors would support amplification with the new primer. 

I.III.V Subtractive hybridisation and kinetic enrichment 

The hybridisation reaction was set up by mixing 80 ).11 of the driver (- 40 ).1g) with 40 

).11 tester (- 0.4 ).1g) amplicons (a ratio of driver: tester of 100 : 1). To this was added 

30 ).11 of 10 M ammonium acetate and 380 ).11 100% ethanol. After incubation on ice 

for 10 min the DNA precipitate was collected by centrefugation for 10 min at full 

speed in a microcentrifuge. The pellet was washed twice with 70% ethanol and dried 

after which it was redissolved in 4 ).11 3X EE buffer [30 mM N-(2-hydroxyethyl 

piperizine)-N'-(3-propene sulfonic acid) (EPPS), pH 8, 3 mM EDTA] followed by 

repeated vortexing interspersed with centrifugation. The solution was collected at the 

bottom of the tube and overlaid with light mineral oil so that the spherical droplet 

could be seen to be completely covered by oil. The DNA was denatured by placing it 

in a heating block at 98°e for 5 minutes. One ).11 of 5 M sodium chloride solution was 

added and the tube briefly centrifuged to mix the aqueous phases. The DNA was 

then incubated at 6re overnight. Ten ).11 TE buffer, pH 8, was added and mixed with 

the aqueous phase , which was then carefully removed from under the oil by pipetting 

and added to clean microcentrifuge tube containing 380 ).11 TE buffer and 40 ).1g 

tRNA. The appropriately annealed fragments were amplified in the following reaction: 

80 ).11 10X Taq buffer 

64).11 dNTP mix (160 mM of each dNTP) 

80 ).11 of the diluted hybridisation mixture 

560 ).11 ds H20 

6 ).11 Taq polymerase (30 units) 

The tube was placed in a heating block at 72°e for 5 min to fill in the ends. Sixteen ).11 

of the appropriate primer (the 24mer used in the adapter ligated to the tester 

amplicons) was added , mixed by pipetting, and the mixture aliquoted into eighth peR 

tubes. The tubes were placed in a Perkin-Elmer thermocycler, the block of which , 

were being held at 72°e. 
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The following thermocycler program was then run: 10 cycles of 95°C for 30 sec; 72°C 

for 2 min followed by 10 min at 72°C, followed by holding at 4°C. The tubes were 

combined and 20 ).11 of the solution subjected to a further 20 cycles of amplification 

under the same conditions. 

Ten ).1g of tRI\lA was added to the remainder of the amplified reaction and then 

extracted with 600 ).11 phenol/chloroform. An aliqoute (750 ).11) was removed and 75 ).11 

(1/10 volume) of 3 M sodium acetate and 825 ).11 (one volume) propanol added. The 

precipitate was collected by centrifugation, after incubation on ice for 10 minutes. The 

pellet was washed twice with 70% ethanol, dried and dissolved in 40 ).11 TE buffer, pH 

8. At this stage the aliquot subjected to the additional amplification cycles was run on 

a 1.5% T AE agarose gel to check that amplification occurred. This first round 

difference product (20 ).11) was digested with 20 units of mung bean nuclease 

(Amersham Life Science, UK) at 30 0 e for 30 minutes to remove all single- stranded 

DNA. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 160 ).11 of TE buffer, pH 8. The 

digested product was amplified in a reaction mixture consisting of: 

80 ).11 10X Taq buffer 

64).11 dNTP mix (160 mM of each dNTP) 

16 ).11 of the same primer used for the 10-cycle amplification 

80 ).11 of the diluted nuclease treated mixture 

560 ).11 ds H20 

6 ).11 Taq polymerase (30 units) 

The mixture was aliquoted into eighth peR tubes in a Perkin-Elmer thermocycler, the 

block of which was being held at 72°e. The thermocycler program run was 20 

cycles: 95°e for 30 seconds; 72°e for 2 minutes followed by 10 minutes at 72°e , 

followed by holding at 4°C. 

The 8 tubes were combined and a 10 ).11 aliquot was run on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel 

at 100 V for 30 min to check the amplification . The remainder was extracted with 

phenol/chloroform. The upper phase was pipetted into a clean tube and a 1/10 

volume of 3 M sodium acetate and 1 volume of propanol added. The tubes were 
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mixed by inversion and placed on ice for 15 min. The precipitate was collected by 

centrifugation for 15 min at full speed in a microsentrifuge, washed twice with 70% 

ethanol and dried. The amplicons were redissolved in 80 )11 of TE buffer, pH 8. The 

concentration was estimated by electrophoresis on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel with 

lambda phage DNA standards and adjusted to 100 )1g/ml. 

I.IV Cloning of the subtraction products 

Subtraction products (2 )1g) were digested with the 50 units of the appropriate 

restriction enzyme for 30 minutes at 37°C. One hundred ng of this digest was mixed 

with 10 ng of pBluescriptll vector (Strategene, USA) digested with the same enzyme 

. (a ratio of insert to vector of 10 : 1). These were extracted with phenol/chloroform and 

precipitated with sodium acetate and ethanol. The precipitate was collected by 

microcentrifugation and the pellet washed twice with 70% ethanol before being dried. 

The dried pellet was redissolved in 8 )11 water. To this was added 1 )11 10X ligase 

buffer and 1 )11 T4 ligase, and the mixture incubated overnight at 16°C. Two )11 of the 

ligate was used to transform competent XL 1 Blue cells and 50 plasmid-containing 

colonies carrying an insert were selected and probed with either the 'Barhee' or 

'Medjool' labeled driver amplicons using the Gene Images random prime-labeling 

module (Amersham Life Sciences UK). Ten colonies that showed a much stronger 

signal after hybridization with the 'Barhee' amplicons than with the 'Medjool ' 

amplicons were selected for plasmid isolation and determination of the insert 

sequence and size. 

I.V Southern-blot hybridization 

Total genomic DNA of 'Barhee' and 'Medjool' (1 )1g) were digested with two units of 

each of the restriction enzymes BamHI and EcoRI at 3rC for two hours. The 

restricted DNA was then separated on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel using 

electrophoresis, and transferred to a positively charged nylon membrane (Roche, 

Switzerland), as described by Sam brook et al. (1989). Cloned fragments of Dp41 and 

Dp36 were used as probes, which were labeled using the Gene Images random 

prime, labeling module. Membranes were pre-hybridized and hybridized at 65°C in a 

hybridization buffer containing 5% SSC, 0.1 % SDS and 20-fold dilution of the liquid 
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block provided . Hybridization was carried out overnight and the membranes washed 

at 60°C using a 1 % SSC and 0.1 % SDS solution. Detection was preformed using the 

Gene Images COP-Star detection module (Amersham life Sciences UK), according 

to the manufacturer's instructions. Membranes were exposed to Hyperfilm ECl 

(Amersham Life Sciences UK) and the films developed. 

l.vl Sequence analysis 

DNA sequence analysis was carried out with the dideoxy chain terminator method 

developed by Sanger et al. (1997). Recombinant plasm ids were sequenced using 

fluorescent dye terminators and AmliTaq from the ABI PRISMTM Big DYE Terminator 

Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit (Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems, Inc. , 

Foster City, CaliF.), ill C:I t;ycle sequence protocol tlccording to the recommendations 

of the manufacturer. Sequence reactions were run on PAGE (polyacrylimide gel 

electrophoresis) using an ABI PRISMTM 377 Autosequencer (Perkin-Elmer Applied 

Biosystems). Sequence electropherograms were analysed using Sequence 

Navigator version 1.0.1 (Perkin-Elmer). 
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II) Tissue culture and somatic embryogenesis 

11.1 Tissue culture initiation 

The most responsive embryo developmental stages for somatic embryogenesis 

initiation range from the cleavage polyembryony, to the early (precotyledonary) 

dominance stage (Percy et al. , 2000). For culture initiation, seeds were extracted 

from developing cones and placed in Petri dishes containing moistened filter paper. 

Within 1 hour of extraction, seeds were surface sterilized in preparation for 

dissection. Seeds were surface sterilised by placing them in metal baskets and 

stirring vigorously for 6 min in 200 ml of 3% (v/v) hydrogen peroxide with one drop of 

Tween 20. Seeds were then rinsed tree times for 2 min each with sterile water and 

transferred to a petridish containing a moist, sterile filter paper. The seed coat, 

nucellus, and membrane surrounding the metagametophyte were removed under a 

stereomicroscope, and the megagametophyte was placed on initiation medium. Five 

to eight megagametophytes were cultured in each Petri dish containing 

approximately 25 ml of medium, and dishes were sealed with parafilm. Explants 

were cultured in darkness at 24°C for 16 weeks and examined every 4 weeks for 

embryogenic tissue initiation. 

11.11 Embryogenic tissue proliferation and culture maintenance 

Explants displaying proliferation from the zygotic embryo cells were microscopically 

selected, then embryogenic tissue was removed , dispersed by vigorous shaking in 

liquid MLV maintenance medium, poured onto a sterile filter paper disk (Whatman 

No.2, 5.5 cm) in a Buchner funnel and a short low-pressure pulse (55 kPa) was 

applied to drain the medium prior to transferring the disc to fresh medium . This 

approach was also used for maintenance of embryogenic tissue. Maintenance and 

proliferation cultures were incubated in darkness at 24°C. 

11.111 Maturation of somatic embryos 

The somatic embryo experiments were performed by combining embryogenic tissue 

of one line (from several plates), one week after subculture, in a 50 ml test tube, 
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adding liquid media without growth regulators and vigorously shaking the tube to 

break up the clumps of tissue into a fine suspention . Subsequently 3 ml containing 

approximately 0.2 g of suspended embryonal masses were withdrawn with a wide

mouth pipette and placed on a moist filter paper disk (Whatman No.2, 5.5 cm in 

diameter) in a Buchner funnel attached to a vacuum pump. A short low-pressure 

pulse (5 sec, 55 kPa) was applied to drain all liquid medium and anchor the 

embryonal masses to the filter paper as a thin layer. Each disk of filter paper with the 

embryonal masses was subsequently placed on maturation medium in a 10 X 20 mm 

Petri dish and cultured for up to 10 weeks. The cultures were kept under dim light 
2condition at 1.6 ).!mol m- s-1 from cool white florescence lamps (Philips F72T12/CW, 

65 W) under a 16 h photoperiod at 24°C. 

II.IV Tissue culture media 

II.IV.I MLM 10X stock 

-.. .. 

2 Liters 
," 

Final concentration 
. - - ' . . 

in medium [giL] 

NH4 N03 16.5 9 0.825 

KN03 19.0 g 0.95 

MgS04 .7H2O 18.5 9 0.925 

KH 2P04 (monobasic) 3.4 9 0.17 

CaCI2 .2H2O 0.22 9 0.011 

LM Minor stock (100X) 200 ml 

LM Vitamin stock (1 OOX) 200 ml 

Myo-Inisitol 2.0 9 0.1 

Iron Solution 100 ml 

dH20 to 2L 

Stored at -20°C or 2 weeks at +4°C 
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I!.IV.II MLM Minor Stock 100X 

1 Liter 

Final concentration 

in medium [giL] 

Na2Mo04.2H20 0.125 9 0.00125 

KI 0.415 9 0.00415 

H3B03 3.1 9 0.031 

MnS04.H20 

(or MnS04.4H2O) 

2.1 9 

(2.7 g) 

0.021 

(0.027) 

ZnS04.7H20 4.3 9 0.043 

CuS04.5H20 0.05 9 0.0005 

CoCI2·6H2O 0.013 0.00013 

DH20 to 1 L 

Stored at -20°C 

I !.IV. III MLM Vitamin stock 100X 

1 Liter 

Final concentration 

in mediUm [giL] 

Nicotinic acid 0.05 9 0.0005 

Pyridoxine.HCL 0.01 9 0.0001 

Thiamine.HCL 0.01 9 0.0001 

dH20 to 1 L 

Stored at -20°C 

I!.IV.IV MLM Iron solution 

100 ml 

Final concentration 

in medium [giL] 

Na2EDTA 0.746 9 0.0373 

FeS04.7H20 0.556 9 0.0287 

dH20 to 100 ml 

Made fresh 
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II.V.I 

II.V Growth regulators 

2,4-0ichlorophenoxyacetic Acid (2,4-0) stock (1 mg/ml) 

2,4-0 100 mg 

95% Ethanol 50 ml 

OH20 to 100 ml 

Stored at +4°C 

II.V.II 6-Benzyl-Aminopurine (BA) stock (2.5 mg/ml) 

BA 50 . mg 

Warmed 0.5 N HCL (or NaOH) 5 ml to dissolve 

Warmed d H20 to 100 ml 

Stored at +4°C 

II.V.1I1 (±) cis-trans Abscic (ABA) stock (10mM) 

IABA 0.02643 9 

1 N NaOH drops to dissolve 

dH20 to 10 ml 

Filter sterilized and wrapped in foil . Made fresh . 

1 ml stock! L =10 )..lM 

II.V.IV Glutamine stock (25 mg/ml) (Amino acids) 

Glutamine 25.0 9 

dH2 0 to 1 L 

pH 5.8. Filter sterilized . Stored frozen 
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II.VI MLV Media 

ILVI.I MLV Ultra low medium (MLV UL) 

1 Liter 

MLM 10X stock 100 ml 

Casein Hydrolosate (Casamino Acids) 1 giL 1.0 9 

Sucrose 2% 20.0 9 

2,4-0 (1 mg/ml stock) 1.1 ~M 0.25 ml 

BA (0.5 mg/ml stock) 1.1 ~M 0.5 ml 

dH20 to 1 L 

Phytagel 0.4 % 4g 

Set pH to 5.7. Autoclaved 

Glutamine (25 mg/ml sterile stock) 0.5 giL 20 ml 

ILVLII MLV Standard medium (MLV Std) 

1 Liter 

MLM 10X stock 100 ml 

Casein Hydrolosate (Casamino Acids) 1 giL 1.0 9 

Sucrose 2% 20.0 9 

2,4-0 (1 mg/ml stock) 9.5 ~M 2ml 

BA (0.5 mg/ml stock) 4.4 ~M 2ml 

dH20 to 1 L 

Phytagel 0.4 % 4g 

Set pH to 5.7. Autoclaved 

Glutamine (25 mg/ml sterile stock) 0.5 giL 20 ml 
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II.V1.1 II Maturation medium (MM) 

1 liter 

MLM 10X stock 100 ml 

Casein Hydrolosate (Casamino Acids) 1 giL 1.0 9 

Sucrose 6% 60.0 9 

dH20 to 1 L 

Phytagel 1% 10 9 

Set pH to 5.7. Autoclaved 

Glutamine (25 mg/ml sterile stock) 0.5 giL 20 ml 

ABA (10 mM sterile stock) 120 ).!M 12 ml 
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III General solutions and buffers 

111.1 Antibiotics 

111.1.1 Ampicillin stock solution (50 mq/ml) 

Dissolve 2 g Ampicillin (D(-)-a-Aminobenzylpenicillin sodium salt) (Sigma-Aldrich, 

Germany) powder in 40 ml of sterile distilled water. Aliquote in 1.5 ml tubes and 

store at -20°C. 

111.1.11 Tetracycline stock solution ( 10 mg/ml} 

Dissolve 0.1 q of tetracycline powder (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) in 5 ml 100% 

ethanol, adjust volume to 10 ml with sterile distilled water. Cover tube with foil and 

store at -20°C. 

!II. II Southern blotting solutions 

IILlI.I Neutralization buffer 

Combine 121.1 9 of Tris base (Sigma-Aldrich , Germany) and 87.7 9 NaCI. Add 900 

ml distilled water. Adjust pH to 8.0 with concentrated HCI. Adjust volume with distilled 

water to 1 L and autoclave. 

111.11.11 Denaturing buffer 

Combine 87.7 9 NaCI and 20 g NaOH. Add distilled water to 1 L. Stir to dissolve and 

autoclave. 
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IILlI.III 20X Standard Saline-Citrate (SSC) 

Combine 174.4 g l'JaCI, 88.3 g C6H5Na30 7.2H20 (Sodium-citrate) in 800 ml distilled 

water. Stir to dissolve and adjust volume to 1 L. Autoclave. 

IILlII Buffers and salt solutions 

111.111.1 Agarose gel buffer (TAE) (50X stock) 

Combine 968 g Tris base, 228.4 ml glacial acetic acid and 400 ml 0.5 M EDTA. pH 

8.0. Add 3 L distilled water and stir until solids dissolve. Adjust volume to 4 L with 

distilled water. Dilute to 1X before use. 

IILlII.II Agarose gel loading buffer (6X) 

Combine 0.063 g bromophenol blue (BPB), 0.063 9 xylene cyanol FF (XC) and 2.5 

ml glycerol. Add distilled water to 25 ml. Aliquot into 1.5 ml tubes and store at -20°C. 

Add 1 ).ll to sample before loading onto agarose gel. 

111.111.111 Ethidium Bromide solution 

Dissolve 0.2 9 ethidium bromide powder in 20 ml distilled water. Vortex to dissolve 

and cover container with foil. 

III.III.IV 5 M Ammonium acetate (NH40Ac) 

Dissolve 385.4 9 ammonium acetate in 500 ml distilled water by slowly adding the 

ammonium acetate powder into the stirring water. Adjust volume to 1 L. Autoclave 

and store at RT. 
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III.III.VI 3 M Sodium acetate (NaOAc) pH 4.8 

Dissolve 40.82 9 NaOAc.3H20 in 80 ml distilled water and stir on a hot plate until 

dissolved. Adjust pH to 4.8 with glacial acetic acid . Adjust volume to 100 ml with 

distilled water. Autoclave and store at RT. 

III. II I. VII 5 M Sodium chloride 

Dissolve 29.22 9 NaCI in 80 ml distilled water. Adjust volume to 100 ml , autoclave 

and store at RT. 

III. II I.VII I 1 M Tris-HCI pH 8.0 

Dissolve 12.11 9 Tris base in 80 ml of distilled water. Adjust pH to 8.0 using 

concentrated HC/. Adjust volume to 100 ml with distilled water. Autoclave and store 

at RT. 

III .III.IX 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0 

Dissolve 8 9 NaOH pelles in 400 ml distilled water. Add 93.05 9 Na2EDTA.2H20 and 

allow to dissolve. Adjust pH to 8.0 using more NaOH pellets. Adjust volume to 500 ml 

with distilled water. Autoclave and store at RT. 

III.IIIX TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA) 

Combine 1 ml 1 M Tris-HCI pH 8.0 and 0.2 ml 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0. Adjust volume to 

100 ml with distilled water. Autoclave and store at RT. 

III.IIIXI low TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM EDTA) 

Combine 1 ml 1 M Tris-HCI pH 8.0 and 20 ).11 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0. Adjust volume to 

100 ml with distilled water. Autoclave and store at RT. 
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III.III.XII 10 N Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 

Dissolve 40 9 NaOH pellets in 70 ml distilled water. Adjust volume to 100 ml. Store at 

RT. 
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IV.II pMosBlue (Amersham UK) 

T7 :v II.. ·• 

$dp f 

'. ; 

pMOSBlue 
(2887bPt 
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V. Primer sequences 

RAPD and SCAR grimers 

OPE-01 5'-CCCAAGGTCC-3' 

OPE-06 5'-AAGACCCCTC-3' 

OpSl 5'- GTGTTAGGGGCAAAATGGAA-3' 

OpSR 5'- TTGTCCGTCTGAGACTCCCT-3' 

Date galm subtraction groduct sgecific grimers 

OP36l 5'-CTATCGACGACAGGCTGACA -3' 

OP36R 5'-GACCCGGACTIGTIGGAGTA-3' 

OP41l 5'-CCTTCTCCCCGTAGTAACCG-3' 

OP41R 5'-AGGAAAGGCAACCTACCGAG-3' 

OP50l 5'-TACACGATGTCCCTCAACCA-3' 

DP50R 5'-GGAACATTTCCTCGGTATCC-3' 

PlM 1 5'-TTACAGAGGGGAAAGGAGGA-3' 

PlM 4 5'-GGAAGGAGGTGGCTCCG-3' 

PlB11 5'-CGCAATCTIGCAAGTATCAGT-3' 

RDA adagters 

R Bam 24 5'-AGCACTCTCCAGCCTCTCACCGAG-3' 

R Bam 12 5'-GATCCTCGGTGA-3' 

J Bam 24 5'-ACCGACGTCGACTATCCATGAACG-3' 

J Bam 12 5'-GATCCGTTCATG-3' 

N Bam 24 5' -AGGCAACTGTGCTATCCGAGGGAG-3' 

N Bam 12 5'-GATCCTCCCTCG-3' 

R Hind 24 5'-AGCACTCTCCAGCCTCTCACCGCA-3' 

R Hind 12 5' -AGCTTGCGGTGA-3' 

J Hind 24 5'-ACCGACGTCGACTATCCATGAACA-3' 

J Hind 12 5'-AGC TTGTTCATG-3' 

N Hind 24 5'-AGGCAGCTGTGGTATCGAGGGAGA-3' 

N Hind 24 5' -AGCTICTCCCTC-3' 
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R Hpa 24 5'-AGCACTCTCCAGCCTCTCACCGAC-3' 

R Hpa 11 5'-CGGTCGGTGAG-3' 

J Hpa 24 5' -ACCGACGTCGACTATCCA TGAAAC-3' 

J Hpa 11 5' -CGGTTTCA TGG-3' 

N Hpa 24 5' -AGGCAACTGTGCTATCCGAGGGAC-3' 

N Hpa 11 5'-CGGTCCCTCGG-3' 

S Hpa 24 5'-ACTTCTACGGCTGAA TTCCGACAC-3' 

S Hpa 12 5'-CGGTGTCGGAAT-3' 

Seguencing ~rimers 

T7 5'-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG-3' 

Sp6 5' -CATACGATTTAGGTGACACTA TAG-3' 
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Abstract Representational difference analysis was ap
plied to subtract the genomes of the two date palm vari
eties, Barhee and Medjool , for identification and charac
terization of unique genome differences suitable for dis
criminating between individual plants and the two vari
eties. Three ditferent DNA difference products were iso
lated from Barhee representing families of dispersed, re
peated variable sequences present in the genome of both 
varieties. Several variant members of repeated DNA 
were detected by sequence analysis, containing base 
changes from C to T and G to A and short deletions. Mu
tated DNA sequences could be amplificd in a polymer
ase chain reaction-based test from a much smaller num
ber of Barhee plants than from Medjool plants allowing 
thc differentiation between individual plants and part.ial 
discrimination between varieties. 

Keywords Date palm' Representational difference 
analysis· Genome analysis' Hyper-variable DNA· Plant 
variety identification 

Introduction 

Genomes of closely related plants or varieties can differ 
by only a few coding genes or in minor genome re-orga
nizations and a range of different approaches is available 
for detection of such genetic differences . Among these 
are the analyses of r-DNA intergenic regions (Scribner 
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and Pearce 2000) and of simple sequence repeats 
(SSRs), which are also known as microsatellites. SSRs 
have been used for example for identification of varieties 
of Chrysanthemum and Citrus (Wolff et a!. 1995; Fang 
and Roose 1997) as well as individual plants of oilseed 
rape culti vars (Charters et al. 1996). However, the two 
most widely used genetic techniques to detect plant vari
ation are random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) 
analysis, which detects DNA polymorphisms amplified 
by arbitrary primers (Williams et al. 1990; Welsh and 
McClelland 1990) and amplified fragment length poly
morphisms (AFLPs) (Vos et aJ. 1995; O'Hanlon et al. 
2000). Recently, the RAPD technique has also been ap
plied to identify date palm on the variety level (Corniquel 
and Mercier 1994; Scdra et al. 1998). All these tech
niques are useful for the differentiation of plants by iden
tifying random polymorphisms. However, the compari
sons are usually made on the basis of the presence or ab
sence of a band rather than directly on any DNA se
quence variation. 

In contrast, representational difference analysis 
(RDA) allows the cloning and sequencing of fine ge
nome differences between two highly similar genomes 
and further provides exaet sequence information about 
these differences . RDA detects any kind of labile DNA 
region in two genomes to be compared and can be used 
to derive probes for genomic losses, rearrangements, am
plifications, point mutations and pathogenic organisms 
found within any of the genomes compared (Lisitsyn et 
al. 1993, 1994; Michiels et al. 1998). RDA has been ap
plied in a variety of contexts including the isolation of 
repetitive sequences present in only one of the compared 
genomes (Navin 1996). Nekrutenko et al. (2000) used 
RDA to create a species-specific marker for voles and 
Toder et al. (200 I) have applied RDA in evolutionary 
genomics to search for overall genome di ffercnces be
tween humans and the great apes. RDA has also been 
used to determine differences between two distantly re
lated oak species where similarities of isolated RDA 
fragments with known retrotranspnsons were found 
(Zoldos et al. 2001). In addition, Donnison et al. (1996) 
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2n 
applied RDA to identify male-specific restnctlOn frag
ments in the dioecious plant Silene tatifolia. RDA has 
also been used to identify polymorphisms in banana lines 
that are a result of genomic rearrangements during in vi
tro propagation resulting in markers useful for the detec
tion of early variation in the initiation of tissue culture 
plants (Cullis and Kunert 2000). One of the specific ad
vantages of RDA is that subtractions between pooled 
DNA samples can be performed in order to identify spe
cific polymorphisms that are only present in either a par
ticular individual or a particular variety rather than rely
ing on identification based on a pattern of polymorphic 
bands. 

The aim of this study was to apply the RDA technolo
gy to date palm and to investigate if it is a useful tech
nique for generation of markers suitable for identifica
tion and characterization of variable regions in the date 
palm genome. Such variable regions might ultimately be 
applicable for either individual date palm plant or variety 
identification/discrimination. In general, there is a need 
for DNA-based markers in date palm that will facilitate 
variety identification as well as confirmation of the ge
netic fidelity of individual propagated plants. The cur
rent identification based on morphological characteris
tics is often difficult. For example , in the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia alone almost 400 date palm cultivars have 
been classified (Hussain and El-Zeid 1978), based main
lyon their fmit characteristics that are expressed in the 
mature stage of the plant. In this study, plants of the two 
date palm varieties Barhee and Medjool, which are com
monly used in commercial tissue culture for the asexual 
production of date palm via somatic embryogenesis, 
have been investigated. A repetitive labile DNA region 
has been identified allowing the differentiation between 
indi vidual plants and partial discrimination between va
rieties. 

Materials and methods 

Plant material and DNA extraction 

The date palm varieties Medjool and Barhee were used as the 
source of DNA. The in vitro plants used were Medjool derived 
from explant material collected in California, and Barhee derived 
from explant material collected in the United Arabic Emirates. 
Non-tissue culture-derived Medjool and Barhee plant material 
originated from 14 plants grown in California that have been prop
agated solely via off-shoots from mother plant material imported 
in the beginning of the last century from Northern Africa (Nixon 
1950). Total cellular DNA was isolated from leaves (1 g) using ei
ther the technique outlined by Aitchitt et al. ( 1993) or the Nucleon 
Phytopure plant DNA extraction kit (Amersham Life Sciences, 
UK) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Both techniques 
gave similar results . 

Preparation of RDA amplicons 

RDA was performed following the genera! outline described by 
Lisitsyn et al. ( 1993). Two micrograms of each of the DNAs 
rBarhee and Medjool) were digested with 80 units of the enzyme 
BamHI or HindTll . Th~ digests were then extracted with phe

nol/chloroform, precipitated and re suspended at a concentration of 
100 jlglml. The BamHI and HindIIT digests were ligated to the 
adaptor pair JBam 12 (5'-GATCCGTICATG-3') and JBam 24 (5'
ACCGACGTCGACTATCCATGAACG-3') or RHind 12 (5'
AGCTTGCGGTGA-3') and RHind 24 (5'-AGCACTCTCCA
GCCTCTCACCGCA-3'), respectively. The ligation products were 
amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) by using the primer 
JBam 24 or RHind 24 to generate the first-round amplicons, fol
lowed by digestion with BamHT or HindUI to remove the adaptors. 
Tester DNA was prepared by adding a second adaptor pair 
NBam 12 and 24 (5'-GATCCTCCCTCG-3' and 5'-AGGCA
ACTGTGCTATCCGAGGGAG-3') for BamHI-di~estcd DNA or 
JHind 12 and 24 (5'-AGCTTGTICATG-3' and 5'-ACCGAC
GTCGACTATCCATGAACA-3') for HindUT-digested DNA to the 
ends of the first-round amplicons. 

Subtractive RDA hybridization, kinetic enrichment and Cloning 
of the difference products 

The hybridization reaction was set up using 40 flg driver DNA 
(Medjool) and 0.4 ).1g tester DNA (Barhee) (100: I driverltester ra
tio) in a tinal volume of 4 jll hybridization buffer consisting of 
30 mM EPPS [C2-hydroxyethyl piperizineJ-N'-(3-propene sulfonic 
acid)], pH 8, and 3 mM EDTA. The DNA was denatured at 100°C 
for 10 min, 1 ).11 of sodium chloride (5 My was added to a final 
concentration of I M and the reaction incubated at 67°C for 16 h. 
The hybridization mix was then diluted and an aliquot amplified 
using NBam 24 or JHind 24. The first round of amplification was 
for ten cycles. followed by digestion of the products by mung 
bean nuclease. The nuclease-treated product was then amplified 
for an additional 20 cycles. The resulting amplicons, which are 
called the first difference product, were used in this study. These 
subtraction products were digested with the appropriate restriction 
enzyme and ligated into the appropriately digested pBluescript II 
(Strategene, USA). The ligation products were transformed into 
XLI Blue-competent cells and 50 plasmid-containing colonies car
rying an inselt were selected and probed with either the Barhee- or 
Medjool-Iabeled driver amplicons using the Gene Images random 
prime-labeling module (Amersham Life Sciences). Colonies that 
showed a much stronger signal after hybridization with the Barhee 
amplicons than with the Medjool amplicons were selected for 
plasmid isolation and determination of the insert sequence and 
size. 

Primer design and testing 

Pairs of primers were designed using a standard design program 
(Expa~y, Switzerland). The primer pairs were used in a PCR reac
tion using Barhec and Mcdjool DNA as template at various an
nealing temperatures to optimize the peR reaction. The PCR reac
tions were carried Ollt in 25-fll volumes containing 25 ng total ge
nomic DNA, J5 ng primer, lOO rru\1 of each dNTP, 10 ruM TRlS
HC/, pH 8.3, 2 ITLW MgCI2 and 0.5 units Taq polymerase (Takara, 
Japan). Amplification was performed using a Perkin Elmer Gene
Amp PCR system 9600 with the following program: (1) 94°C for 
5 minx I cycle; (2) 94°C for I min, 65°C or 60°C for I min de
pending on the primer pair, noc for 1 minx35 cycles; (3) noc 
for 5 minx1 cycle. and optional soak period at 4°e. The products 
were separated on a 1.5% agarose gel, stained with ethidium bro
mide and visualized under UV light. 

Southern blot hybridization 

Genomic DNA was digested with different restriction enzymes, 
separated on a 1.5% TAE agarose gel using electrophoresis, and 
tran sferred to ~ positively charged nylon membrane (Roche, Swit
zerland), as described by Sambrook et al. ( 1989). Cloned bands 
were used as probes and were labeled using the Gene Images ran 
dom prime, labeling module (Amersham Life Sciences). Mem
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Fig. 1 Sequence analysis of 
isolated RDA clones DP2, 
DP36 and DP41 and position of 
the most variable DNA region 
of the DP41 clone 

DP-2 

DP-36 

DP-41 

CCTATCGAAC 

CC TATGGCGA 

CCTTCTCCCC 

CCATTCATAC AGAGCCAGTT 

CC GGCTGACC TGGCACTGGT 

GTAGTAACCG GCCTCCCCGC 

TTC,<>J\TGTCC CTCAACCATC GCGCG GATCT 

GTCCGCACCA ACTCTGCTCG GA TGGAAAGA 

AAATCTTGCA AGTATCACTG AGGGGGAAGA 

AGTAGGGTCT CCCATCCTCC 

AGTCGACCTC GACGAAAGCG 

AGGAGGAGGG GCCTCCGCAC 

80 

80 

80 

CGATAGATAC T TAGGTATAC TAGAAGAGGA TACCGAGAAA ATGTTCCTAG TGGGAG ATAG AGATCACATAC AGGAT 156 

GCTCGGTAAA GCC CCGGTAG TACTCCAACA AGTCCGGGTC AATCCGACGG TATCTCCTCG CGCTGGAT 14 7 

GTGCCTCACG TCGTGGGGAC ACCGTAGATG GCTCGGTAGG TTGCCTTTCC TCCGTTGGAT 141 

branes were pre-hybridized and hybridized at 65°C in a buffer 
containing 5x SSe. 0,1% SDS and a 20-fold dilution of the liquid 
block provided overnight and washed at 6()OC using a Ix SSC and 
0, I% SDS solution. Detection was pelformed using the Gene Im
ages CDP-Star detection module. according to the manufacturer's 
instructions, Membranes were exposed to Hypelfilm ECL (Amer-s
ham Life Sciences) and the films developed , 

Sequence analysis 

For plasmid sequencing, PCR products were cloned into the plas
mid pMOS Blue (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, UK) and plasm
ids were recovered from transformed MOSB/ue cells selected on 
an appropriate antibiDtic. Sequencing was perfomled using Seque
lIase (Perkin Elmer, USA) according to the manufacturer 's instruc
tions on an automated DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems, 
USA), 

Results 

The subtractions between Barhee and Medjool were per
formed with either Barhee as tester and Medjool as dri v
er or with Mcdjool as lester and Barhee as driver for 
amplicons derived from BamHI- or HindIII-digested 
DNAs, Following a single round of subtraction using a 
tester to driver ratio of 1: 100 only one of the four sub
tractions, that with Barhee BamHI-digested DNA as 
tester and Medjool as driver, produced a DNA difference 
product, which is approximately 150 bp in length, The 
difference product was cloned and 50 Escherichia coli 
colonies containing the cloned difference product (data 
not shown) hybridized separately with labeled Barhee 
tester and Medjool driver amplicons, Both sets of ampli
cons hybridized to the colonies indicating that the isolat
ed difference product or a closely related sequence was 
present in both varieties . 

Ten E. coli colonies with the greatest differential sig
nal between tester and driver hybridization were select
ed, plasmid DNA isolated and the insert sequence deter
mined. This analysis revealed that the cloned difference 
product consisted of at least three sequences with lengths 
of 141 bp (DP41), 147 bp (DP36), and 156 bp (DP2) 
(Fig. 1) indicating a complex mixture of fragments in the 
difference product. Seven of the sequenced inserts were 
identical to DP2 and two identical to DP36. The DP41 
sequence contained an AGG motif repeated in tandem 
3 times, A search of these three sequences using differ
ent databases and DNA sequence analysis tools, such as 
Blast, FastA and the Smith-Waterman algorithm, result-

Table 1 Sequences of primers used to amplify different parts of 
clone DP41 with DP41R S'-GCAACCTACCGAGCCATCT
ACGGT-3' as the right-hand primer and the difference product 
DP36 with DP36R 5'-GGAACATTITCTCGGTATCCTC-3' as the 
right-hand primer, and a total number of seven non-tissue culture
derived plants amplifying a DNA fragment with the predicted 
size, Numbers in parentheses indicate the total number of plants 
tested 

Primer Sequence (5'-3') 	 Amplification 
product 

Barhee Medjool 

DP41L CCTTCTCCCCGTAGTAACCG 5 (7) 7 (7) 
PLMl TTACAGAGGGGAAAGGAGGA 5 (7) 7 (7) 
PLM4 GGAAGGAGGTGGCTCCG I (7) 7 (7) 
PLBll CGCAATCTTGCAAGTATCAGT 2 (7) 6 (7) 
DP36L TCGAACCCATTCATACAGAGC 4 (7) 7 (7) 

ed in a 75 % homology to Oryza sativa genomic DNA, 
chromosome 1 (accession no, AP002902) when a local 
alignment was done with DP41 but no homology was 
found for DP2 or DP36, 

Since most of the sequenced clones were identical to 
DP2, we selected only the clones DP36 and DP41, the 
latter of which was unique, for further characterization. 
Hybridization of labeled DP41 to EcoRI- or BamHI
digested DNAs from tissue culture-derived Medjool and 
Barhee gave a smear pattern, which is characteristic of a 
dispersed, repetitive sequence (data not shown), Similar 
hybridization profiles were obtained when either DP36 
or DP2 were used as probes. 

Four primers, DP41L and DP41R and DP36L and 
DP36 R (Table 1), were designed from the DP41 and 
DP36 sequences. These primer pairs amplified the pre
dicted 120-bp or II O-bp peR product, respectively, from 
genomic DNA of six different tissue culture-derived 
Medjool and Barhee plants but failed to amplify a frag
ment in two non-tissue culture-derived Medjool and 
three non-tissue culture-derived Barhee plants (Fig, 2: 
Table I). The DP41 amplification product was then char
acterized in more detail. From each of the six tissue-cul
ture-derived Barhee and Medjool plants, ttu-ee indepen
dent clones of the DP41 amplification product were se
quenced (Fig. 3). These 36 clones from different Med
jool and Barhee plants revealed a high degree of homol
ogy with DP41, the differences being minor base pair 
changes or single base deletions occurring mainly in a 
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Barhee Medjool 

DP36 - -- .. ----.. 
J 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 'J 10 11 12 

DP41 


2 J 4 5 6 7 8 '} }O 11 12 

OP411M4 
_1Iii- .... 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1Il 1] 12 

Fig. 2 peR products of genomic DNA from six out of seven 
Barhee (B) and Medjool (M) plants amplified with primers for 
DP36, DP41 and DP41/M4 with the following template DNAs: 
lanes 1-6 non-tissue culture-derived B plants; lanes 7-12 non-tis
sue culture-derived M plants 

variable 4S-bp region of the fragment (Fig. I). However, 
in general more changes were observed in the Barhee se
quences (specitlcally single base deletions) than in the 
Medjool sequences. Only those sequences showing dif
ferences in comparison to DP41 are shown in Fig. 3. 
From the 18 sequences analyzed for each variety. six of 
the Medjool sequences and eight of the Barhee sequenc
es were identical to DP41. This indicates that the region 
of the DP41 sequence used to design the primers is com
mon to both genomes. Among the variants found within 
the different genomes, two, M6 and B9, were identical. 
Two variants, M 1 and M4, the latter with a six base dele
tion in its sequence, were unique to Medjool and one 
variant (B 11) was unique to Barhee. 

Primers PLM I , PLM4 and PLB II (Table 1) were de
signed from Ml, M4 and B II, to cover the variable por
tion of these ~~quellce~ (Pig. 3) wllell useu in conJunc
tion with DP4IR. All six tissue culture-derived Medjool 
plants and also all tissue culture-derived Barhee plants, 
which originated from a single mother plant, amplified a 
PCR product with the expected size with all three prim
ers (data not shown). However, primer PLB 11 only am
plified a PCR product with the expected size of about 
110 bp from two of seven non-tissue culture-derived 
Barhee and six of seven Medjool plants at an optimal an
nealing temperature of 65 °C (Table I). An identical re
sult was observed with primer PLM 1 at an optimal an
nealing temperature of 60°C (Table I) , Primer PLM4 (at 
65°C annealing tempcrature), which covered a unique 
6-bp deletion, amplified a PCR product from DNA of all 
seven non-tissue culture-derived Medjool plants (Fig. 3) 
but only from one Barhee plant (Table I). 

DP41 TCTTGCAAGTATCACTGAGGGGGAAGAAGGAGGAGGGGCCTCCGC 
MI ---------- - -T--A----- -A---G- ----------------T 
M2 - -------------------------G----------c-- --- -
M3 ------------T--A----------G-----------------
M4 -T ----------A-------------G--- T-G-----
M5 -G-------- - --T--------T---------------------
M6 ---A-----A----------------------------------
M7 -------------------------------------c------
MIO --------------------------------------G-----
Mil -----------------------------------------AA-
MI2 -------------------------- - ---------------T-
MI3 ------------------------------------------T-
MI6 -------------TT-----------------------------

DP41 TCTTGCAAGTATCACTGAGGGGGAAGAAGGAGGAGGGGCCTCCGC 
BI ---- -------A-------------------------G-----
B2 - - ----- - ----A------- -- ---- ----------T-G-----
B5 -- - ---------A-----------------------T-G-----
B6 - --------A--A- ----A-------------------------
B9 ---A-----A- ------ ---------------------------
BIO ----------------T----------------------------
Bll ------CGCA---TTGC-A-TATC--T-----------------
BI2 --------------------- ----- - ----------------
BI4 
B15 -- -C-------- --------- --------------- ------

Fig. 3 Sequence alignment of DP41 with amplified DNA prod
ucts from genome of M and B plants showing differences to 
DP41. Empty space indicates a base pair deletion. For abbrevia
tions, see Fig. 2 

Discussion 

RDA has been sllccessfully applied in this study for date 
palm and has resulted in the isolation of three repetitive 
DNA sequences from the Barhee genome. A subset of 
each of these families of sequences appears either to be re
stricted to Barhee, or present at different multiplicity in 
Barhee, since the reverse subtraction with Medjool as 
tester yielded no products . The presence of these sequenc
es in the DNA from both varieties could also be explained 
by methylation differences between the two varieties, with 
Medjool DNA being more methylated in this region, since 
BumHI, a methylation-sensitive restriction enzyme, was 
used to generate the initial amplicons. However. the lack 
of difference products when BamHI-derived amplicons of 
genomic Barhee DNA were used as a driver, or when the 
~ubtractions were pertormed wilh HindIll-derived ampli
cons, is consistent with a general high degree of genomic 
similarity between plants of the two varieties. 

One sequence, which is highly variable, has been fur
ther characterized with respect to its presence in individu
al date palm plants of two date palm varieties. Sequence 
analysis of the amplified difference products from both 
date palm varicties identified the existence of several vari
ant members of the repeated sequence. consistent with this 
family representing a variable "genetic hotspot" in the ge
nome (Linacero et a1. :2000). Variation included changes 
from C-7T andG-7A. deletion of single base pairs 
(which occurred at a higher frequency in Barhee) and de
letion of several base pairs . Base pair changes represent 
the most commonly observed point mutations in plants, 
and can also be a consequence of plant tissue culture 
(Phillips et al. 1994). The extent of variation observed be
twecn plants indicates that this might be a rapidly evolv
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inglchanging sequence. We currently hypothesize that 
Barhee plants are generally more susceptible to these vari
ations and that these variations have resulted in a hetero
geneous Barhee population among non-tissue culture-de
rived plants including variations in copy number. Since all 
tissue culture-derived Barhee plants originated from a sin
gle Barhee mother plant, conclusions about the behavior 
of this family of sequences tlu'ough tissue culture cannot 
be drawn. However, Pluhar et al. (2001) found an unequal 
copy number of repeated DNA among callus samples of 
alfalfa, and speculated that genomic stress induced by tis
slIe culture may have caused thal unequal copy number. 

In the results reported here, RDA has proved to be 
useful in identifying a particular repetitive class of se
quences that is highly variable in date palms, which is 
consistent with earlier observations that RDA can be used 
to isolate families of repetitive sequences (Cuilis and 
Kunelt 2000; Nekrutenko et al. 2000; Zoldos et al. 2001). 
These types of sequences are more difficult to identify 
with either AFLPs or RAPDs since they either result in 
many related polymorphisms or generate no size poly
morphisms. An additional advantage of RDA is that it 
can also be performed using bulked amplicons, and can 
thus be used to identify polymorphisms that are restricted 
to a particular group of individuals. Therefore, bulking a 
series of Barhee and Medjool samples and then doing the 
subtraction will identify variety-specific polymorphisms, 
rather than individual specific polymorphisms. The types 
of sequences identified in these experiments would likely 
be identified as polymorphisms using other techniques, 
but due to the hyper-variability, each individual would 
have a unique pattern, or there would be a number of dif
ferent patterns, none of which would be variety specific. 
The ideal probes for identifying genomes are those which 
have a unique location in a given genotype that can be 
identified directly. Application of RDA therefore offers 
the opportunity to generate such useful probes. 
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Copy number 	 the number of copies of a given gene in a set of chromosomes, 

see multigene family. 

Cross-hybridization 	the binding of a probe to a DNA sequence other than the intended 

Cultivar 

Cytosine (C) 

Deletion 

Denaturation 

Digested DNA 

Diploid 

Direct repeats 

DNA 

DNA ligase 

DNA polymerase 

target sequence. This occurs because of homology between the 

probe and the sequence and because low stringency hybridization 

wash coinditions are followed . 

a variety of plant developed through selective breeding programs. 

pyrimidine base that pairs with guanosine in DNA. 

removal of gene region or base pair from chromosome. 

for DNA or RNA, describes separation of double-stranded 

molecule to a single-stranded state, usually by heating; for protein, 

describes change in physical shape, which is usually renders it 

inactive. 

DNA cleaved by the action of restriction enzymes. 

the normal number of chromosomes (two copies of each - 2n) in 

virtually all eukaryotes . 

multiple identical (or closely related) nucleotide sequences in the 

same orientation in a DNA molecule. 

(deoxyribonucleic acid) the molecular basis of heredity. DNA 

consists of a polysugar-phosphate backbone from which the 

bases (nucleotides) project. DNA forms a double helix that is held 

together by hydrogen bonds between specific pairs of bases 

(thymine to adenine, guanine to cytosine) . Each strand in the 

double helix is complementary to its partner strand in terms of its 

base sequence. 

enzyme that jOins two double-stranded DNAs together, end to 

end, by catalyzing 3'OH and 5'P termini bond formation . 

an enzyme that catalyzes synthesis of DNA under direction of a 

single-stranded DNA template. 
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